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In the Pi Pan ...
by Debbie Hoyt
I certainly hope that you had the
chance to make it to the TCS Open
House. It was a wonderful opportunitytomatchnames withfaces, share
views and techniques, eat good food,
and, most importantly, learn how
the TCS (TeleCommunications System) works. The Crew did a greatjob,
but then again, that is rather what
we've become accustomed to. Nonetheless, I'd like to thank them for all
the work that they've put in to making our electronic bulletin board an
enjoyable medium. For those of you
who would like to know, the following
is a list of members of"the Crew":

Lawrence I. Charters, Ken De Vito,
Jon Hardis, Dave Harvey, Harvey
Kaye, David K Page, Lou Pastura,
Paul Schlosser, Nancy Seferian, Dale
Smith, Jon Thomason, Bill Waring,
Dave Weitzberg, and Rick Zeman.
Be sure that you let these folks know
that you appreciate their efforts and
hard work for the club.
While I'm writing about the TCS,
this is a good time for me to tell you
about an upcoming series ofarticles,
but, first, 111 have to digress for a
moment. The new member handbook put together by the Crew contains an explanation ofhow our TCS

works. Now, for those of us who are
not immediately new members, we
won't geta new handbook, but we can
download the same information from
the Main Menu Library of the TCS.
And for those who are new at and
uncertain about how to move around
in the TCS-not to mention downloading and uploading-the Journal
will run the same information for you
beginning with the July issue. Perhaps if more members can become
comfortable with using the TCS, then
therewillbeevenmorefacestomatch
tonamesatthenextTCSOpenHouse.
Until next month....
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oflnWords 1.1 as the demo program.
The package is capable of analyzing
scanned images and converting them
by Tom Cook, into ASCII text files or classic
Columbia Slice Apple II Editor AppleWorks word processor files.
Gary stated that the quality of the
The guest speaker at the April scan determines how well In Words
Apple II Columbia Slice meeting was works. With a good quality scan,
Gary Hayman. Gary is chairman of In Words was able to get about 98 per
WAP's Apple IIGS SIG and the au- cent of the text correct using a
thor of The Magic File Cabinet. He pretrained font.
Gary next shared the following
made an excellent speech about two
different Apple II products: In Words tips on producing good quality scans:
Alignment is the key to a good qualand the The Magic File Cabinet.
The first product was In Words ity scan. Therefore, he recommends
by Westcode Software. InWords is an the use of a device called a Scan
optical character recognition (OCR) Align. Two tricks in holding the scanprogram which will run on the Apple ner were discussed. Gary stated that
Ile, Ile, or IIGS. Itrequires the Quickie the text can be scanned upside down
hand-held scanner by Vitesse. There pushing the scanner upwards. Ifyou
is also a separate version of the pro- are uncomfortable doing this, the
gram that will work with the next best thing to do is to hold the
LightningScan scanner by Thunder- scanner at the top. Gary also showed
Ware. When it is available, version us how to train In Words to recognize
1.1 of In Words will work with both an unknown font. This is a matter of
scanners. Gary used the beta version setting the progran mode to train

Columbia Apple Slice

II
and scanning the text including the
unknown font. Next InWords displays each unknown character for us
to identify it. Gary also demonstrated
one ofthe new features of version 1.1
oflnWords.InWords l.liscapableof
searching for the font file which gives
the highest number of characters
recognized.
The second product which Gary
discussed was The Magic File Cabinet from Magic Software. This program is a classicAppleWorks add-on
which allows the user to enter long
notes, comments, or descriptions into
a special word processor file it automaticallylinks to the database record.
It requires AppleWorks 3.0 which
has been enhanced with Timeout
UltraMacros 3. 1 by Beagle Bros because it is an UltraMacros task file.
There are many applications for this
AppleWorks enhancement. For instance you could use it to attach notes
like directions to a person's house to
an address book database record. I
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have used this program and have
found that the on disk documentation and tutorials are
excellent. The on-disk documentation also includes a Quick Start Guide
and four pages of ideas to help you
use the program. Gary gave us an
extensive demo ofthis program pointing out many of its features. He also
handed out a demo version of it, including an excellent tutorial.

plus enough cables to cross the Atlantic. Sadly, no one thought to bring
any networkable games; we could
have had a grand time blasting one
another with Spectre or MazeWars.
On the hardware side, the Mac LC
II was a pleasant surprise. Though
only marginally faster than an LC,
this particular machine had the extended video RAM (VRAM) which,
combined with the 12" color monitor,
allowed it to display images in "thouby Lawrence I. Charters sands" of colors. 24-bit QuickTime
Columbia Slice Macintosh Ed. movies running on the LC II were
actually faster, smoother, and better
April's meeting was both very dif- looking than they were on the Mac
ferent and very true to form. Instead IIsi used the previous month. The
of a major presentation to the group, reason, of course, is that QuickTime
there were several smaller presenta- wasn't busy converting the movies
tions and a terrific question and an- from 24-bit to 8-bit color, but it was
swer session. We also had more Macs still startling. Recommendation: if
to play with than usual, and Tim you get an LC, get the extra video
Helsing distributed the latest issue RAM.
of the Slice newsletter, AppleTree.
Ellen Baniszewski demonstrated
Computer Age in Catonsville (US QuicKeys, CE Software's superb
40 atAcademy Road) loaned us anew macro key program. She normally
Mac LC II for the meeting, and Slice uses QuicKeys with an extended keyPresident Tim Childers borrowed his board, mapping all the extra funcsister's LC and brought his own Plus tion keys to common tasks, and was
as well. We also had a number of somewhat hindered by a "standard"
external disk drives, two printers, keyboard. However, QuicKeys is very
and various other bits of hardware, flexible, and it wasn't too much work

for her to reconfigure her macros to
use the smaller keyboard. Comparisons were made between QuicKeys
and Tempo, the other big macro program, and the consensus is, for most
mortals on this planet, QuicKeys is
the better program. [Bob Shaffer,
WAPVicePresident-Mac, mentioned
that CE Software will be demonstrating QuicKeys at a forthcoming
General Meeting.]
Tim Childers demonstratedAdobe
Type Manager(A.TM),Adobe'swidely
acclaimed on-screen type scaling technology. Comparisons were made between ATM and TrueType, and the
future seemedsomewhatfuzzy.ATM
is definitely the way to go if you do
desktop publishing with PostScript
printers, but TrueType is quite nice
and works wonders on an H-P
DeskWriter or Apple StyleWriter.
TrueType is presently built-in to System 7, and it can be added to later
version of System 6 and is free. ATM
will be added to a forthcoming version of System 7. So the majority
consensus was: there is no consensus. Windows 3.1, by the way, will
include TrueType, which may result
in an explosion of TrueType fonts for
the MS-DOS world.
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With Bob Shaffer's assistance, the
Q&A session was unusually broad
and comprehensive. Judging by the
questions, the one topic of most
interest to Slice members was:
everything.
Columbia Slice is open, as always,
to any and all WAP members and
potential members in Columbia, plus
Baltimore, Annapolis, Gettysburgwe're friendly. See you soon.

StockSIG
by Morris Pelham

The prior Chairman of StockSIG
has moved to Australia to accept a
new job, and our small group is now
smaller. I'm the new Chairman, and
I want to extend a welcome to you to
come and join us.
StockSIG is a seminar on how to
put money to work. We talk pretty
openly about our sucesses and failures in overcoming inflation, taxes,
and stupid mistakes to make a profit
on our investable funds. We talk
about books, magazines, newspapers,
software, computers, telecommunications, brokers, ideas, safety, risks,
rewards, and experiences. Among us
we have experience with IRA's, 401
K's, golden handshakes, mutual
funds, stocks, commodities, options,
real estate, or nearly any other investment you could think of. Some of
us enjoy forecasting the future. No
guarantees.
We welcome novices to our meetings, both those with funds to put to
work now and those who expect to
have such funds in the future. For
example, the new federal employee
retirement system promises future
retirees will have a large lump sum of
money to put to work when they
retire. 401 K's make the same promise to private industry employees.
Will you be ready?
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We also welcome experts. We particularly welcome anyone currently
using a software package or telecommunications for investment who is
willing to share the experience of
using it with us. Most ofus are Macbased.
We do ask that people selling financial products not do so at our
meetings. Brokers and other salespeople look hard for opportunities to
make a sales pitch to a group of
potential customers and that's not
wrongforthem. Wearemoreeducation minded and try to share our
experiences openly with each other
without any sales pitches.
We do plan to invite people selling
software or telecomunications or
hardware that helps us to invest
better or smarter or with better information to make their presentations to us.
You will see us more prominently
on the TCS after I get smart enough
to use it and/or other StockSIG members use it more.
Our meetings are the second
Thursday at the WAP office at 7:30
p.m.
Y'all come!

Apple II GS SIG
by Paul Tarantino

I think we set an attendance
record at the McLean meeting
because we had around fifty people
in to watch, listen, and learn as
Neil Laubenthal did a rapid-fire
demo ofinstallation procedures and
some of the new features of IIGS
System Software 6.0. The size of
the crowd was a tribute to the importance of the subject matter, the
quality of Neil's presentation (also
given at the Saturday General Meeting to a smaller group), and the
power of direct mail advertising
(Gary had made one of his periodic

mailings to SIG members. Did you
get yours? Are you in the SIG database with a current address?).
It even pays to show up early at
our meetings. Not only do you get a
better seat, but the Handy Hints
started flying well before our
scheduled 7 p.m. start time. For
instance, an 800 phone number for
a recommended source ofadditional
RAM chips, namely Leo Electronics
(in NJ or NY), 1-80G-421-9565 was
mentioned. We are assured that they
understand "CAS before RAS" and
a recent price of $37 per megabyte
was quoted. If your memory card
has the capacity, System 6 is a very
good reason to take your machine
beyond 2 MB.
Early bird Handy Hint number
two was a way to change the background color on the System 6 "thermometer" boot-up screen from the
default color, a vivid blue. Use a
block editor to patch a copy of
START.GSOS by changing the code
at location B3B from DDDD (which
equates to blue) to 0000 (all zeros,
equating to black) or FFFF (white),
or try any other set of four repeated
hex characters between 1111 a nd
EEEE for the rest of the sixteen
available colors. (Caveat: don't try
this without assistance if you are
uncomfortable with block editors or
hex code, as random fooling around
at this level can quickly trash your
operating system. Help is always
available via the Hotline or on the
TCS.)
Our esteemed president, Lorin
Evans, was there with System 6
disk sets and the brand-new Pi
tutorial handout on System 6, a
very well written 24-page extravaganza. If you don't want to spend
the several hours needed to download the new system disks from the
TCS, the set of six disks can be
purchased at the Pi office for $18.
The tutorial handout is also
available for $3. Both can be or-
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dered by phone or mail (some addi- than its predecessors, and the WAP
tional shipping charges apply) and tutorial provides excellent help in
will be available for sale at future walking you through the process.
IIGSSIGandmain WAPmeetings. More help is available from Neil
The tutorial will also form the basis and others on the Hotline for those
for a series of Pi Journal articles on who prefer a bit of hand-holding.
System 6, probably starting in the Some lessons learned from those
who have already converted (not
next issue.
With all that information avail- me yet; my set of six shiny new
able and forthcoming, I will not disks is still unopened. Maybe next
attempt to cover everything Neil weekend ... ) include staying with the
said. If you don't have a hard disk custom installation procedure
drive and at least 2 MB of memory rather than the "easy install" option
in your IIGS, you will probably not in the Installer program, and a
get much benefit from System 6 necessary awareness of the need
because the new system software for several extra steps if you have a
doesn't leave much room for much RamFAST or other custom SCSI
else (i.e., applications, etc.) on interface card (i.e., almost anything
floppies or in main memory (if you other than an Apple card, or one
have less than 2 MB). If your that uses Apple's SCSI driver
machine does have the necessary software). You should also know
capacity, then System 6 will give that three new control panels in
you several very Mac-like features System 6, designed for users with
(plus some that even the latest Mac vision problems or control limitasystem software doesn't have yet!) tions (CloseVew, Easy Access and
as well as several new bells and Video Keyboard), can cause crashes
whistles, such as a full-fledged with some graphics programs. The
archiver program (for making full lesson: don't install these three
and incremental hard drive control panels at all unless you
backups), file system translators really need them; they can cause
(FST's) which allow you to read problems even if installed but
files directly from and write them deactivated.
to Mac-formatted disks and read
Other Handy Hints gleaned from
from old Apple DOS 3.3 and Pascal the discussion include a rumor that
disks, a text processor called Teach owners of HyperCard GS 1. 0 can
which can read Mac text files, upgradetothenewv. 1.1 bysending
MacWrite files as well as several $25 and an original HCGS disk to
Apple II file formats, and a slick A2 Central, and a plug for the
sound CDEV (like Soundmaster on ShareWare NDA Super Data Path
the Mac) which will play designated 3.0, available from the TCS, which
sounds whenever the IIGS performs enables you to designate default
a specified task, like starting up, data p aths for your 16-bit
ejecting a disk, or opening or closing applications, as well as giving easy
a desktop window. The new version access to a pull-down menu of other
ofPB which is included with System data paths for easy switching.
6 will allow 8-bit programs to access
Next month's meeting in
more than two storage volumes per Bethesda is expected to address the
slot, a limitation which has long topic ofdesktop icons, the rules and
annoyed those of us who use classic procedures for which have changed
AppleWorks with large hard drives. a bit under System 6. There will be
The System 6 installer program lots of opportunity for Q&A as well,
is much smarter and easier to run so please join us!
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AnnspollswApp/e 81/ce
by Seth Mize,
Apple II Programs and WAP Liaison

Now that summer is here, a lot of
us are thinking of getting back to
nature and out of our homes (and
perhaps taking along a laptop). Our
elected Secretary, Ed Coleman, is
unable to keep up Slice activity for a
while, so I will try to fill in for him.
Our April meeting at the Severna
Park Library was very well attended
and we had a complete rundown on
Telecommunications and use of our
own CRABBS BBS by Lloyd Olson.
Because I use the CRABBS BBS
and WAP TCS daily, I stepped outside to visit with Louise Tanney about
setting up her hard drive with GS/OS
6.0. (Perhaps she will be my first
guinea pig.) Our past president, Craig
Contardi, stopped by and picked up a
current set of GS/OS 6.0 disks to try
out now that he is back from Paris.
Richard Phares, from the US Naval
Academy, stopped by to discuss the
latest developments in educating midshipmen. Helen Hammerstrom says
she is still heading for France with
her French students this summer.
(Now, whydon'tiaskherfortheloan
Helen has been busy creating
HyperStudio stacks for and with her
students. She is constantly dialing
MiniTel in France for more input.
After the color Mac demonstration
of CRABBS was over, Lloyd Olson
loaded the MAC FST that allows a
Mac to read Apple II ProDOS files,
and then the Apple II SIG saw the
latest information from the TCS,
InterNet, and GEnie about our new
operating system for the IIGS.
Sandy Bozek, our Mac publisher,
provided Annapolis Slice Laser name
tags for regular attendees. She has
also been in contact with the Columbia Slice. The new Columbia Slice
MembershipApplicationis patterned
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on the Annapolis Slice version Henry
Yee from Columbia Slice attended
another of our meetings and we have
agreed to publish their meeting information in our CrabApple newslett.er. By the time you read this, we will

have had our May meeting at the
Crofton Library (not our regular location), and we should have lots to
report about D T P for the Mac and
Appl~ Il SIG's.

(CRABBS - Annapolis Slice (410) 55M929 (1 :281/1053)

I \ You've got C.R.AB.B.S. I \
!The_Chesapeake Region Apple Bulletin Board System \
_ / \ RdoNet node 1:261/1053 I\.__
\
I\ The Macintosh and Apple ] [ BBS /\
I
\\
of the
//
Annapolis Apple Slice User's Group

''-- n - --''
\ _ I CRABBS \__I

CRABBS uses a I operates at \ Other equipment for
d~endable
I 300, 1200 & 2400 \ CRABBS kindly donated
US Robotics /\
baud
/\ by Computerland
Courier Modem I /\_( 410) 553-6929_/\ \ Mid-Atlantic
Ill/
\\\\
II
\\
II
\\
16 MHzAa:daatordonmd by
NovyS~Inc.

SysOp:
Bill Annt
Applen Libtarian: DavidJcnkim
Mac Ubamian: Bany CoMO'
<A>nnapol6 Apple Slia: lnfu & Ncwslcttcr
«>RAB~ lnk>nnaaonand News

<U>tilliy Ar.ea
<Y>ell fOrthc SYSOP
<R>LE Graphia <1> ~ lnfu
&urvqs
<N>CYCI' EajingSaxy
<P>rivan: Mail
<l>ib Text Fiks
<B>ullet:in BoardM~~AND FidoNct Nctwo~
<F>ilcmmfersccmm.~,r,YdmmcM~ again
«»ffS)'£111- (GoodB~LogUttJ

;lllll111!1i~t!lliill~!lillllli';i ;illl!IHli
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by David Ottalini,
Apple Ill SIG Co-Chairman

What a lot offun it was! There was
a total of nine people who stuffed
themselves into the small tutorial
room at the WAP office April 18,
1992. Paul Campbell drove all night
from Detroit to be there. Martin
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Davidson came down from Ontario,
Canada on bis way1x> a vacation with
his wife in Florida. Steve Truax came
in with his wife from Charleston,
West Virginia. Dave and Joan
Jernigan drove in from Iavett.esville,
Virginia and Seth Mize made it in
from Glen Burnie. Tim Bouquet and
yours truly rounded out the local
contingent.
Paul brought his m with 40 MB

Sider Hardisk, 800k disk drive and
Panasonic print.er to present a great
tour through B>me of the things he's
been doing (see some of his comments below). His demonstration of
On Three's Macro Manager creat.ed
the most interest.
Later, I demonstrated the new
6.0 version of Menu.Maker, taking
it through its paces 1x> generally rave
reviews (you can say those kinds of
things when you are writing about
it!). A meeting that was originally
scheduled 1x> last two hours stretclled
into three and a half. We gave out
On Three T-shirts. Th.ere were also
lots of free disks, catalogs, et.c., to
look through. And afterwards, five
of us went out to keep things going
over lunch.
It was really just a fun time and I
think everyone came away with a
little more appreciation for what our
12-year-old SARAsaur can still do
and do well. My thanks to Beth
Medlin at the office and Bill Wydro
for helping smooth the wizy for our
meeting.
Directories Gone By•••
Along with some additions for our
PD library, Martin Davidson also
contributed an old V anloves 1983
Applen and m Software Direct,ory.
It's fun to take a look at what was
available back then for them Still
amazing, in fact, that despite the
problems, developers were producing software for our computer. In
this Directory there were 52 programs listed.
In introducing the Apple
section, Softalk Magazine's Al

m

Tommervik comment.ad:
Apple made some mistakes in its
development and introduction of the
Apple m, but the biggest mistakes
are being made now by the folks who
continue overlook this incredible
little machine when deciding on
hardware buys. The Apple ill is
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IT
now reliable, powerful and useful.
He added, "The SOS operating
system is a dream to work with"
and said the programs detailed in
the Apple III section bore little relationship "to what you're
accustomed to seeing on smaller
microcomputers in that they're so
much more capable and faster."

of new PD disks - and ensure the
legacy of our III lives on.

April Apple II Meeting
by Leon Raesly
and Lorin Evans

In December, 1991, Lorin wrote
that Apple had promised to release
If you have a need for a specific the long-awaited revised operating
program like VisiCalc, Apple system for the IIGS around the first
Writer, etc. please let me know. We of the year. Interesting how long it
have many donated programs that took for the first ofthe year to arrive,
are still in their original boxes with yet how easily worthwhile was the
manuals. We have lots of Pascal wait.
manuals for those interested and
The Pi has been preparing for our
even a CP/M card or two. I also tutorial for quite some time. Thanks
have one more III Fan available if to the assistance of Neil Laubenthal
anyone is interested. You11 need and others (see the credits in the
some hardware to install it, though. back of our tutorial booklet), 40 Pi
It fits in the back of your III (where members and guests received our 26
the slots for interface cards are). page booklet which details Neil's
Dave and Joan Jernigan got one adventures with the program; a
and I'm waiting to hear how it's complete installation guide;a detailed
working for them. These were the list of the tips and tricks that will
original "Core III" fans as advertised ease your way through the program;
and sold by Joe Dobrowolski of and, operating instructions for many
Apple Users Group International. ofthe utilities available with System
We also need some volunteers to 6.0. But first things first.
take a look at some of the donated
We began with a presentation by
Ill's in the office and find out ifthey Tom Vier ofhis SmartDisk program.
run and if not, to repair them. I This program places new boot blocks
want to keep one 512K machine at on designated floppy disks, so that if
the office for our own use. But after you try to start your computer from a
that, our Ill's need to find some data disk, it will not hang up your
good homes. The J ernigans have system. Tom Vier distributed free
beenincontactwiththeWashington disks containing the program to all
Post's Bob Levy, who has promised who attended the session.
to help.
Next, Neil Laubenthal presented
I also hope to be contacting every our tutorial on System 6.0. Using the
SIG member by mail, asking you to Pi developed booklet, Neil started
do a little transcribing for us. One with an overview ofthe new or revised
long-time project has been to get features within the program and the
some of the best articles published minimum hardware configurations
about the III onto disk for all to to run these options. He then took a
enjoy. This is something every new hard drive and walked us
member can work on in a free through a complete installation. He
moment or two. If everyone helps explained how to avoid disrupting
withjust one article, we'll have lots your current system configuration,
Software/Hardware
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the use of custom icons and startup
programs, and the whole concept of
resources methodology as it applies
to the IIGS. Considerable discussion
ensued about the pros and cons to be
considered when deciding what to
install from among the hostofoptions
now available to the IIGS operator.
All the information you will need is
found in our booklet.
The program concluded with the
preview of a new and novel program
- developed by a new Pi member which uses fractals to draw trees in
color. The demonstration included a
technical discussion on the
methodology employed, which is a
union offractals and HyperStudio in
a single program.
Lorin urged each of us to write to
the President of Apple (John Scully)
and thank him for producing this
upgrade to the operating system for
the IIGS. If each of us were to write
such a letter, Lorin said, it would do
more to so show the size ahd
enthusiasm of the Apple user base
than anything else available to us.
If you find yourself reading this
before the May General Meeting,
please join us for the first in a series
of maintenance tutorials. This one
will cover disk drive servicing you
can do. There will be a detailed
handout to take home.

[Copies of SmartDisk can be
obtained from Tom Vier, 1831 Post
Oak Trail, Reston, VA2209 l. Be sure
to specify 3.5"or 5.25"format. The si.x
disks that comprise System 6.0 are
availab/,e at the Pi office or by mail at
a members price of $18.00 ($5.00
P&HJ. The System 6 Tutorial is
availab/,e separately or with the disk
set for $5.00 ($1.50 P&H).]
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PROMPT & RELIABLE REPAIR
99
$ 99

• Mac Plus I 512 Power Supply ............................................ $
• Apple 13" Hi-Res RGB Color Monitor- Flat Rate• ........
• Laser Printers - Low, Low Rates ...................................... ..
• Pickup & Delivery available.

--·····--....................
......
....... -·---·
.............
............. ..
RC .......-·LIU\11111.\l;I
"I" I 1.111'1

Call

W.A.Pi mem. card must be presented for special rates. *excludes crt & flyback.

Authmiml Dealer

10565 Lee Hwy., Fairfax, Va 22030 • (703) 385-2758 • Open Saturdays

Microsoft Demos Excel 4 .0
1-495 Beltway

VVednesday,June23
7:30 PM
NIH Lipsett Auditorium
Don't miss this special
Excel 4.0 Demo!
Key members of the Microsoft
Excel Development Team will
demo the new features of Excel
4.0. The demo will be followed by
a Q &A session.

Sponsored by the
WAP Excel SIG

CUSHION YOURSELF
AGAINST UNEXPECTED REPAIR COSTS
• Protect all your Appll equipment with AppleCare~ - the only service
agreement that's backed by Apple~
•Comprehensive coverage, coast to coast - covers parts & labor.
• Flexible contract length, No limit on number of repairs.

-·
......
·--....
·---·
....
..........................
-·····
RC LIU\1111 I 'I I L.111-.1
I • I K•1a11 1.•1.• 1.•u1.• I

L.'1'1 "

Special Offer f or Pi members:

I

a•&•

Aulhcriml Ocala

20 % Off. Call Gene at 703-385-2758
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Collaboration in the Electronic Age
by Phil Shapiro

E

ach one of us is born into this
world with unique talents.
However, no two persons
have exactly the same strengths.
Working alone, each one of us can
make a contribution to society. But
working together, in collaboration
with others, our individual talents
are magnified. Defying logic, when
two or more persons collaborate on a
project, the sum of the parts is often
greater than the whole.
In this electronic age, electronic
mail is the lifeblood of collaboration.
Within the business world, e-mail is
the cement that binds companies together; outside the business world, email facilitates social and intellectual discussions. Whatever the nature of the collaborative project, be it
software development, scientific research, or the writing of a book, electronic mail can facilitate just about
every stage of the project.
Before a project even gets launched,
the participants can brainstorm ideas
via e-mail. Once the project begins t.o
take shape, the direction and timetable of the project can be worked out
by e-mail. During the middle stages
ofthe project, progress reports can be
distributed via e-mail. And in its final stages, feedback from independent observers can be sent via e-mail.
It used to be that persons who
were collaborating on a project needed
to live in the same city, or, at least, in
the same state. In the electronic age,
physical proximity is becoming in-
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creasingly irrelevant. Intellectual two were able to soar t.o unimagined
proximity is far more relevant. Most heights.
interestingly, people can collaborate
on long term projects without ever (The author has been working on a
collaborative software project for the
having met each other. Their shared past year. As the project reached its
ideas alone can be the sole force con- final stages, these ideas about
necting them over months of work.
collaboration took shape. You can
Ideas themselves can be both the
reach Shapiro on GEnie at:
communication medium and the end P.Shapirol, America Online:
product of collaboration in the Infor- pshapiro. Snail mail address:
Balloons Software, 5201 Cheuy Chase
mation Age.
Parkway, NW, Washington, DC
In the previous Industrial Age,
20015.)
shared ideas could only be used as a
means to an end. The structures and
Recommended Readings:
inventions ofthe Industrial Age were
all physically tangible structures. In
Sproull, Lee, and Kiesler, Sara;
contrast, the structures and inven- Connections: New Ways of Working
tions of the Information Age are in- in the Networked Organization, The
tangible structures ofknowledge. The MIT Press, 1991, 212 pages. Price:
ideas themselves are the inventions. $19.95.
As the world becomes more comStrassman, P .A.,InformationPayplex, no one individual has enough off: the Tranformation ofWork in the
know-how to tackle ambitious, origi- Electronic Age, Free Press, New York,
nal projects. Shared knowledge and 1985.
Kraut, R.E., (ed.), Technology and
shared insight are going to be the
hallmarks of future successful ven- the Tranformation of White Collar
tures. Persons open to working in Work, Erlbaum, Hillsdale, NJ, 1987.
Reprinted with permission from
collaboration with others are going to
have a distinct advantage over the GEnie Lamp, the new online publica"lone wolf' worker. In the coming tion on GEnie. Volume 1, Issue 2. (c)
years, rugged individualism is going Copyright 1992 T/I'alkNET OnLine
to have to take a back seat to rugged Publishing, GEnie, and the GEnie
Computing RoundTables. To sign up
cooperation.
Orville and Wilbur Wright's fa- for GEnie service, call (with modem)
ther once remarked that neither of 1-800-638-8369. Upon connection
his two sons working on his own type HHH. Wait for the U#= prompt.
would ever have achieved much with Type: XTX99368,GEnie and hit Rehis life. Working together, bouncing turn. The system will then prompt
ideas and energy back and forth, the you for your information.
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This column will look at the
art and artists of Washington
Apple Pi and the techniques and
tools used to create the art.
Artist Info: Our artist this month
is our own contributing cartoonist,
JaqueB.Davison.Hehasbeendrawing cartoons since 1976 when he
published his first collection of cartoons illustrating Army training.

PiPower cartoon, J aque creates a
standard frame and caption line on
his Mac and prints it out. He then
puts the frame and caption on a
light table with a blank sheet of
paper on top. The cartoon is drawn
on the blank sheet. That way the
bottom sheet works as a guide
which is not too artistically restrictive to the cartoonist. Once the
drawing is finished, he runs the
drawing through the Laser Printer

Pi POWER

"/117 Mtu:I I'm to/Ung to you' "

11m1111111111111111111111111111111111

a wire frame. It's easy because it's
only lines. You see through them;
they are transparent. The second
stage is the hidden line. Now the
computer has to (from a certain point
of view) draw all the lines and erase
the lines you can't see. The third
level is basically rendering or turning the drawing into solids as if they
were illuminated by some light. Depending on the complexity ofthe program, rendering can take hours. One
ofthe neat things you can do in 3-D is
to build many models separately and
save them as shapes which can later
be stacked together to make a completely different drawing."
Jaque's initial interest in 3-D
came out of using 3-D CAD (computer assisted design) packages to

·wompr
Cf) J. U. DaviMn
19'11

J aque, a recently retired major from
the Army, is currently a systems
engineerwith Synectics Corporation,
a government contractor. His office
is a 100% Mac environment.
He
was formally trained with an MS in
Systems Management at the University of Southern California and a
BA in Political Science at Auburn
University. He has been providing
cartoons for the WAP Journal since
May 1991.
Tools: Mac Hsi, Super 3-D,
PageMaker 4.0 , MacDraw Pro,
SuperPaint.
Techniques: To produce a
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again to print the frame and
caption on the final art. So far
Jaque has submitted 14 cartoons
to the Wap Journal, several to Ski
Magazine, and was just published
in the Air and Space Smithsonian
Magazine.
Jaque's greatest love, however,
is 3-D, and he creates 3-D models of
the scenes and places he describes
in writing his very imaginative fictional stories. "lndrawing3-Dmodels,youhavetostartwith wireframe
objects mainly because they are
easier on the processor. There are
three levels of3-D. The first level is
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applications. Before drawing the
Trifles Castle, J aque spent many
hours surveying the castle in
Annweiler, Germany during his five
year stay in that country. He photographed and videotaped it from
many angles. He used these research photos and maps to get the
correct
estimates on sizes to
build
a
model
in Super
3-D.
He
related each measurement to arbitrary increments he
established within
the model so his
proportions were
right. A series of objects was
created and saved into a library file.
The objects were then put together
to construct the model of t he castle.

"For the hill, I drew essentially one flashlight on the 3-D model."
The Dragon was drawn for J aque's
contour line off a map. I then extruded the line so that I had ajagged story, "Windweaver's Dragon." He
block. I then began to re-shape the positioned many 3-D models toblock by moving points around. I gether to show the dragon's point of
selected only the bottom points and view prior to making his dive.
moved them to match the next lower
J aque also likes to think in visual
w a s terms while at work. He draws 3-D
contour which
wider. I ereated a models of his various conceptual
object ideas as shown in the Quarterly
second
and
re- Release Cycle. "Information in a 3peated the D model can be coded. The coding
action for consists of location, shape, texture
abetter and color. I use the locations of
effect objects to establish relationships.
(using Com-plexity of shape and color can
one
short tell me things about each object,
object and one long object). allowing comparisons. The thing I
Shading is a matter of where you like best about modeling an idea or
put the light source. If you don't system in 3-D is that once the 3-D
want a long wait for the program to model is finished I can walk around
build the picture (longer still ifprint- it or animate it. That's fun! I can
ing), it's best ifonly one light source examine it from different points of
is used. I prefer my own point of view. Sometimes I get a whole new
view. It's as if you're holding a perspective."

4thQTR

Release
Under
Construction

To submit art by mail, send a
copy on disk and a hard copy to:

Ann Aiken
9212 Cedarcrest Drive
Bethesda, MD 20814

Isl Qtr Release
2nd Qtr Release
3rd Qtr Release
In Progress
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To submit art by modem to the
TCS, dial (301) 986-8085. At the
Main Menu select (F) for File
Transfer Area. Then choose area
24 for Journal Submissions, and
upload.
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The World Of Fonts

Exploring Typefaces -17
by Frank Potter
The typefaces are in the mail, or so I
am told by Adobe. Both the Myriad
and Minion Multiple Masters are out
now, and it may be-God and UPS
willing-that we will be able to do a
bit of exploring next month. I had
hoped for this month, but by now
have learned that the world doesn't
always arrange itself to my convenience. Or even that ofWAP ...
This Month

This month, we have a little of
everything: serif, sans serif and a
gaggle of display faces, all in a row.
Enough to tweak the interest ofeven
the most jaded font maven, or so I
would hope.
New Aster (99)

This is a fairly complete package
as-since it is right across the pageyouhave already noticed. Itis considered a transitional typeface: the letters go more or less straight up and
down, and the serifs are slightly
raked. You would use it as a text
vehicle-not difficult to read and sufficiently versatile to let you use the
black and bold faces as subheads, or
even headlines.
The package retails for $370, but
who pays retail? (Didn't someonejust
get beaten around the head and ears
for saying that in an ad-even if it
was true?)
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Franklin Gothic (23, 103)

Revue

You don't even have to turn the
page to know that this is a sans serif
face, since the name "Gothic" is a
deadgiveaway. This face is frequently
found in catalogs, price sheets, forms
and similar publications, and it does
very well for headlines as well. I have
been told that it produces an excellent fax as well, perhaps because of
its enlarged x-height and somewhat
condensed character proportions.
Adobe seels this in two packages
the first, calledjust"Franklin Gothic,"
contains the No. 2 Roman typeface,
together with the regular and extra
condensed faces. This one, number
103, retails for $145. The second,
labeled "ITC Franklin Gothic," retails for $275 and contains the balance of the faces.

Colin Brignall designed this font in
1968 as well; it brings back memories
of the turn of the century-well, actually, it doesn't bring back those
memories to many people still around.
Perhaps it would be more accurate to
say that it suggests those days and
leave it there.
This is not a face that you are likely
to confuse with any other, so I won't
bother to try to characterize it, beyond saying that it certainly stands
out.

Letraset Display Faces (34)

This disk contains four different
typefaces, each designed to accomplish a different purpose.
Aachen Bold

This is, as one can readily see, a
typeface that is not for all occasions.
It is so strong that its use is virtually
restricted to posters and announcements where one is anxious to attract
attention. Beguiling and seductive it
is not-but then, what is these days?
It, like all the others on this disk,
comes in one flavor only, and was
designed by Colin Brignall in 1968
for Letraset.

University Roman

This elegant typeface was designed
in 1971 by Mike Daines. It won't
catch your eye the same way the
earlier two do, but its will certainly
encourage you to look at what it says
in a positive manner. Perhaps evendare I say it-beguiling and seductive????
Freestyle Script

Note that in this script face, the
letters do not make any pretense at
connecting, unlike many ofthe script
faces that are going around these
days (most of them shareware, and
most pretty enough but not appearing to have any staying power). The
best use of this might be for announcements and small, discreet
signs-ones where you know that
people will take the rouble to read.
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New Aster

ABCDEFGHIJKLMN
OPQRSTUVWXYZabc

defghijklmnopqrstuvw
xyz1234567890 &
ABCDEFabcdef-New Aster Regular
ABCDEFabcdef--New Aster Italic
ABCDEFabcdef-New Aster Bold
ABCDEFabcdef-New Aster Bold Italic
ABCDEFabcdef-New Aster Semi Bold
ABCDEFabcdef-New Aster Semi Bold Italic
ABCDEFabcdef-New Aster Black

ABCDEFabcdef-NewAsUrBlacklialk

The rabbit-hole went straight on
tunnel for some way, and then
dippe~ suddenly down, so sudd_e~y
that Alice had not a moment to think
about stopping herself before she
found herself falling down a very
deep well. 1OJ1 O

li~e a
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The rabbit-hole went straight on
like a tunnel for some way, and then
dipped suddenly down, so suddenly
th Al. h d
·
at ice a. not a moment to thmk
about stoppmg herself before she
found herself falling down a very
deep well. 10/12

The rabbit-hole went straight on
like a tunnel for some way, and then
dipped suddenly down, so suddenly
that Alice had not a moment to think
about stopping herself before she
found herself falling down a very deep
well. 10/14
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Franklin Gothic

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQ
RSTUVWXYZabcdefgh ij k
Im nopq rstuvwxyz12345
67890 &
ABCDEFabcdef-Franklin Gothic Book
ABCDEFabcdef-Franklin Book Oblique
ABCDEFabcdef-Franklin Gothic Demi
ABCDEFabcdef-Franklin Gothic Demi Oblique
ABCDEFabcdef-Franklin Gothic Heavy
ABCDEFabcdef-Fr. Gothic Heavy Oblique

ABCDEFabcdef-Fr. Gothic No. 2 Roman
ABCDEFabcdef-Franklin Gothic Condensed
_ABCDEFabcdef-Franklin Gothic Extra Condensed
The rabbit-hole went straight on like a
The rabbit-hole went straight on like a
tunnel for some way, and then dipped tunnel for some way, and then dipped
suddenly down, so sud~enly that Alice suddenly down, so suddenly that Alice
h~d not a moment to think about stop- had not a moment to think about stop.
ping herself before she found herself
falling down a very deep well. 10/10
ping herself before she found herself
falling down a very deep well. 10/12
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The rabbit-hole went straight on like a
tunnel for some way, and then dipped
suddenly down, so suddenly that Alice
had not a moment to think about stopping herself before she found herself
falling down a very deep well. 10/14
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Letraset Display Faces

TL

Aachen Bold/24

ABCDEFGBIJKLMNOPQRSTUIWXYZ
abcde'8__tg.Uclmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234187890 &

Revue/24

fiBCDEFG"IJKLM"OPORSTOVWXYZ
abcdefg_hiiklmnopqrstavwxyz
1234567890 &
University Roman

.l\])CDEFGHJJKLMNOPQQ<£>TUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuv
wxyz1234567890 (f)

Freestyle Script

llBt/JEf"~lllJttL/11;f!fJP((,RffUlllVXt/ZaberleflhjiUtwl(O/fntav{(/Jl?zt2J156789o &-
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Apple & Macintosh Tutorials and
Seminars for June
by Keith Malkin

T

ake a Macint.osh or Apple IIGS
class this Summer! We are fea
turing a number of interesting
oourses this month including an introduction to my favorite word processor, T/
Maker WriteNow. We are also offering
classes on the business presentationprogram, Microsoft Powerpoint, and the
Apple Macintosh operating system, System 7. Call the WAP Office t.o check the
latest class schedule. Classes are oft.en
updated and new classes may be added
or other schedule changes may be made.
Please call Beth Medlin at (301) 6548060.
Payment for Courses
The fees for most ses&ons (unless
otherwise indicated) are fifteen dollars
($15) for members, twenty dollars ($20)
for non-members. SIG-based fees may
vary. Please register well in advance for
the class or classes you wish t.o take by
either sending in the registration form
(which can be found in this or any recent
issue of the Journal at the end of this
article) or by phoning your registration
into the office with a credit card. Ifyou've
signed up for a class and need t.o canceL
please do so two (2) business days before
the class, otherwise we cannot refund
yourmoney. Occasionally,theWAPclass
schedulechangesduetooonflictsorother
circwnstances beyond our oontrol You
should verify your registration and the
class schedule with the WAP Office t.o
avoid the inoonvenience associated with
class cancellations, etc. Please call the
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office at least one (1) business day before
the class date to oonfirm that your class
will be held as scheduled. We cannot call
you! We sincerely regret any inoonveniences that may ariseduet.oscheduling
changes.

•Adobe-Illustrator,
Photoshop,
PostScript Language and Programming

•QuarkXPress
• Deneba Canvas
•Timeworks Publish-It 'Easy!
•WordPerfect for the Macintosh
•wtus 1-2-3/Macintosh
•Apple R£sEdit
•Macintosh programming-Pascal, C
(suchasSymantecThinkPascalandThink

Volunteers and Instructors
We need your ideas, criticisms, oomments, and suggestions. Please call or
C),MPW.
writeme,KeithMalkin,at9505Drayoott
Ifyou would like to teach, Bob Morris
Court, Burke, VA 22015-3253, (703)
may
be reached at (301) 963-3129 (h),
503-8.591.
evenings
and weekends, or (202) 501If you have expertise in any area of
Macint.osh or Apple oomputing,yourfel- 7814 (o), during the day. (Instructors are
low users and WAP members need you. oompensated for their time, effort, and
We are always looking for knowl~ expense.)
We are looking for additional classable, enthusiastic instructors. Ifyou are
room
facilities for tutorials and workan experienced Mac user who feels oomshops.
Ifyou know of a public or private
petent in teaching a particular software
package, or any subject relating to Ma- facility(withMacsorApplesthatwemay
cint.oshorAppleseriesoomputers, please be able to use) in the metro area (especallBobMorrisat(301)963-3129(h). We cially Northern Vrrginia), call me with
are especially in need ofinstructors oom- the particulars. Donations of new and
used equipment would be most apprecipetent to teach:
•Introduction to the Macintosh
ated, especially Macint.osh II-series oom•Maintaining and Troubleshooting the
puters, colorprojectionpanels orsystems
Macintosh
(such as models from Proxima, n-View,
•Using System 7
and Sharp). For donations oontact a
•Introduction to Quick.'I'ime and MacinWAPofficerorthepresident,LorinEvans.
tosh Digital Multimedia

•Introduction to the Apple IIGS
•Introduction to HyperCard
• Mic:rosoft.....--Word, Excel, Works

•Claris- FileMaker Pro, Resolve,
MacDraw Pro, MacWrile, MacProject
• Aldus--PageMaker, Persuasi.on, Freehand, SuperPaint, Digital, Darkroom

Apple Tutorials
The Apple IIGS Introductory Tutorials are a three-part series designed for
Apple IIGSnovices. Theoourses are held
each ofthe first three Tuesday evenings
inJunefrom 7-lOp.m. atthe WAPoffice.
Apple IlGS lntroduct.ory Tut.ori-
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als, Part I (Course # GS 1049'J).
Designed for Apple IIGS novice.
Materials Required: Should have
access t.o an Apple IIGS outside of the
classroom.
CourseDat.e:Tues.,Jnne9, 7-lOp.m.

Apple IlGS Introductory Tutori·
als, Part I I (Course # GS 20492).
Designed for Apple IIGS novice.
Materials Required: Should have
access t.o an Apple IIGS outside of the

classroom.
Course Date: Tues., June 16, 7-lOp.m.
Apple IlGS lntrodu.ctmy Tutori·
als, Part m (Course # GS 3049'J).
Designed for Apple IIGS novice.
Materials Required: Should have
access t.o an Apple IIGS outside of the
classroom.
CourseDate:Tues.,June23, 7-lOp.m.
Macintosh Tutorials and Seminars
(Note: the Introduction to Macintosh series this month is primarily
oriented to users of System 6, but we
will be offering the System 7 version
next month and alternating fora time
thereafter. We will also continue to
offer additional courses on converting to and using System 7.)

Introduction to Macintosh, Part I
(Course # Ml0692). ·This class is designedforthebeginninguser.Youshould
go through the Guided Tour disk that
came with your computer before you
come to class. You'll learn each of the
oomponentsofyourMacinrosh,bothhardware and software. You'll disoover the
System,Deskt.op, Ioons,Active Wmdow,
and how they all work.You'll also investigate the components of the Control
Panel
Materials Required: Your Macinrosh, hard disk drive, startup disk, and
an unformatted disk.
CourseDat.e:Mon,June8, 7-lOp.m.
Introductiont.oMacintosh,Partil
(Course # M20692). This class is de-
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signedforthebeginninguser.Youshould
go through the Guided Tour disk that
came with your computer before you
oomet.othisclass. You'llleameachofthe
oomponentsofyourMacint.aili,bothhardware and software.You'll leam the finer
points of the Menu Bar, various error
messages, what the Clipboard and the
Scrapbook are, various peripherals and
how they are oonnected t.o your Macintosh, and, finally, you'll learn about command key ( ) equivalents (keyboard
shortcuts for Menu Bar commands).
Materials Required: Your Macinrosh, hard disk drive, startup disk, and
an unformatted disk.
Course Date: Mon, June 15, 7-lOp.m.

Introduction to Macintosh, Part

m (Course# M3069'J). This class is
designed for the beginning user. You
should go through the Guided Tourdisk
thatcamewithyourcomputerbeforeyou
come t.o this class. You'll learn about the
Syst.emsoftwareyouareusing, updating
yoursystemfiles, aliasesandinter-application oommunication, managing fonts
andotherresourcesinSyst.em7,memory
management,andthevariousRAMconfigurations possible with each
Macint.oshmodel.
Mat.eria1s Required: Your Macinrosh, hard disk drive, startup disk, and
an unformatted disk.
CourseDat.e:Mon.,June 22, 7-lOp.m.

tosh and a copy of System 7.
Course Dat.e: Wed., June 24, 7-10 p.m.

Introduction

to

T/Maker

WriteNow (Course #TMWN1069'J).
WriteNow remains a perennial favorite
word prooossor among Mac fanatics for
many reasons, chief among them are
easeofuseandsimplicity.Justnowinits
third major release (which offers oolor,
style sheets, enhanced file compatibility
withotherprograms,andSystem 7 savy
features), WriteNow offers an alternative even t.o the full-featured Microsoft
Word, Wordperfect for the Mac, and
Nisus. This introduction will rover versions 2.2 and 3.
Materials Suggested: Your Macintosh, hard.drive, startup disk, andaoopy
ofT/Maker WriteNow.
CourseDat.e:Sat.,June13,9am.-12noon.

Introduction to Microsoft
Powerpoint (Course #MPP1069'J).
The business presentation program and
its features will be explored, including
outlining, creating slides or overheads,
not.es or handouts, and the uses oftype,
color, graphics, and charting to keep the
audience's interest.
Materials (Optional): Your MacintoshandacopyofMicrosoftPowerpoint

CourseDat.e:'I'hurs.,June 18, 7-lOp.m.

Other Educational Opportunities
We are still surveying local colleges
(Convertingtoand) UsingSystem anduniversitiesonofferingsofmt.erestto
7.0(Course#<>S2069'J).Adiscus&onof WAP members. Meanwhile, I can offer
the new Macintosh operating system, these two suggestions: Northern Virincluding how t.o install it and use its ginia Community College offers an unfeatures. Topics will include the installa- dergraduate (Associate degree in Aption process, checking for compatibility, plied Science) program in CommunicaSystem 7 "savy" applications, memocy tion Design and a Computer-aided
management and virtual memory, Graphic Design specialization at its Almultitasking, inter-application oommu- exandria(3001NmthBeauregardStreet,
nication and how t.o "publish and sub- Alexandria, VA22311, (703) 845-6301)
scribe, "TrueType,font/DAmanagement, and Loudon (1000 Hany Flood Byrd
sound resources, andothernewfeatures Highway,Sterling,VA22170,(703)450ofSystem 7. Youdonotneedtobringyour 2571)campuses. Atthel..oudoncampus,
Macintosh; this class will be in the semi- the basic classes, Computer Graphics I
nar format
and II, make ext.ensive use ofthe MacinMaterials (Optional):Your Macin- tosh platform, page makeup, illustra-
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tion, and digital painting software. Students this year made use of Macintosh
SEs and software including Hypercard,
Microsoft Word, Aldus Pagemaker,
Superpaint, and Freehand, Claris
MacDraw Pro, deskt.op scanners, and
laser printers t.o learn basic Mac skills
and solve real world design problems.
The ~ relevant t.o Macint.osh prepressandooncemingfinal printedpieces,
service bureaus, and printers were discussedBythe end ofthe year, anew Mac
labwithMacint.oshllsi-basedoolorworkstationsshould be open. Continuingeducation seminars on Quark Xpress are
alsoregularlyofferedatthe Lmdonlocation. Tuition and fees are based on Vrrginia residency for undergraduate
oourses;oontinuingandoommunityeducation seminars have different fees and
policies. For more information or an appointment, call the counselling departmentatNOVA-Loudoun bycalling(703)
450-2571. (More details on the Alexandria campus in next month's Journal.)
TheUniversityofMmyland,QillegePark
andMontgomecyCollegeofferMactraining in the Graphic Design major. For
aspiringfilmmakers, theAmerican University has regular and summer offer-

ings of interest t.o Mac users.

• TheAFl-AppleComputerCenterfor
Film and Videomakers. For oourse descriptions and mailings from the center,
whichislocatedinU>sAngeles, call(213)
856-7664. For info onjoining the American Film Institute, call (800) 999-4AFI.
• AvidEducationServi.ces-probably
thehottesteditingplatfonninvideothese
days is the Macint.osh-basedAvidMedia
Composer. Non-linear editing is the hot,
newconceptoftheday in creative media
and knowing the Avid might be your
ticket t.o the bright lights, if you are so
inclined.FindoutmorebycallingAvidat
(617) 221-6789. (Avid did offer introductoryooursesinNew Yorkin the first part
of last November. Course fees for three
days of intensive, hands-On training, a
one-year subscription t.oAvicl'sBBS, and
a certificate of oompletion were $350. I
amfairlysurethataaxmun.odationswere
extra at that price.)
• The Corcoran School of Arts has a
series ofMacint.osh graphics oourses on
ooloroomputing, design,illustrationand
electronic pre-press at its Georget.own
campus. Fees are approximately $300600 per five 8-weekoourse. For information and mailings call (202) 628-9484.

• The Eastman Kodak Center for
Creative hnaging in bucolic Camden,
Maineofferspriceytrainingonthelatest,
state-of:.the-art Macintosh-based imaging and pre-press systems. For information on schedules and oourse offerings
call the Center for Creative hnaging at
(207) 236-7400 or fax t.o (207) 236-7490.
•The Sony Videolnstitute(The Sony
Institute of Applied Video Technology,
2021NorthWestemAve.,P.O.Box29906,
Hollywood, CA90029)isofferinganumberofworkshops that may be ofinterest
t.o Macintosh publishers, digital photographers, film and video makers, multimedia prodll<m'S, and animators. For
information call (213)462-1987, then#*.
•Dynamic Graphics Educational
Foundation (OOEF) are the "Step-byStep Graphics" people. Graphic designers andarldirectorsknowthemfortheir
"Clipper" traditional and electronic clip
art services and their periodicals, St.epby-St.epGraphicsandSt.ep-by-St.epElectronic Design. Insiders also know that
DGEFoffersexrellentseminarsondeskt.op design and electronic pre-press with
the Macintosh at locations around the
oountry.Pricesareinthe$300-900range.
Call DGEF at (800) 255-8800.

,-----------------------------------,
Washington Apple Pi Tutorial Registration Form

Course Numbers

Basic Information
Name

Please fill in the course number of the
class(es) that you wish to attend.

Address
City{Zip/State

Class #1

Phone (day}_

(evening)

Member Number

Non-member

Number of Classes
Check/Money Orde_r_
Card Expiration

x Class Fee$
Credit Card

Class#2
Class#3

=Total Fee$
Card Number

Class #4
Class#5

Signature

Can you bring your own computer to the class?
WAP Fonn #CL006 (mod. 7/90)

Washington A~ple Pi
7910 Woodmont Ave., u. 910
Bethesda, Maryland 20814
301-654-8060

Class#6
0 Yes

0 No

Mail registration and payment to the above address.

~-----------------------------------~
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Book Review

MS-DOSS
by Frank Evangelista

W

hat is a review of a book
written about another
operating system doing in
an Apple User Group publication?
Many of our members use IBM's or
compatibles at home or at work; some
have PC Transporters installed in
their Apples. And it is a well known
fact that Apple users are an intelligent and inquisitive group who are
anxious to learn as much about computers as any other group of
individuals.DOS5 by Microsoft is the
mostrecentoperating system for"the
other'' computer.
Mr. Glossbrenner has written a
guide that describes the features of
this new operating system in a manner that is much like I have always
wanted to see in "official" documentation and manuals. It is a very large
(842 pages, plus a 24-page index)
publication and is written in a nontechnical manner which I found interesting, informative, and easy to
read. Normally, when reading documentation, I often find it necessary to
read many paragraphs and sometimes sentences a number of times
before it soaks in(if ever).
This book is different in that regard. The author describes everythingfrom memory management, all
the way through a thorough guide to
the commands, to instruction on how
to configure and customize your computer system. He points out that using the DOS5 gives the user control
over the system's hardware and other
resources; and, while praising the
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Macintosh, he mentions that all manner of decisions about how the system will operate and perform are
made for you.
For those who have nightmares
aboutC:> typing paths and filenames,
the new system has a "shell" environment which will permit mouse clickingto view files and launch programs.
The writer encourages the newcomer
to learn about ten commands and
promises to lead the reader to an
understanding ofMicrosoft's operating system in a painless and (almost)
enjoyable manner.
As an Apple user since 1979, I was
a bit skeptical about the claim that
this guide could make it easy to learn
a new operating system. Random
House Electronic Publishing and
Alfred Glossbrenner proved to me
that good writing can communicate
complicated material in a painless
way. Now if only the software publishers ....
Included with this well written
book is a 3.5 "disk containing Mr.
Grossbrenner's programs that ''DOS
forgot,."including:ASCIIHEX, which
produces a table ofASCII characters
and their corresponding decimal and
hexadecimal values; ASQ , a program from Qualitas, Inc., which reports what is installed where; CC, a
command line calculator; CED, command editor which permits developing and editing Macros; and 22 other
useful ShareWare and Public Domain programs.
DOS5 is published by Random

House Electronic Publishing and retails for $50.

Title: MS-DOS5
Author: Alfred Glossbrenner
Length: 842 pages
Price:$50
Publisher and Distributor:
Random House Electronic Publishing

HEAR THE VOICE OF NATIVE SPEAKERS!
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Ota.MAN
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L'l&IBQ
CIUN!>!E

PRONUNCIATION TUTORS
TENSE TUTORS
WORD TORTURES

KANJIMASTER
EASYKANA
FRENCH READING LAB
CHINESE WRITING TUTOR
BERLITZ THINK & TALK CD
LEARN TO SPEAK ENGLISH CD
LEARN TO SPEAK FRENCH CD
LEARN TO SPEAK SPANISH CD
LINGUAROM II CD

HYPERGLOT SOFI'WARE COMPANY, INC.
Tll• ,OR•IGN LANCUAO• sonwAR• COMPANY

The moet compl ete Uno o fforelp Jansua10
eoRware for the M.aclntollh and mM avaUablo
lll>ywh.....1 Not au pn>ducta available ID both
platlormo. Our produda are Wied eldenolvcly In
echoola, unlvenlUea, and by lndlvldualo
throuatiout the world! eau ~726-5087 or write
P.O. Bos 107"4, Kno1n1Ule, TN 37939-0748 for a
fl"OO catalol'• For direct technical aupport phooo
(815) 584-4379.
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Washington Apple Pi May General Meeting
May 23,1992 • 9:00am •Ramada Inn • 8400 Wisconsin Ave. • Bethesda, Maryland

Apple

. Macintosh
CE Software will present
QUICKEYS, a macro
utility for automating
tedious tasks.
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Occam Research Company
will present MUSE, a new,
powerful data-analysis
program for extracting,
manipulating, and
organinzing information
from large spreadsheets
and/or data-bases. Will
chart and graph, too.
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Hints ~~d tricks

· ';"HowJo'a.:·_ .

Disk Drive Maintenance.
A how-to presentation by
our President Lorin Evans
and Apple II VP Ken
DeVito on recognizing
failure symtoms, care/
cleaning, and minor repairs
of disk drives. Overview of
types of drives on· the
market and how they work.

.. ·Question & AnswerSessions

·. . ·u.61veAwAvs·n
..

. : ·'";

-~.

-·:;-: y· .. '

System 6 Question and
Answer Session.

Directions to the Meeting:
The Ramada Inn is at the interseaion ofWJSCOnsin Ave. and Batteiy Lane- at the northern edge of downtown Bethesda.
(#1 From Beltway] - From Vnginia ~ theAmeriClll Legion Bridge (Cabin John) and take Maiyland exit #34 (WJSCOnsin Ave. - route 355)
South (p-cm Nm, the Nawl Hmpital, the NML) to Baaay Lane.
(#2 From Beltway] - From Maiyland take Maiyland exit #34 (WJSOOnsin Ave./Rockville Pike- route 355) heading North for a shon distance.
Keep to the right and make the (marl<ed.) loop to go South on WJSOOnsin Ave. Continue to Baaay Lane.

(#3 From 1-270] - Bear left toward Wa.mington at the 270 WaV:JYa. split.Take WJSCDnsin Ave. (lefi: Jane exit) to Baaay Lane.

[#4 From Silver Spring/ D.C] - Take WJSCDnsinAve. north, ~F.ast-West Hwy., oontinuethru Bethesda, just~the Holiday Inn to
Baaaylane.

Ramada Parking Garage
1 - Coming into Bethesda from the Beltway, rum into Ramada's entrance just befOre Baaay Lane.
2 - From either North or South bound on WJSOOnsinAve., rum onm Baaay lane, and right into the garage.
Nore: The garage gates will mmt likdy be up. Ifnot, take a ticket upon entering, and trade it for a mken at the desk (to get back out!)
Public Parking Garage
1 - Tum onto Battery Lane, take first lefi: onto Woodmont Ave, garage is 1/2 block on the right.
2- Heading south on Rockville Pike (WJSC. Ave.), tum right one block past Jones Bridge onto Woodmont. Garage is 11/2 blocks on
the right.
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Shooting Back: Giving At-Risk Kids a Chance
to Define Themselves Through Creativity
by Phil Shapiro

H

uman beingsarecreativeani
mals. In many ways we de
fine ourselves by our creative output. When award-winning
photojournalist Jim Hubbard spent
several years photographing the
plight of the homeless in America,
children often asked him ifthey could
hold his camera and take some of
their own pictures. This question of
theirs echoed in his mind, getting
him to think about ways of giving atrisk children a creative focus in their
lives.
In 1989 he founded a non-profit
organization in Washington DC
named Shooting Back which has as
its stated goal to"give young people
skills and creative outlets that can
help them communicate with and
change the world." It didn't take long
to bring other professional photographers on board. Within two years
after the organization was formed,
over one hundred photographers,
including professionals working for
Time Magazine, Newsweek, The New
York Times, and the Washington
Post, joined in.
Beyond just getting the children to
produce creative works, Shooting
Back actively promotes the celebration of these works. Accordingly, the
children's photographs have been
exhibited both at local galleries and
at galleries in other cities. Locally,
their creative work has been displayed at the Washington Project for
the Arts and the Smithsonian Museum of American History. Nation-
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ally, their photos have been presented
in Denver, Honolulu, Chicago, Philadelphia, Memphis, and New York.
The Shooting Back Education and
Media Center, located at 1901 18th
Street, NW, has received strong support both from corporations and individuals. Donated cameras are provided for children to use. Supplies for
the darkroom have been donated by
the Ilford Photo Corporation, 3M,
and countless individuals.
Aside from the professional staff,
Shooting Back gets valuable assistance from college interns. Interns
typically work about 20 hours per
week for a semester or summer. Their
youthful energy and enthusiasm
lends vital support to the project.
The vision of the Media Center is
to give children wide exposure to all
sorts of creative tools. Along with
cameras, microcomputers can also
serve to foster the creative spirit in
youngsters. So a section ofthe Media
Center has been set aside as a mini
computer classroom.
Currently they have two computers: 1) a platinum 128K Apple Ile,
with monochrome monitor and one
5.25 inch disk drive, and, 2) a Tandy
1000 IBM compatible computer. Attached to the computers are two dot
matrix printers: a Tandy DMP and
an Okidata Microline.
Their library of Apple II educational software titles is rather meager. Jacqui Lieberman, the Project
Director of Shooting Back, has put
out a call for donations ofeducational

software as well as other computer
equipment. The kids who use the
Media Center range in age from 6 to
18 years, so almost any level of software would be welcome. Second-hand
5.25 inch floppy disks would also be
very helpful to serve as data disks for
the kids' creative computer work.
Naturally, the most welcome software would be the type that allows
children to exercise their imaginations to produce tangible hard-copy
that they can carry home with them.
But other educational programs are
equally needed. Sometimes the most
important thing a child can carry
home with him- or herself is a bolstered self-esteem.
So successful has the local experience with Shooting Back been that
an affiliate organization has started
up in Minneapolis, Minnesota. Such
heartwarming results are a testament to the many individuals and
corporations who each have made a
small effort to support this visionary
project.
Contacts:
Jacqui Lieberman,
Project Director
Shooting Back, Inc.
1901 Eighteenth St., NW
Washington DC 20009
(202) 232-5169
The author is the chairperson of the
WAP Education Special Interest
Group.
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Notes on the Mac
by Paul Schlosser

W

ouldyoupurchaseacolorcapable Classic II for
$1,300? A Classic II with a
10" 8-bit, color screen; 16 MHz 68030
processor; 4 MB ofRAM and a 40 MB
hard drive? It's rumored that Apple
will offer such a product early in
1993. This model is expected to have
the same logic board configuration as
the LCII, and will also be offered with
80 and 160 MB hard drives. The
Color Classic will not have an external floppy drive port, but it will include a microphone, sound input and
output jacks, and a higher quality
speaker than the current Classic.
Another new model being talked
about for early 1993 features a 14"
color Trinitron monitor (640 x 480
pixels), 25 Mhz 68030 processor, 4
MB of RAM and a 40 MB hard drive.
This model would also have stereo
output and might come bundled with
stereo speakers. A CD-ROM drive
would be optional. This model is expected to list for approximately
$1,900.

Excel Version 4.0 Due in May
Microsoft is expected to release
version 4.0 ofExcel in May '92, with
new capabilities and features. Version 4.0 will feature user customizable
Toolbars and an intelligent automatic-fill command. Custom Toolbars
will enable Excel veterans and novices to more easily use the program's
complicated macro and programming
functions, as well as ordinary menu
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commands. Version 4.0 will support
System 7 with balloon help, Apple
Events, Publish and Subscribe,
QuickTime, and a new help format
that assists users with common tasks
such as creating charts. Excel's list
price remains at $495, version 3.0
owners may upgrade to 4.0 for $99
until Sept. 30, 1992. Contact Microsoft
at 206-883-8080 for details.
New Apple Products Released

Apple recently announced the
LaserWriter NTR, which replaces the
older NT model. The "R" stands for
RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computing). The NTR, which lists for
$2,199, is a 4 page-per-minute, 300
dpi, PostScript level 2 printer. The
NTR runs on a 16 Mhz AMD 29005
processor and can be active simultaneously with LocalTalk, RS-232 and
RS-422 interfaces. This means the
printer can easily be shared between
Macs and PC's. The NTR is shipped
with 3 MB of RAM (can be upgraded
to 4), 35 fonts and a 70-sheet paper
tray. LaserWriter NT or SC owners
can upgrade to this new model for
$1,300.
Also recently released is the Mac
LCII, an enhanced version of the
original LC model. The LCII features
a 16 Mhz 68030 processor. This new
model is available in two versions,
both with 4 MB ofRAM. The first has
a 40 MB hard drive and 256 KB
(kilobytes) of video RAM (8-bit color
on the 12" monitor) for $1,499. The

second has a 80 MB hard drive and
512 KB of video RAM (8-bit color on
the 13" monitor) for $1,899. The new
68030 processor will enable users to
take advantage of virtual memory
under System 7, although the LCII
retains the LC's restriction to two
SIMM's slots (and 10 MB of RAM).
The newly enhancedAppleCD 150
lists for $599 and is available now.
The 150 features the same performance ofthe older model (and is $200
cheaper) and a more compact design.
The 150's average access time is 380
milliseconds.
The Personal LaserWriter LS,
Apple's low-end QuickDraw printer,
saw a $100 reduction in its list price,
from $1,299 to $1,199.
The LaserWriter Ilf and Ilg now
are being shipped with additional
RAM at no extra cost. The Ilf($3,599)
was increased from 2 to 4 MB of
RAM, while the Ilg ($4,599) went
from 5 to 8 MB.
Classic II Consumer Bundle

There's talk ofApple test-marketing a Classic II, bundled with integrated software and a printer this
summer. The Classic II software/
StyleWriter bundle would sell for less
than $1,000. What's different about
this arrangement is that the Classic
II would not come with a hard drive,
instead it would have the Mac operating system and integrated software
on ROM's plugged into the ROM
SIMM card slot. This would allow the
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4 MB, single floppy-drive Classic II to niques. New to Norton's will be a
start up and run without a hard somewhat limited back-up utility.
drive. The Classic II would otherwise Norton Backup will only write data
be identical to the normal model with to floppy or hard drives, although a
a SCSI interface and other standard follow-up release will support tape
Mac ports. The integrated applica- backup devices. DiskLight and Ditions being considered for this project rectory Assistance have been upare ClarisWorks and Symantec's graded to work with System 7, but
GreatWorks. There may also be a Layout Plus remains incompatible.
financial package included, perhaps Owners ofSUM II or Norton Utilities
Quicken. Current plans are for 5,000 version 1.0 may upgrade to version
of these models to be test-marketed 2.0 for $39. Contact Symantec Corpothrough the Circuit City chain of ration at 800-441-7234 for details.
retailers this summer. If successful,
External Battery Pack for
the project would be greatly expanded
PowerBooks
in time for the Christmas 1992 selling season.
Newer Technology has announced
a new external battery pack for
New Quadra to Debut this Year
PowerBooks that allows up to 12
Apple is set to release the tenta- hours of operation using regular "D"
tivelytitled "Quadra 950"this spring. cell batteries. The product uses eight
It will have several new features and alkaline "D" cell batteries and will
enhancements compared to the power a PowerBook for up to 7 hours
present Quadra 900 model. The 950 with the screen set to full brightness
will run at 33 Mhz, which translates or 12 hours at half brightness. The
into a 30 per cent increase in perfor- unit can use rechargeable ni-cad batmance compared tothe900. The950's teries, although they only provide
built-in video will support up to 16- power for 3 to 4 hours. This new
bit video on Apple's 21" monitor. Also product lists for $60. Contact Newer
new will be support for SCSI-2, al- Technology at 800-678-3726.
though this feature will not be accesOdds 'n Ends...
sible until later this yearwhenApple
•ClarisWorks purchasers, through
releasesnewSCSIManagersoftware.
It's rumored there will only be a slight July 31, 1992 will receive a free copy
increase in the $7,199 list price ofthe of Now Software's Now Up-to-Date
model 900 and logic board upgrades calendar application. Now recently
for 900 owners will be available.
demonstrated this program at a WAP
General Meeting, and it is impresSymantec Ships Norton Utllltles v. sive.
2.0
• FileMaker Pro purchasers,
Symantec has begun shipping ver- through July 31, 1992 will receive a
sion 2.0 oftheir popular Norton Utili- free copy of the $49 Claris Pro Pack
ties for Macintosh. Version 2.0 re- business templates as well as $300in
tains the popular features of version rebate coupons on other Claris prod1.0, as well as several additional fea- ucts.
tures from Symantec's older SUM II
• US Robotics, Intel, Practical Peutility package. The features bor- ripherals, Supra and Zoom are all
rowed from SUM II are a fast disk now selling Macintosh external fax
copying utility, secure file deletion, modems. These new models support
soft disk partitioning, data encryp- the highest available baud rates
tionandadvanceddatarecoverytech- (V.32bis) for data transfers, as well
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as 9,600 bps send and receive fax
capability. Prices range from $300
(Zoom), to $550 (Intel and US Robotics).
• Memory prices continue to decline. 4 MB SIMM's can now be purchased for less than $100 each, while
1 MB SIMM's are less than $30.
• Look for Sears Office Centers to
soon begin selling the Mac Classic II,
LC II, Ilsi and PowerBook 140, with
Claris Workspreinstalledon thehard
drive. Sears has also been granted
permission to sell the StyleWriter
and 12" and 13" color monitors.
•Prometheus, a modem manufacturer, has purchased the keyboard
retailer DataDesk International, as
well as Technology Concepts, a fax/
laser product company.
• Apple is now 81st on the list of
Fortune 500companies, upfrom95th
last year. Apple listed $6.3 million in
sales with 14,432 employees.
• The Washington Apple Pi
TeleCommunications System (TCS)
is one of the oldest and most popular
electronic bulletin boards in the country. Operating continuously since
1984, the system allows Pi members
to exchange information, opinion, and
expertise 24 hours a day, every day,
usingnothingmorethanacomputer,
a modem and a telecommunications
software package. Several hundred
calls are received every day as members exchange ideas, insights, and
bad puns on topicsrangingfrom world
events to how to use a piece of hardware or software. Call the WAP Office at 301-654-8060 for information
on signing on to the TCS. The File
Transfer Area contains the best
ShareWare, FreeWare and Public
Domain programs currently available, and is a valuable resource for
our members.
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SoflWBi:e Review

BetterWriters for Better Printing
by Emma Ditman

W

hen I bought my Macin and our PC's. The laser printer pro- BetterWriters there is no need to touch
tosh computer a few years duceslovely documents but it is slow, so the printer-you can select any of the
ago, I didn't buy a printer I still use the ImageWriter for most of three draft qualities in the print dialogue box.
to go with it. My husband and I my printing.
BetterWriters has solved the draft
BetterWriters is a set ofprinter drivalready had two printers at home
that we used with our IBM clone mode problem and provides some new ers for use with a Macintosh and the
computers, and we didn't want to printing options, so that printing with hnageWriter I, II, or LQ, StyleWriter or
spend any more money on printers. I my Mac is now better than with the PC. DeskWriter.Itprovidesfeaturesforthe
did buy a Grappler to connect my In draft mode, BetterWriters accesses hnageWriterprinterthatseem so basic
Mac with the Panasonic dot matrix the ImageWriter's proportional spaced and natural that I quickly forgot that
printer, but it printed very slowly internal fonts, which eliminate the un- they are not a native part of the Apple
and page setups didn't work reliably. evenspacingthatthemonospacedfonts system. I miss them when I use someEventually, I got tired of struggling produce. The 9-point Image Pro font is one else's computer. It makes a real
with the awkwardness and bought provided for on-screen WYSIWYG dis- improvement in the ImageWriter, but
an ImageWriter II. I have never re- play. Using draft mode with it does not work with Post.Script printgretted the extra money we spent on BetterWriters is simpler than with the ers. The manual explains: "Although
it because it is a very fine printer, but ImageWriter IldriverfromApple. With the driver does not execute PostScript®
it could not do the quality of high the ImageWriter driver, if you want to commands or interpret them,
speed printing that the Panasonic adjust the quality of draft print, you BetterWriters can use outline fonts,
mustsetthePrintQualitybuttonon the mathematical descriptions of charcan do at the flick of a switch.
I print many of things that do not printer, aswellaschoosingdraftquality acters, just like the fonts in a
need formatting, suchassourcecodefor in the print dialogue box. With PostScript printer or interpreter....[It]
database programs,
and speed is an imporBetterWriters
tantfeatureforme. For
©1989-91 GOT Softworks Inc .
BetterWriter II v1 .0.1
high speed on the
Paper: ® us Letter O R4 Letter
( Cancel )
ImageWriter, I have
0 US Legal 0 B5 Letter 0 Com 1 o Enuelope ,,.
used the draft mode,
(Options)
which is fast because it
Reduce
or
uses the printer's inEnlarge:
D No Gaps Between Pages ( Paper )
ternal fonts; but they
Orient a ti on
are monospaced fonts
( Help
~Tall Adjusted
which produce uneven
spacing
between
D Set Default
words, and the result
is ugly. Last year we
Binding Width I 0.000 I inches
got
a
NEC
D Fractional Character Widths 3€F
SilentWriter laser
printer, which we use
Figure 1
with my Macintosh
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even, or all pages,
which makes it
BetterWriter 11 v 1 .0 .1
OK
possible to print on
both sides of the
Paper Sizes:
Cancel
paper; and the opPaper Name
tion to print a cover
half-sheet
Help
page that includes
the
document
name, application,
Width
Height ( ~·1<W~jtni-)
user, and date.
le.so
ls.so
In my tests
~
BetterWriterswas
faster
than the
®Inches Qcm
New
Delete
Image Writer
driver in all print
quality
settings
Margins:
( Hide Margins )
except low draft
Topi 0.16
quality, where the
( Defa ult Margins)
ImageWriter was
Left-,
o-.3-3
Right 0.33
slightlyfaster. The
actual quality of
Bottomlo.19
the printing in
Best and Fair settings is compaFigure 2
rable to the
is compatible with TrueType, Adobe logues. Each has a help button that ImageWriter driver's Best and
Type Manager, Adobe Type Align, explains the various options. Page Faster, unless the Darker check box
and LetraSet Font Studio." It does Setup options, in addition to the usual is selected, which causes the printer
not support AppleTalk or applica- ones, include the ability to create to double-strike. BetterWriters has
tions that are designed to print only custom paper sizes; reduce or en- an additional setting, for which the
to an Apple Image Writer or large by any amount; flip horizontal ImageWriter driver has no equivaand/or vertical; invert image, which lent. The Fast setting is somewhat
LaserWriter printer.
creates
a "negative" image; fractional lighter and courser than any
This review covers the use of
BetterWriters with the ImageWriter widths; and photocopy reduction, ImageWriter driver setting, but also
II. It was tested on a Macintosh SE/ which centers the image on the page it is much faster. I use this frequently
30 running System 7 and instead of placing it in the upper left for draft copies ofdocuments that are
SuperLaserSpool 3.0, with Adobe corner. Initially the Tall Adjusted formatted or that contain graphics.
Type Manager 2.0.2, SuitCase II 2.0, option is selected by default, which I Selecting bi-directional head scan
Word Perfect 2.0 and Microsoft Word find very convenient. This default speeds up printing, but the printing
4. Installation was easily accom- can be changed with the Set Default can be distorted because the paper is
plished bydraggingtheBetterWriters box that allows you to make any skewed slightly on the return pass.
II icon and the Image Pro font into selections in the default settings. ff Bi-directional is fine for drafts, but
the system file, then BetterWriters II you regularly use special settings, uni-directional should be selected for
could be selected in the Chooser. The this feature can be very helpful.[See good quality printing.
One of my favorite features is the
product claims to offer better speed figure 1]
Print Dialogue options, in addi- custom paper size option [See figure
and flexibility, and I found that it has
lived up to its claim in my testing on tion to the usual ones, include in- 2]. I use half page settings to print
the lmageWriter II. I didn't have creased choices for quality; the op- short items that previously wasted a
access to other printers for testing.
tion to turn off color when a color lot of paper with the old driver.
The various features offered by ribbon is installed; choice of printing BetterWriters comes with several
BetterWriters are accessed through order; choice of bi-directional or uni- custom settings already defined: Com
enhanced Page Setup and Print dia- directional head scan; choice of odd, 10 Envelope, Monarch Envelope, DL

n

BetterWriters

(

I(

3

)
)

I

(

)

(

)

--1

I

I
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Envelope, C5 Envelope, lnternat'l
Fanfold, Executive, and Address Label. Defining a new size is easily done
with a simple dialogue box. The feature worked nicely with word processors, but it didn't work at all when I
tried it with SuperPaint.
The options are easy to use, but
there are so many ofthem that I tend
to forgetwhichones I have turned on,
until something strange happens in
a printout. Also, some of them take
some experimenting to find out how
they will function. For instance, I
followed the instructions for selecting No Gaps Between Pages, but it
didn't print properly until I realized
that I also needed to set my Word
Perfect top and bottom margins to
zero. On the whole I am delighted

with BetterWriters, and it has a permanent place on my Mac until Apple
gets wise and adds these features to
its system software.
The BetterWriters package consists of a manual and one disk. The
manual is reasonably clear and adequate, but it has a few weaknesses
(what manual doesn't?). For instance,
the installation instructions tell you
to eject the BetterWriters disk after
copyingtheappropriatedrivertoyour
system. Then it tells you to install the
Image Pro font if you are using the
ImageWriterprinter.Anexperienced
Mac user will have no real difficulty
with the manual (they probably will
not even read it), but a new user
might be confused by some of the
inconsistencies.

Portable Systems
Outbound 68000 (2,40) ..................$2399
Outbound 68000 (4,40) ..................$2599
Outbound 68030 (4,40) ..................$2671
Outbound 68030 (4,60) ..................$2839
Apple PowerBook 100, 140, 170 •••CALL
Portable Demos (misc.) •••••••••••••••••CALL

Radius
Precision Color Display/20 •••••••••••$2695
Precision Color 24X Interface .......$1575
Precision Color BX Interface ...........$775
Radius Rocket (68040) ..................$1695
All Other Radius Products ............CALL

Name: BetterWriters
Publisher: GOT Softworks, Inc.
Address: 4664 Lougheed Hwy, Su.188

. Burnaby, ~CY~'? 687, ca11ada
Phone: (604).291-9121

?1

List Price: $69
Discount Price: $39.
Hardware Requirements: Serial
lmageWriter ~ II, or LQ, StyleWriter, or
DeskWriter. Mac Plus or later (mdudfng
512KE computers with at least 1. MB of
RAM), hard~ reoommended. System
6.Q.2 requirecl, ~~0.7 or higher recoJri...

mended.

·

··

·

Compatll)le With: System 7.0, A/UX
2.0.1, Ado~ Type Manager,
TrueType, Shiva NetSerial,
SuperlaserSpoal.

Speciality Services
Repairs and Upgrades On-Site*
Service Contracts
Rentals*
Parts
Buy/Sell - New/Used
*Free Pick-up and Delivery

Spring Specials
Mac 128k to 512k upgrade ..............$100
Mac Hex (2,40) - (used) ..................$1850
SE (1,20) - (used) ..............................$750
BLP Ellte Laserwrlter .....................$1195
Recharge LaserWrlter Toner ••••••••••••$49

We Match Any Outbound, Radius, SuperMac, or GCC Deale~s
Advertised Price amt We Beat the Setvlcel
MacHeaven, 14101 Parke-Long Ct., Suite G., Chantllly, Virginia 22021

The MacHeaven Guarantee:
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Software Review

Radius Rocket 25 Review

I

f you are thinking about upgrad
ing your computer to a Quadra
class or buying one of the 68040
accelerators, then the Radius Rocket
25 may be a viable solution to your
system needs. I recently purchased a
Radius Rocket 25 board to upgrade a
Macintosh Hex, and this board does
deliver what the manufacture promises, very fast performance.
The Radius Rocket board is designed to be installed on the Nubus in
any of the Mac II series computers
and comes with an assortment of
software to enhance both graphic display performance and mathematical
calculation performance. The software packages included are
RadiusWare 1.3, Radius QuickCad,
Radius Math, Mode 32, and a INIT
handler.
Installing the Rocket board is very
simple. It first requires installation
of on board memory SIMM's. After
installing the memory, just slide the
Rocket board into the Nubus slot,
run the installation software, and
the Rocket board is ready for use.
The board runs best when the
installed SIMM's are rated at the
same speed, but it does not require
exceptionally fast memory chips. The
board will work with SIMM's rated
as slow as 120 NS. The board is able
to avoid high speed memory requirements by using a special interleave
for reading and writing to memory.
This interleaving is only done when
all 8 slots are filled with SIMM's
rated at the same speed. The con-
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Technical Specifications
System Bus:

NuBus

Power Consumption:

2.5 Amps at 5 volts

Processor:

Motorola 68040

Clock Speed:

25 MHz

Perfonnance:

15 MIPS@ 25 MHz
3.6MFLOPS

Peak Perfonnance:

25 MIPS

lntemal ALC Clock:

50 MHz

DRAM SUpport:

up to 128 MB
120 NS or greater

Hardware Requirements

Macintosh II with revision B ROM's; lld llcx, llx

System Requirements

System 6.07 or later/ all tests were run with System 7.0

Manufacturer:

Radius

UstPrtce:

$1,900

Discount Price:

$1,700

figuration that was used for this
evaluation had eight (8) one (1) MB.
SIMM's rated at 70 NS.
The Radius software will program the best Rocket configuration
for the software that you are using.
The Rocket will run in either the
68030 cache mode or the 68040 cache
mode, depending on the software it is
running, without user intervention.
The software to accomplish this comes
pre-configuredwithalonglistofmany
configurations to use with different
pieces of software, so there is very

little to do other than add new software to the list as your software
library grows. Surprisingly, the difference in a program's execution
speed, depending on whether the
68040 cache mode or the 68030 cache
mode is used, is slight, in fact, barely
noticeable with most programs, which
makes it difficult to understand why
Apple did not put this feature into
the Quadra computers. This is the
single strongest reason for buying
the Rocket: every piece of software
will run in one of its modes either in
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the 68030 mode or 68040 mode or, as job is done in this regard. The mini- graphic-intensive applications. I am
mum performance gain if you are currently using an older version of
a last resort, with the Rocket off.
The 68040 chip itself runs inter- upgradingaMacllcx, should be about Design Scope, for system simulations
nally at twice the 25 MHz clock rate, 4 to 1. The overall performance ofthe and Logi,cWorks for circuit simulaso without any improvements in pro- boardisindependentoftheplatforms tions. The Rocket allows many hours
cessor performance other than just being upgraded. All machines up- to be saved which can in itselfjustify
enhanced clock speed, it would be graded with the Rocket should per- some of it's cost. Tasks which would
expected to perform at least as well form at the same basic rate; however, have indicated a dedicated work
as a 50 MHz 68030 accelerator. As applications which are heavy in cal- station can now be handled with the
the test data indicates, the Rocket culations or graphics routines should Rocket board; this makes the Macinoutperforms the Mac Ilfx,
which in itself, outperRelative Level of Max. Performance Compared with Rocket
forms most 50 MHz 68030
Rocket
Mac Ilfx
Mac Ilci
Mac II
accelerators. By comparison, a Quadra runs at
about the speed of the Ilci
when running in the 68030
mode. In addition, thatmachinecannotswitchmodes
Figure 1
on the fly making it much
more difficult to use both types of run significantly faster than the tosh more of a viable option for many
expected minimum. (Note Figure 1.) of these time-intensive tasks.
software on that computer.
The Rocket board is proving to be
The Rocket board is especially useThe overall improvements in performance with the Rocket board is ful for running time-intensive simu- very adaptable and compatible with
truly impressive and seems to justify lations which are found with many existing software. Most, approxiits price in comparison to other accel- types of engineering software. The mately 98% of all Mac software, will
erators. The price is still very high board also performs well with many run with the Rocket in the 68030
when compared to the DOS world
equivalents, and, if Apple and its
Cartrid~es
vendors for Macintosh equipment are
to remain competitive, a breakthrough in pricing will have to be
achieved. The current discounted
price for the board is around $1,700
and the list price is $1,900. The list
price is right in the region for many
486 computer systems, surely Radius can do better with the pricing.
New SUPPiies for most lasers at discount Prices!
The overall improvements in proRemanutactured SUPPiies to save YOU more!
cessing power gained by using the
board is impressive. As of this date, I
Tn1 our "Publisher" cartrid!!e!
have not seen an accelerator adverDark crisp blacks • None other like it!
tise better performance than what
Far better than new!
Radius has achieved with this board.
(for SC. NT and NTX onlYJ
The board's performance seems
faster than what is indicated by the
test data, possibly some of this is
from the improvements gained with
(703) 437-0009
the included software packages. This
(301 J 601-4516
software, as mentioned, is designed
(000) 444-61 71
to help with screen updating and
We bu our used EP-S Series II toner cartrid es
mathematical calculations, and a fine

Toner
Remanuf actured

*THE~!!~~:! ~~~e?s~!;~
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Test Results
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20

cache mode, a fairly large percentage
of the newer software will run in the
68040 cache mode. The Rocket can be
turned off completely to run the very
rare pieces of software that will not
run in either mode.
The Rocket is currently running
under RocketWare 1.3. Radius has
been making updates as incompat-
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40

60

... 0

ibilities have been discovered. In addition, Radius has been granted a
license by Apple, to use portions of
the Macintosh operating system in a
new piece of software called
Rocketshare. R ocketshare is supposed
to allow more than one processor to
run on the NuBus with true cooperative multi-processing. If Rockeshare

20

40

60

proves successful, then the potential
processing capabilities for the Macintosh platforms will be truly enormous.
Frank Street is a Senior Member of
the Technical Staff at GTE
Government System Corporation.
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Business Guard Dog: An Effective Means to
Business Security
by Debbie Hoyt

I

f you are a business owner or
manager, you are probably all
aware ofthe money lost annually
because of workplace abuse. Workplace abuse includes internal pilferage and the more sophisticated
schemes ofwhite collar crime. Gratefully, someone has taken the time to
develop a manual and software to
assist in thwarting workplace abuse.
Further, he has bestowed upon it a
most fitting name, Business
GuardDog. The purpose of the package is to provide a systematic approach to keeping track of company
assets, to identify areas ofworkplace
abuse, and to offer cost effective, innovative solutions to the problem of
workplace abuse. While not replacing a customized employee manual
(JIAN also offers software to help
companies develop customized employee manuals), it augments existing manuals by offering procedures,
policies and checklists designed to
help upper management spot and
correct workplace abuse. It is not
intended to be distributed to nonupper management employees. As
the accompanying text declares: "in
the wrong hands it's a perfect 'How to
Rip-OfftheCompany-101,'sobecareful!" It is a revealing and thorough
overview ofthe many schemes, scams,
and potential problems which a business owner faces.
I was most favorably impressed
with the author's obvious desire to be
ofassistance to business owners. Not
only did he include his personal address and phone number and solicit
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ideas for improvement and further
expansion of the data presented; he
also offered a free half hour first
consultation for those who were experiencing problems within their organizations and who needed to have
clarified what he had written or required further professional recommendations. I was not impressed with
the appearance of the manual. In
fact, it looked as ifit had been photocopied and then bound. The shaded
boxes within the text sported varying
hues ofgray which occasionally made
it difficult to read the text. I hope that
JIAN Tools For Sale will have the
opportunity to read this review and
will work to improve the appearance
of the text. It is the only defect that I
could find in an otherwise excellent
guide.
Two of the many other software
packages that JIAN offers are Employee Manual Maker (Retail: $139)
and JobSketch (Retail: $99) both of
which are available through the discount mailorder houses. These packages serve a complementary function to Business GuardDog, and
Employee Manual Maker was written by the same author. Although
you can't buy Business GuardDog
through the discount warehouses,
JIAN does offer multiple purchase
discounts to anyone buying two or
more oftheir products. For those who
wish to purchase more than two packages, I understand that they occasionally offer some very attractive
deals.
This was not an easy review to

write. Due to the sensitive nature of
the material, it should not be made
publicly available to anyone outside
of authorized personnel or, as the
manual itself states, "The Business
GuardDog manual should be kept in
a secure place and not left out for
unauthorized persons to view. This
manual should be considered sensitive and proprietary in nature since
it contains numerous fraud scenarios
and typical examples of business
abuse. In the hands and minds of
persons of criminal intent, it could
compromise the very objectives of a
positive awareness and prevention
program." So I have reviewed what
the manual and software include
without giving specific examples that
might compromise the integrity of
the text.
Business GuardDog begins by offering suggestions for risk analysis
and security surveys. The text explains why they should be done, who
should do them, and, most importantly, the ways to handle the risks
or security problems that are revealed
as a result of them. It further offers
valuable insights into developing
awareness programs, programs designed to include groups of employees from every level who will work to
reduce loss by helping to implement
a set ofregulations which are considered to be important within the confines of a particular organization.
Mr. Fisher considers the development of an awareness program to
possibly be the single most important activity that a business owner or
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managercanimplement, andhegives
guidelines for getting started and
maintaining the momentum.
Moving on to a topic which affects
everyone in the workplace, the text
covers internal theft and helps business owners and managers to recognize potential internal theftandfraud
problems by giving probable indicators to look for as well as revealing
data on which employees have traditionally done the most dabbling in
such behaviors and how to spot
whether any of your employees are
doing so. Also, the manual covers
check and credit acceptance and
employee purchase guidelines. It lists
steps to follow when problems are
suspected and gives a realistic set of
internal and inventory controls that
can be used to prevent loss, and it
discusses how to facilitate theirimplementation.
"Effective personnel screening
clearly provides an organization with
benefits that go beyond the important aspects of loss prevention." So
states the manual in the chapter on
personnel security; but how does a
business owner or manager conduct
a thorough and effective screening of
applicants? Fortunately, the manual
answers that question and supplies
some "Critical knockout questions
for interviewing," and a list of items
that would disqualify a candidate. It
also explains some proven screening
techniques, how to review an employment application, how to administer effective written honesty tests,
and strongly urges that companies
give each employee a notice of unacceptable activities and shows an example of what might be included in
such a notice.
Othersecuritymeasures which are
dealt with at length include: physical
security of the premises; the security
ofshipping, receiving, and cargo; electronic data processing security; how
to recognize vendor kickbacks and
substance abuse; and your company's
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insurance (crime, workers' compensation, etc.). I was very impressed
with the coverage of these topics. As
a matter of fact, I found them to be
both surprising and revealing. Not
many ofus would even consider checking out some of the workplace areas
listed and described as security risk
possibilities. The manual gives invaluable suggestions which could
easily save a business owner thousands of dollars in lost equipment.
The $159 price pales in comparison
to what can be saved through effective use of this information. Finally,
the manual discussed ways for you to
reduce risk of shoplifting and burglary, and how to train and prepare
employees in the event of an armed
robbery.
The last two sections ofthe manual
are the Supplement and Appendix.
The Supplement includes a "statement ofloss prevention responsibilities" memo, a manager's code of ethics, several enlightening fraud scenarios, advice for creating an atmosphere and documentation that will
prevent a business owner from being
taken to court, some early warning
systems for managers who have employees with slipping attendance, and
some workers' suggestions for loss
reduction. The Appendix deals exclusively with the installation of the
software which comes with the package for the Macintosh and PC platforms.
When I called the 800 number, I
found the sales staff to be both wellversed in what their products can do
and very helpful and informative.
The software that is included with
the manual represents a collection of
the information that is in the shaded
boxes and sidebars scattered throughout the text. Contained in these
shaded boxes and sidebars are the
methods and means of implementing Business GuardDog in your company. They contain helpful hints and
insightful suggestions for everything

from detecting fraud and internal
theft to screening potential personnel. Because they are included on
diskette, it is easy for a business
owner or manager to print out selected topics and distribute them to
his awareness team, if applicable. If
used properly, Business GuardDog
could well save your business thousands of dollars and help insure that
your organizational structure runs
more smoothly.
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The author is the managing editor of
the Journal and of a bimonthly
newsletter. She owns her own business
and spends her free time with her
better half, Tom, and their four lovable
bunnies.
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I
The Pi Flies to Falcon
or

Macs to the Feds
by Lawrence I. Charters

A

n impromptu delegation of Pi longer than you can bear." This would
members visited Falcon be funny if it weren't so painfully true.
Microsystems' headquarters
Deniz graphed Falcon's progress
in Landover, Maryland on April 29. over the years, from $19.6 million in
Tom Witte, WAPvolunteercoordina- sales in 1987 to $170 million in FY92
tor (that means he coordinates vol- (which ends, for them, in April). They
unteers as well as volunteers to coor- have grown to ten offices across the
dinate) made the arrangements. Fal- nation, plus a "Falcon Dealer Allicon, which holds Apple's GSA con- ance" ofregular Apple dealers which
tract and is the leading supplier of helps them support federal customApple products to the federal govern- ers in remote locations. Being from
ment, gave us a tour of their very the Pacific Northwest, I couldn't help
impressive facility, fed us a sack but notice that Seattle, home of
lunch, and allowed us to talk to their Mighty Microsoft, the MS-DOS Lords,
upper management.
is classed as remote.
For many, the tour was a welcome
In the process ofthis dramatic rise
surprise. Falcon fell victim to some in sales, Falcon has grown to be
bad press a few years ago when they Apple's fifth largest customer, and
fired most of their technicians, and Falcon's inside sales department logs
their reputation for support to fed- 50,000 calls a month. While sales are
eral customers went down the tubes. not profits, especially in this era of
Deniz Hardy, Falcon's Public Rela- razor-thin margins, this is still an
tions person, went out of his way to impressive figure.
convince us that these times are past,
Touring the facility, it is clear Faland Falcon is fanatically devoted to con has a passion for order. Wall
providing broad, full service, and ex- charts in every department display,
pert support to the federal govern- graphically, statistics on everything
ment. While it was irrelevant to the imaginable, from the number ofcalls
tour, several of us found it interest- received and customer visits made to
ing that Deniz used to be director of number ofitems shipped, total items
PR for the Washington Bullets, lo- billed, average response time on cuscated less than a mile away in the tomer service calls, customer satisCapital Centre. We couldn't talk him faction, number of shipping errors,
out of free tickets. Sigh.
and lots of other interesting details.
In explaining Falcon's devotion to All the charts, naturally, are prothe federal market, Deniz offered one duced on Macs.
really interesting quot.e: [Government
Macs are used everywhere, and
contracting is] "a tremendous opportu- every Mac is networked to every other
nity fraught with tremendous Mac using a combination ofLocalTalk
legalism .. .based on payment terms and Ethetralk hardware and soft-
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ware. Meetings can be scheduled enterprise-wide through the use of On
Technology's MeetingMaker, and
everyone uses Microsoft Mail for
messages. Through some clever software, incoming AppleLink messages
are also parsed (sliced and diced) as
Microsoft Mail messages, and an outgoing AppleLink message appears,
to the user, to be just another Microsoft Mail message. Neat.
Another concrete ex!'lmple of
Falcon's technical expertise is their
publications department. All postcards, brochures, catalogs and flyers
mailed out by Falcon are done inhouse, mostly using Quark XPress.
Vividly colored and illustrated, they
don't look like the usual thrown-together publications of most retailers,
and reinforce the strong impression
that Falcon not only sells Macs, but
actually knows how to use them. This
is a radical concept that other resellers
should try.
In the back of the main building,
their network room has a large DEC
VAX and several lesser machines,
the guts for their various network
routers, and extensive telecommunications ports. Once again, their faith
in Apple technology is shown through
15 AppleTalk Remote Access ports,
allowing salesmen to call up and log
on to the company network from their
PowerBooks. In a separate building
resides the large warehouse, clean,
orderly, and filled with all kinds of
goodies (double sigh), and the Ser(continued on page 43)
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Apple II/Ill
Apple II*
GENERAL
Dave Harvey (days only)
John Wiegley (after 2: 15)
Leon Raesly (days; 9-5)

(703) 578-462 1
(703) 437-1808
(301) 220-3113

ACCOUNTING PACKAGES
BPI Programs
)axon Brown
(30 1)
BPI & Howardsoft (T ax)
(6 15)
Oris Greever
Dollars & Sense
(717)
Barry Fox
Home Accountant
Leon Raesly (days; 9-5)
(301)
Quicken
Gary Hayman
(301)
Apple SSC
Bernie Benson
(301)
AppleWorks
(703)
Ken DeVico
(301)
Ray Settle
Harry Erwin
(before !Opm) (703)
(301)
Gary Hayman
Leon Raesly (days; 9-5)
(301)
AppleWorks Database
Roger Burt
(301)
1 (301)
Morgan Jopling
Milr Goldsamc
(30 I)

350-3283
638-1525
566-6709
220-3113
345-3230
951-5294
960-0786
647-9192
758-9660
345-3230
220-31 13
424-6927
721-7874
649-2768

COMM UNI CATIO NS
ProTerm
(30 1) 340-7839
Alan Levy
Ray Sertle
(301) 647-9 192
Talk is Cheap/Pc. to Pc.
Barry Fox
(7 17) 566-6709
DataBases
DBMascer, Pro Ile
1 (305) 944-2 111
Bob Sherman
dBase II
John Staples
(703) 255-6955
dBase II&lll,Daca Perfect. Db Master-PRO
Leon Raesly (days; 9-5)
(301) 220-3113
Profiler 3.0
(7 17) 566-6709
Barry Fox
HARD DISKS
General
Wayne Meckling
CMC (not CMS)
Barry Fox
Corvus & Omnlnec
Tom Vier (12N-6PM)
Corvus
Leon Raesly (days; 9-5)
Sider
)axon Brown
Otis Greever
LANGUAGES
Applesoft
Louis Biggie
Peter Combes
Leon Raesly (days; 9-5)
John Love
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(301) 463-2153
(717) 566-6709
(703) 860-4810
(301) 220-3 11 3
(30 1) 350-3283
(615) 638-1525

(30 I) 967-3977
(301) 251-6369
(301) 220-3113
(703) 569-2294

Integer Basic
(703) 437-1808
John Wiegley after 2: 15
(703) 569-2294
John Love
Machine
(703) 569-2294
John Love
Pascal
Michael Hartman
(301) 445-1583
C and TML Pascal
Harry Erwin
(before !Opm) (703) 758-9660
OPERATING SYSTEMS
Apple DOS
John Wiegley after 2: 15
CP/M
Art Wilson
Pro DOS
John Love
John Wiegley after 2: 15
ProDOS 8 and 16
Barry Fox
RWTS, Disk structure
John W iegley after 2: 15
Print Shop
Thomas O'Hagan
SPREADSHEETS
General
Wale Francis
MagicCaldSuperCalc2.0
Leon Raesly (days; 9-5)
Telecommunications
Dale Smith
Allan Levy
TimcOut Serles
Morgan Jopling
Utilities:ProSel
Barry Fox
WORD PROCESSORS
General
Walt Francis
Apple Writer II
Dianne Lore112.
Leon Raesly (days; 9-5)
AppleWorks GS
Roger Burt
A.O. (Bill) Geiger
Andy Gavin
Letter & Simply Perf
Leon Raesly (days; 9-5)
Mouse Write
Barry Fox
Publish- It!
Gary Hayman
Ray Settle
ScreenW ricer II
Peter Combes
Gene Carter
Word Perfect
James Edwards
Henry Donahoe
Word Star
Art Wilson

(703) 437-1808
(301) 774-8043
(703) 569-2294
(703) 437-1808
(717) 566-6709
(703) 437-1808
(30 I) 593-9683

(202) 966-5742
(30 I) 220-3113
(301) 762-5158
(30 I) 340-7839
1(301) 72 1-7874
(717) 566-6709

(202) 966-5742
(30 I) 530-7881
(301) 220-0717
(30 I) 424-6927
(703) 237-3614
(703) 734-3049 .

GENERAL
Barry Fox
Ile Upgrade
Morgan Jopling
APW
Andy Gavin
Leon Raesly (days; 9-5)
Deluxe Pa.inc II
Rich Sanders
GS BASIC
Barry Fox
Multiscribe GS
Ray Settle

(717) 566-6709
(301) 721-7874
(703) 734-3049
(301) 220-3113
(703) 450-4371
(717) 566-6709
(301) 647-9192

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
(301) 762-5158
Dale Smith
(301) 340-7839
Allan Levy
Bob Sherman
(305) 944-2111
MouseTalk
Dale Smith
(301) 762-5158
Ray Settle
(301) 647-9192
TimeOuc Series & Utilities: ProSel
Ray Settle
(301) 647-9192
Barry Fox
(717) 566-6709
816 Pa.inc/Writ'rs Ch.El
Andy Gavin
(703) 734-3049
Apple II Hardware Epson printers, hard drives,
(202) 363-0366
Guy Durant
Wayne Meckling
(301) 263-4053
Apple II laser printing
1(305) 944-2111
Bob Sherman
Apple 111•
GENERAL
Jim Juczin
(703) 790-1 509
Dave Occalini 9:00- 10:30 P.M. (301) 681-61 36
3 Easy Pieces
Robert Howe
(916) 626-81 98
David/Joan Jernigan before 9 pm(703) 822-5137
Word Juggler
Tom Linders
(408) 741-1001
J. Carey McGleish evenings (313) 332-8836

Pascal
Dr. Al Bloom
Apple Speller
Robert Howe
AppleWriter
Eric Sheard

(703) 951-2025
(916) 626-8198
(908) 782-6492

(301) 220-31 13
(717) 566-6709
(301) 345-3230
(301) 647-9192
(30 I) 25 1-6369
(202) 363-2342
(301) 585-3002
(202) 298-9107
(301) 774-8043

Apple IIGS•
Paul Tarantino (before !Opm) (703) 451-5608
(703) 691-1360
Neil Laubenchal
(703) 237-3614
A.O. (Bill) Geiger

Beagle Buddies
MARYLAND
Ray Settle (Annapolis)
Scott Galbraith (Frederick)
W. T. Cook (Columbia)
Gary Hayman (Greenbelt)
Lee Raesly (Adelphi)
Allan Levy (North Potomac)
Don A very (Bethesda/DC)

(301) 647-9192
(301) 865-3035
(301) 995-0352
(301) 345-3230
(301) 220-3113
(301) 340-7839
(202) 362-1783

VIRGINIA
Kenneth De Vito (Alexandria)(703) 960-0786
Neil Laubenthal
(703) 691-1360
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JUNE
1 Monday
7:00 PM

PI SIG ............................................. office

3 Wednesday
7:30 PM
Desktop Publishing SIG ............... PEPCO
7 :30 PM
Mac Programmers ........................... office
4Thursday
7:00 PM
Columbia Slice ................................... call
7:30 PM
GameSIG ........................................ office
8Monday
7-10 PM

Intro to the Mac, Part 1 .................... office

9Tuesday
7-10 PM

Intro to the Apple IIGS, Part 1 ......... office

10 Wednesday
7:00 PM
Telecomm SIG ................................ office
7:15 PM
Databases (Mac) SIG .... CSC (Merrifield)
7:30 PM
Board of Directors Meeting ............. office
11 Thursday
7:30 PM
Stock SIG ........................................ office
13Saturday
9 AM-Noon Intro to WriteNow ........................... office
9:30 AM
Annapolis Slice ................... Severna Park
10:00 AM Frederick Slice .......................... Frederick

Meeting Notices
Annapolis Slice-2nd Saturday; Severna Park Library on McKinsey Road (off Rt. 2) Severna Park, MD,
9:30 AM. Topics: Customizing you Mac and Apple II.
Apple IIGS SIG-normally the Monday after the
regular WAP meeting; alternates between Dolley Madison Library in McLean (even months) and (NEW) NIH
(Building 31, C Wing, 6th Floor, Conference Room 9) in
Bethesda at 7:00 PM (odd months). Call Gary Hayman,
(301) 345-3230, for information.
Apple ill SIG-call SIG Chair for details.
AppleWorks SIG-at 8:00 AM, just prior to the
regular WAP meeting.
Columbia Slice-1st Thursday, 7 PM. Call.
Databases (Macintosh) SIG-Second Wednesday
of each month (runs from 7:15 PM to about 9:45 PM);
Computer Sciences Corporation, 3160 Fairview Park
Drive, Merrifield, VA. Just. inside the Beltway at the
junction ofUS 50 (VA) and the Beltway.

15Monday
7-10 PM
Intro to Mac, Part 2 ......................... office
16 Tuesday
7-10 PM
Intro to the Apple IIGS, Part 2 ......... office

Desktop Publishing SIG-1st Wednesday; PEPCO
Auditorium, 1900 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W., 7:30 PM.

17 Wednesday
7:30 PM
Excel SIG ........................................ office
7:30 PM
Fed SIG .............................................. call
7:30 PM
HyperTalk SIG .......................... Arlington

Ed SIG (Educational programs)-4th Thursday
at the WAP office, 7:30 PM.

JlThursday
Q
Writers' Deadline-August Issue
'~
Ad Space Deadline-August Issue
1'.10 PM
Intro to the Powerpoint ................... office
20Saturday
9:00 AM
Semi-Annual Garage Sale
22Monday
7:00 PM
Apple IIGS SIGNIH Bldg. 31, C-Wing, 6th
Floor, Conf. Rm. #9.
7-10 PM
Intro to Mac, Part 3 ......................... office
23Tuesday
7-10 PM
Intro to the Apple IIGS, Part 3 ......... office
24 Wednesday
7-10 PM
Converting to & Using System 7 ..... office
25Thursday
7:30 PM
Ed SIG ............................................ office
27 Saturday
8:00 AM
AppleWorks SIG-No meeting in June.
26Friday
rl_
Editors' Deadline-August Issue
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Excel SIG-3rd Wednesday; WAP office, 7:30 PM.
Fed SIG (Federal)--3rd Wednesday; alternates between Falcon Training Center, 1745 Jefferson Davis
Hwy., Suite 502, Crystal City, and Apple Fed. Sys.
Office, 1892 Preston White Dr., Reston, VA, 7:30 PM.
Call Jim Manley, (703) 490-1034, to confirm location.
Frederick Slice-2nd Saturday; at the library at
110 East Patrick Street, Frederick, MD, 10:00 AM.
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Meeting Notices

JULY

Game SIG-1st Thursday; WAP office, 7:30 PM.
HyperCard SIG-currently dormant.
HyperTalk SIG-3rd Wednesday; at the Fairlington
Community Center, 3300 South Stafford Street, Arlington, VA, 7:30 PM.
Mac Programmers-1st Wednesday; WAP office,
7:30PM.
PI SIG (Programmer's Interface)-1st Monday,
7:00 PM (except for Monday holidays). Call Ted Meyer
(703) 893-6845, for date, time and location.
Stock SIG-2nd Thursday; WAP office, 7:30 PM.
Telecomm SIG-2nd Wednesday, WAP office, 7 PM.
WAP~neralMeetings-Meetingsareheld the fourth
Saturday of the month. We are looking for a regular
meeting place with two meeting rooms; one holding
around 50 people and the other around 250 people.
Contact Beth Medlin at (301) 654-8060 ifyou know of a
suitable location.

TheMay23 GeneralMeeting will be at the Ramada
Inn, 8400 Wisconsin Ave., Bethesda, Maryland. The
Ramada Inn is one block away from our previous Bethesda meeting site and two blocks from the WAP office
at the intersection of Wisconsin Avenue and Battery
Lane.
Notice: Anyone having information on changes to the
WAP Calendar is requested to call the Calendar Editor,
Peter Cook at (301) 585-7651 or Beth Medlin at the WAP
office, (301) 654-8060.
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6Monday
7:00 PM PI SIG ....................................... office
8Wednesday
7:00 PM Telecomm SIG .......................... office
7:15 PM Databases (Mac) SIGCSC (Merrifield)
7:30 PM Board of Directors Meeting ...... office
9ThursdaY7:30 PM Stock SIG ................................. office
11 Saturday
9:30 AM Annapolis Slice ............... Crab Feast
10:00 AM Frederick Slice .................. Frederick
15 Wednesday
7:30 PM Excel SIG .................................. office
7:30 PM Fed SIG ....................................... call
7:30 PM HyperTalk SIG .................. Arlington
20Monday
7:00 PM Apple IIGS SIGNIH Bldg. 31, C-Wing,
6th Floor, Cont: Rm. #9.
21 Tuesday
Writers' Dead.line-September Issue
'C[J
Ad Space Deadline-September Issue

'CJ

~~~~da:ld SIG ...................................... office
25Saturday
8:00 AM ~_pp]!!Works SIG-Same as WAP meeting
9:00 AM WAP General Meeting28 Tuesday
'CJ
Editors' Deadline-September Issue

Notice from the Election Committee

July

SU

1 Wednesday
7:30 PM Desktop Publishing SIG ....... PEPCO
7:30 PM Mac Programmers .................... office
2 ThursdaY.:
7:00 PM Columbia Slice ............................ call
7:30 PM GameSIG .................................. office

w

TH

F

SA

1
8
15

2
9
16

22

23

4
11
18
25

29

30

3
10
17
24
31

Manny De Vera has informed the
committee that the statement in the ballot/
statement package identified as his
candidate statement for president should
be reversed with his statement for director.
The committee regrets any inconvenience
this may cause as you deliberate.
Grace Gallager, Chairman
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Macintosh

DATABASE PROGRAMS
Fourth Dimension
Bob Pulgino
Pen:rYarcd
FtlcMaktt Pro
Tom Parrish
Mort Grc:cne
Paula Shuck bef. l Opm
Helix
Jim Barty to midnight
Harvey Levine
Double Helix
Paula Shuck before 1Opm
MS-File
JohnSpcn=
Mon Grc:cne
Omnis7
JeffAlpher to midnight
OvcrVue
J.T.Tom DcMay,Jr.
Tom Parrish
Pro-Cite

Elizabcch Mangan
DESKTOP PUBLISHING
General
Jay Rohr
Freddi Galloway (V/IT\')
ReadySetGo
Jim Graham
ManyMilrod
Freddi Galloway (VfITY)
PagcMaktt
Mon Grc:cne

(800) 8264768

(301) 474-0634
(301) 564-15(,()
(301) 654-8784
(703) 522-8743
(301) 740-5255

Jay Rohr
Adobe Illustraror
Ling Wong
Canvas
Bill Baldridge
Tom Parrish
MacDraw
Tom Berilla
Tom Parrish
JohnSpcn=
ImageStudio
Mon Grc:cne
Srudio/l
Jamie Kirschenbaum evening;;
SuperPaint 2.0
Mort Grc:cne
VideoWod<s
Mort Grc:cne
PROGRAMMING
Inside Mac
Jon Hardis
John Love

(301) 972-4263
(301) 474-0634
(301) 627-8889

David Morgan.stein
Bob Pulgino
Tom Cavanaugh
Excd
David Morgan.stein
Marie Pankin
Jim Graham
Dick Byrd
Bob Pulgino
Tom Cavanaugh
Paula Shuck before 1Opm
Kimcn Simick
Mort Grc:cne

(301) 972-4263
(703) 524-0037
(703) 370-5737
(703) 978-3440
(301) 474-0634
(301) 627-8889
(301) 740-5255
(30 I) 750-7206
(703) 522-8743

(703) 662-0640
(301) 299-9380

WmgZ

(301) 740-5255

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
General
Allan Levy
C.OmpuScrvc
Midlad Subclsky

(301) 730-1084
(703) 522-8743
(301) 630-2036
(301) 461-1798
(301) 654-8784
(703) 750-2710

(301) 655-0875
(703) 768-5315
(703) 370-5737
(301) 464-5981
(703) 768-5315
(703) 522-8743

(301) 750-7206

Kimcn Simick

WORD PROCESSORS
Miaoooft Word
ManyMilrod
H anis Silvcrscone
Tom Cavanaugh
Freddi Galloway (VfITY)
Kirsten Simick
lb.inkTank-More
Jim Graham
Tom Parrish
Hebrew Word Proc=ing
Tun Childers

Curt Harpold
Miaoooft Wod<s
Amy Billing;;lcy
WordPerfect-Mac
Curt Harpold

(30 I) 340-7839
(301) 949-0203

(301) 464-5981
(301) 435-3582
(301) 627-8889
(703)768-5315
(301) 750-7206
(703) 370-5737
(301) 654-8784
(301) 997-931 7
(202) 547-8272
(301) 622-2203
(202) 547-8272

(202) 333-3409

GRAPHICS

General
Bill Baldridge

MacProjcct
Jay Lucas
Norberc Pink
HypcrCard
Rick Chapman
HyperTalk
John O'Rcilly
Ftlc Trarufer
Mon Grc:cne
Bac:kf.ax
Mon Grc:cne
HypcrCard Saipting
Jamie Kirschenbaum evening;;
SoundEdit
Jamie Kirschenbaum evening;;

(301) 44.5-1583

General
(202) 333-0126

Quad<Xpress
Ron Mann

MISCEllANEOUS

Midlad Hartman

SPREADSHEETS & CHARTS

GENERAL
An &Vidco
Nancy Scfurian
Borland Produas
Doug Ferris day only

Pascal

(301) 779-8271
(301) 655-0875
(703) 378-5 102
(30 I) 779-8271
(301) 654-8784

(703) 751-3332
(703) 759-9243
(30 I) 989-9708
(703) 204-9332
(703) 522-8743
(703) 522-8743
(703) 437-3921
(703) 437-3921

General
I

Games-Apple II
Charles Don Hall
John Wiegley after 2: 15
IBM
Leon Racsly
Math-OR Applns
Mark Pankin
Modems-General
Allan Levy
Hayes Smartmodem
Bernie Benson
Practical Peripherals
Allan Levy
Printers-General
Walt Francis
Leon Racsly
MX-80
Jeff Dillon
Stat Packages
David Morganstein
Stock Market
Robert Wood
MS/DOS
Tom Cavanaugh
Dvorak Keyboard
Ginny & Michael Spevak

(703) 356-4229
(703) 437- 1808
(301) 220-3113
(703) 524-0937
(301) 340-7839
(30 1) 95 1-5294
(30 1) 340-7839
(202) 966-5742
(30 1) 220-3113
(30 1) 662-2070
(30 1) 972-4263
(703) 893-9591
(703} 627-8889
(202) 244-8644

Frederick Apple Core Help Line
Please limit calls to reasonable evening and weekend hours and NEVER after LO P M.
Oscar Fisher (Frederick)

694-9237 A2, GS
Dick Grosbier (Frederick) 898-5461 A2, GS, Mac
Harold Polle (Frederick)
662-6399 A2
Tony Svajlcnka (Frederick) 694-6209 A2

Doug Tallman (Frederick)

663-3268 Mac

Scott Galbraith (Monrovia)
865-3035 A2 , GS
J. Russdl Robinson (Frederick} 739-6030 Mac

(301) 434-3256
(301) 654-8784
(301) 730-1084
(703) 522-8743
(703) 437-3921
(703) 522-8743
(703) 522-8743

(301) 330-1422
(703) 569-2294
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Please limit calls to around 7 P M.
Dick Stewart
410-987-2057 Mac+,DTP
Mac
Richard MacLcan 410-721-8157 Macilsi,DTP
Bill Waring
4 10-647-5605Mac,Excd
Steve Toth
410-956-6557 Mac+,pc.IAN
Bob Pcu:r.;on
410-721-9151 MacSE,Ram
Apple II
Sandy Bozek
410-974-6062 MacII,DTP
Seth Mize
410-766-1154 Ilg;;,Il+,///,pc
BillAmdt
4 10-761-6997MacII,BBSSYSOP
Louise Tanney
410-647-0875 Il~,AW
Lou Sapi=
410-923-3415 Macllsi,DTP
Hdcn Hamerscrom 410-647-1720 II~Ile,DTP,HS
MaraeBrouscau 410-757-5215 Ilc,AW
Barty C.Onner
410-573-7140 MacII,lAN,BBS
Bill Derouin
410-647-0802 Ile,pc,AW,DB
Th= MacGregor 410-551-5913 Mac+,DTP
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I
vice Department is one ofthe largest,
neatest, cleanest such operations I've
ever seen.
In the "goodies per square inch"
category, Falcon has a winner in their
networking demonstration room in
which one of almost every kind of
Mac is tied in to a MicroVAX, a MIPS
workstation, a Sun SparcStation, a
Novell Netware server, and many
other pieces of hardware, both onsite and remote, using Ether'l'alk,
LocalTalk, TokenTalk, T-1 lines, and
other various flavors of wiring. A
hardware cage at the edge of the
room allows the various network topographies to be changed on the fly,
without unplugging any machines,
just by changing some jumpers. Paul

I

Schlosser and I thought it would make
an excellent foundation for the Pi's
bulletin board, the TCS, but doubt
Falcon will donate it to the Pi. Sigh.
During lunch, President Denny
Young went out ofhis way to make us
feel wanted, and listened intently as
we passed on some observations concerning Falcon's past performance.
He readily admitted that Falcon has
some bad impressions to overcome
through past mistakes, but believes
their performance during the last 18
months or so is second to none. He left
everyone convinced that Falcon was
definitely SOTA (State Of The Art),
and pushing hard to do even better.
He also mentioned that Falcon has
"surplus sales" every Thursday from

M
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5p.m.-7p.m., and another on a Saturday morning once a month. For scheduling, call 301-386-8579. Also interesting is the Federal Employee Purchase Program: ifyou work for Uncle
Sam, you can buy anything Falcon
sells for the same price the government pays.
As roughly half, if not more, of all
Pi members work with or for the
federal government, both Falcon and
the Pi leadership searched for opportunities ofmutual interest. As a start,
Falcon expressed an interest in helping with the WAP garage sale. They
doubt there would be any Mac computers for sale (who ever heard of a
leftover Macintosh?), but as for other
goodies-

Macintosh
Temporaries

I

T

Desktop Pu.b/tsbersT Business & Presentation GrapblcsT
T
T

Word Processors & Office SupportT

Programmers & ConsultantsT 01J-Slle Training ...
T

Graphic DeslgnersT In-House Seroices..,

l.

l

202-338-4163
1015 Wisconsin Ave Nlf/
Washington DC 20007
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The Nisus Word Processor
by Marty Barrack

N

isus is a Latin word which

means to strive or endeavor.
Nisus Software, Inc. (formerly Paragon Concepts) which publishes Nisus, is a tiny company of20
energetic people (four are full-time
students) in Solana Beach, California. It almost seems a family operation. Jerzy Lewak heads the company, and there's Zosia Lewak in
sales and distribution and Jolanta
Lewak helping edit the manual. The
main programmer is Victor Romano,
and Raquel Romano did the Menu
Reference Guide and the Quick Reference pamphlet, art and layouts,
and some other stuff. This is a company that acknowledges the contributions ofeveryone, including former
employees and student volunteers,
and gets together often for such activities as hiking, ocean swimming,
and partying.
The nearly 500 page manual was
done entirely in Nisus, graphics and
everything, right up to camera-ready
copy. It was done on a Mac Ilci with
8 MB of RAM, and the final file took
up 3,390K of disk space! By comparison, my novel-in-progress file at
55,000 words takes less than' 350K
Mark Hurvitz obviously learned a lot
while using Nisus to write the
manual; there are several references
like, ''You should not confuse the
(whatever) with the (whatever) .... "
It doesn't look as slick as, say, the
Microsoft Word main manual, but I
like it. It shows what Nisus can do.
Nisus is the creative vision of a
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small team, less polished but more
interesting than most. It does pretty
much everything other word processors do. It reads Microsoft Word 3, 4,
and 5 files, and writes Word 3 files
which can be read by Word 3, 4, or 5.
It does styles, has an integrated
graphic capability, page formatting,
spell check and thesaurus, split window, runs entirely in RAM for speed,
etc. But here I'll address only features that, as far as I know, are Nisus
only.
Perhaps the first place that creative vision shows up is in Nisus' file
format. All the text is saved in the
file's data fork. All the formatting,
however, is stored in the resource
fork. Any other word processor can
easily open a Nisusfile. The file would
appear to the other word processor as
an ASCII, or plain text, file, without
formatting.
Every word processor can do search
and replace, and the latest versions
of Microsoft Word and WordPerfect
h ave copied Nisus' programmable
search and replace tool. Nisus, however, not only searches the active file,
but all open files and even a list of
closed files. If you're working on a
book or research project scattered
over numerous files in a folder, and
you discover that a source's name h as
to be corrected, a single search can
assure that all instances are picked
up.
Nisus' "marker" feature is extremely convenient. At any point in
the text you can insert a marker by

putting a few identifying words in a
dialog box, after which they appear
on a submenu that takes you directly
there. If you have several files open,
the markers for the active document
appear on the submenu first, followed by markers for each of the
other open documents. Selecting one
of these other markers will immediately bring that document to the front
and take you to the marker.
Most Mac applications have an
"undo" buffer, but it can only hold the
most recent action. Nisus has hundreds of undo levels. Say you realize
that the paragraph you blew away 20
minutes ago is the one you absolutely
need right now. You just save, then
start back through the undo levels
until you reach the text you wanted.
You copy it to the clipboard and revert to saved or, if you prefer, go
forward through the redo's. The
undo's remain available through
saves. Since they are in RAM, they go
away only when the document is
closed.
Nisus has ten clipboards. To choose
aclipboard,chooseSetClipboardfrom
the Edit menu. A submenu appears,
offering the opportunity to select 0-9.
Each clipboard can be replacing or
accumulating; if you hold down the
Shift key while selecting Cut or Copy
from the Edit menu, these items
change to Append Cut or Append
Copy, which add the selected text to
whatever was already in the active
clipboard. Say you're going through a
document, looking for bits and pieces
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the document, select Edit Tools from
the Tools menu and select the
submenu item "Recount Parens."
That will send Nisus looking for the
first unbalanced symbol, and give
you an opportunity to correct it. You
keep on doing this until all your symbols are balanced.
Nisus has a rudimentary
HyperText feature called "Place
Page," that lets you place a page, or
partofone,intoanewdocument. The
new document is automatically updated when changes are made in the
original. In the new document, the
original is called a Placed Page
Graphic (ppg) and can be doubleclicked to open in its original window.
One of the few things I really liked
about oldFullWriteProfessional was

to insert in another document. You
find an item and copy it to clipboard
1. You then find something on a different subject, and copy it to clipboard 2. You then find a third item on
the same subject as the first, so you
append it to clipboard 1. Then you
find a fourth item that's better than
the second, so you put that one in
clipboard 2 as a replacement. You
can also edit the contents of any clipboard by selecting Show Clipboard
from the Edit menu.
Selecting these items is easier because Nisus allows noncontiguous
selection. You select a block of text,
then hold down the command and
option keys while selecting another
block of text anywhere in the document. Noncontiguous selection looks
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Noncontiguous Selection

like this:
[noncontiguous selection]
Nisus also supports rectangular
selection. Hold down the option key
while selecting, and Nisus will let
you shade a rectangle and select everything within it. This is rectangular selection:
[rectangular selection]
Nisus even keeps track of"paired"
symbols, such as quotation marks,
parentheses, brackets, braces, etc.
At all times, if you wish , Nisus will
indicate the presence of any "unbalanced" symbols. When you've finished
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that it had a little comments box you
could use to annotate the document.
In writing a book, sometimes you
want to put little explanatory notes
on sources or other backup information that you don't want to make part
of the final exported text file (virtually all publishers today want the
author to send a computer file) Nisus
allows comments by using the text
tool in the graphics palette. The
graphic layers are not exported in
text only files or in Microsoft Word
files, so the comment boxes would be
invisible except as a Nisus document.

Before printing the manuscript for
the publisher, the author can easily
make a temporary duplicate file and
remove the graphic layers.
Nisus is full of little surprises and
shortcuts. If you hold down the option key while selecting four of the
seven menus, the menuitems change.
In a text window, ifyou hold down the
command key and click, you get a
window menu. Hold down the option
key instead and you get a macro
menu. Vic Romano packed a lot of
shortcuts into Nisus, figuring that
people who do a lot of something will
discover the relevant ones.
What else is there? Anything you
want, because Nisus has an extensive macro capability. Nisus macros
let the user create whatever features
he or she wants. For instance, I've
always wanted a feature that would
renumber paragraphs. A macro called
Renumber Paragraphs ships with
Nisus and does just that. Nisus ships
with a large collection of pre-written
macros.
Still, some people will want to roll
their own. Macros can be created the
easy way by recording - the user
runs through the sequence andNisus
faithfully records each step-or comprehensively through programming.
Virtually everythinginNisus is available, except that mouse dragging is
not recorded and tab settings are not
available from within macros. Ifwhat
you want is too intricate for recording
and you haven't time to learn programming, check CompuServe's GO
MACAVEN and look for Nisus Software/Paragon's library, and check
for new macros there, ortrytheNisus
forum on America Online. If even
that doesn't do it, Nisus Software will
write a macro to your specifications,
for a price. Thus you can add virtually any feature you want.
Coming soon is an upgrade called
XS. It's System 7 savvy, with Publish
and Subscribe, so you can publish a
document (or part of one) and sub-
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Rectangular Selection

scribe to it in another document; the
subscriber can be updated. It supports Event Manager, which offers
the user some ability to send and
receive commands to/from other programs. And, of course, Balloon Help
is supported. XS also supports Claris
XTND file filters, which allow translation back and forth between Nisus
and any word processor for which
you have anXTND filter. Finally, XS
allows sound annotation; the user
can attach sounds to files, play the
sounds, and (ifyour Mac has a microphone) record them. By the way, Paragon accidentally left XTND support
in Nisus 3.06. If you hold down the
option key while looking at the File
menu, Open becomes XTND Open!
The change is functional in Nisus
3.06, but visible only in the latest
version, 3.06-040.
Any negatives? Nisus'interface not
as visually attractive in appearance
as some others because it concentrates on function. The merge function works fine, but Microsoft Word
5.0's merge is easier to set up. And
when you do have to use another
word processor, knowing what's possible can be frustrating (''What do

Name: Nlsus Word Processor

Fax: (619) 481-6154

Publisher: Microsoft Corporation

Retell: $395.00

Address: Nisus Software Inc.

Discount: $240.00

107 South Cedros Ave.
Solana Beach, CA 92075-9848

CompuServe: 75300, 1243

Phone: (800) 922-2993

America Online: Jim Bates
Applellnk: 00405

you mean, only one level of undo!").

Are You Practicing
Safe Imaging ?
Don't trust your computer imaging to
just anyone, call the pros ...

Glen Burnie, Maryland

1 ·800-825-9134

We •Ito image your files to Ektac:nrome Vugraphs. ~ N911a1Jves. Color Pmls, Ou~uans. PhOtotype. & Color Thermals
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Occasion: Semi-Annual WAP Garage Sale

Date: Saturday, June 20
'lime: 9:00 AM-1:00 PM
Location: 'Illden Middle School
11211 Old Georgetown Rd.
Bethesda, MD
Directions: From beltway, take Old Georgetown Rd. exit and head west.
The school is 1.75 miles down on the right.
AdmiS'rion Fee: $2.00 members; $4.00 non-members.

r-----------,
Postscript Output
Service Bureau
Why pay higher prices
for 1270 or 1600 DPI when
you can have 1800 DPI with a
line screen of 133 for a lower

price!
Our prices start at $5.00 per
page and can be even lower
with our volume discount.
SELF SERVICE
DESKTOP PUBLISHING
$10.00 HOUR
Quark. Pagemaker. Freeh and. Illustrator. Word . Adobe fonts. and
more are available to use. Try our
color flatbed scanner.

Laser Print Business Center, Inc.
15940 Shady Grove Road
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
301-963-9203
\.

We are an authorized Adobe® Dealer
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New Macintosh Files
ontheTCS
by Lawrence I. Charters
The following are some of the files
uploaded totheMacintoshFileTransfer areas of the TCS during the last
30 days. This listing represents only
a small portion of the files available
for downloading. Call the Pi Office at
301-654-8060 for information on signing on to the TCS, the Pi's "24 hour
General Meeting."
File Area 13: Macintosh Fonts

DUPUYIT.SIT, DUPUYTYPEI.CPT,
TrueType and Type 1 PostScript versions,
in three styles, based on the hand.drawn
block characters used by Charles Schultz in
his cartoons.
HOLTZSCHUEIT.SJ,
HOSTZSCHUE Tl.C, TrueType and Type
1 PostScript versions of an upper case font
based on some Victorian era illuminated
letters.
RECHTMANIT.SIT, RECHTMAN. Tl. CPT,
TrueType and Type 1 PostScript versions of
an elegant script font.
THETYPEBOOK2.36, the latest version of a
classic Macintosh application for creating
copy spec sheets and type style sheets.
TCONVERTER CPT, a tiny application for
convening Windows 3.1 TrueType fonts to
Mac format, and Mac TrueType fonts to
Windows 3.1 format.

File Area 14: Macintosh Games

BIG. ONE CPT, a commando must fight
Ninjas, fat guys, and more.
QUAYLES. TETR/S, for those who find Tetris
a challenge, try this, the version that the
Veep loves.
XX 1JET.AIRCRA, a really, really fast aircraft
for use in Microsoft Flight Simulator, so you
can crash really, really fast.
HARPOON. CPT, ten or so alternate scenarios
for playing Harpoon, the naval war game.
PINOCHLECPT, an excellent double-deck
version of the classic card game.
MINES. CPT, use your analytical skills (and
sometimes just plain guesswork) to "walk"
through a minefield.
WAR VJ. 0, yes, this is the mindless card game
you used to play when you were a kid.
CRUSH. CPT. a strategy game reminiscent of
the Ancient An of War.
POLYOMINOES. CPT, very easy to learn
strategy game that is difficult to master.
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EYESAPP. CPT, small, customizable, color
application that consists of nothing more
than a pair of eyes that follow the mouse.
Just the thing to drive friends and coworkers
up the wall.
FLIPPER CPT, nice pattern-matching game in
which you try and flip all the tiles over to
the same color.
GNUCHESS.CPT, a Freeware chess program,
includes C source code & Heuristics
Manual.
BACHMAN.1.0U.CP, a3D version of
PacMan, written by a Swedish programmer.
NUKE.SNAKE.1.2, the latest version of an
interesting catepillar I tank game.
MAXOIDS. CPT, fifteen OIDS galaxies to keep
you busy for a couple of months.
DROPPERJ.1.2.CP, a Tetris-like game in
which you attempt to stack colored tiles
(now works in B&W, too).

File Area 15: Macintosh Graphics

MAKE.MY.DAY. the former mayor of Carmel,
CA, cries to make a point, in a shon
QuickTime movie.
DCMAPCLR CPT, color PICT (MacDraw,
SuperPaint, Canvas) map of the DC area.
FASCINATING.MOO, QuickTime movie
showing the Pointy Earred One from Star
Trek uttering his most famous line.
BOUNCING. COKE.M, wonderful
QuickTime movie of a 2-liter bottle of Coke
jumping rope.
TWIST...SHOUT.C. QuickTime movie
showing a rotating human skull.
SUDS. CPT; it is hard co explain why this is a
great clip, but it is: a black and white
advenisement from the 1950s (?).
SCOL.MOVING. CPT, great QuickTime
movie in which the user flies through a
vinual reality model of a futuristic city.
MICROMANDELLA. C. an application for
drawing color Mandelbrots, according to an
almost endless variety of user definable
parameters.
PICTCOMPRESSOR, a completely unsupponed application put together by an Apple
programmer that uses the built-in JPEG
compression routines in QuickTime to
compress images.
IMAGEJ. 44. CPT, latest version of a superb
graphics program originally designed as a
way of enhancing medical images for
analysis and display, written for the National
Institutes of Health by WAP member
Wayne Rasband.

File Area 16: Macintosh
HyperCard
FULLBALLOONS.l, XCMDS that let you
add balloon help to your stacks.
SCRIPT.LIBRARY. a HyperCard stack for
holding scripts of other HyperCard stacks.

HOMEINVENTORY. stack to manage and
track your home inventory.
BOOKBUIWERSTA, a HyperCard stack
designed to ease the pain of turning text
material into "pages" in HyperCard
QUICKTIME.XCMDS, written by Apple, to
suppon QuickTime programming from
within HyperCard.

File Area 17: Technical Notes

TIDBITSJ 12.SIT through TIDBITS120.SIT,
nine great issues of the "online" magazine
with the latest news and gossip in the
Macintosh world.
MACTRJCKS. CPT, compilation of Macintosh
tips and tricks taken off the Internet.
SPEEDING. UP.SYS, a document filled with
tips and tricks on getting the most with the
least in System 7.
MACSECRET. TRIG, Mac Secret Tricks Lise
6, the sixth version of a list of"secret"
Macintosh tricks both useful and useless.
ADEVELOP.CPT, System 7.0 Developer's
notes.
MDR CPT, Macintosh Disability Resources, a
large HyperCard stack with MediaTrack
animation sequences showing how Macs are
ideal for use by the disabled, plus information on hardware and software of interest to
the disabled, complete with names and
addresses. A really nice set of information.
LIST0415. CPT, latest Apple price list, as of
April 15, 1992.

File Area 18: Macintosh Utilities

GENIEREFORM. CPT, a utility to reformat
library listing from the GEnie online
network.
SCSIEVALUATOR. version 1.07 SCSI hard
disk tester.
UUPC3.0.CPT, a no-frills standalone UUCP
package.
DISKDUP..2. 0. CP, a solid shareware utility for
making EXACT copies of 400, 800, and
1400K disks, either one at a time or in
batches.
SPEED03.06. CPT, the standard
benchmarking utility for the Macintosh.
This will cesc screen, graphics, disk access,
CPU throughput, math, etc.
PRAM5. 0. CPT, System 6 only utility for
examining the parameter RAM (PRAM).
BARCODERl.0.2, a utility that accepts a
nine-digit Zip code and returns an EPSF file
suitable for DTP impon of the PostNec bar
code.
THE COMPLETE.DE, The Complete Delete,
a utility that makes sure a file is really, really
dead.
MP.MACINTALK.XC. Microphone II
XCMD to add Macintalk capability to the
popular telecommunications package.
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BIPLANE.SHAREW, a shareware spreadsheet.
Not bad.

DWC CPT. version 2.0 of the DeskWriter
printer driver, for the DeskWriter-C,
DeskWriter (AppleTalk) and DeskWriter
(serial).
DOITALL.2.1.CP, a time management I
scheduling I appointment book program.
FMORGANIZER CPT, a contact management
application built entirdy on FileMaker Pro.
GENIE2.0.1.CPTa Microphone II 4.0 settings
and scripts file for automating sessions on
GEnie.
GETINFOJ.01.CPT, System 7 "drop on"
utility that shows a file's size and all the
other Gee Info scuff, but also shows the
settings for Invisible, Bundle, and other
goodies normally available only through

ResEdit.
ROUTERJ.O.CPT. System 7 "drop on" utility
that moves a file to a designated location
according to the file's type and creator.
WAVICLEJ.O.CPT, utility to record and edit
sound files.
AUTOCLOCKJ.3.CP, utility which can set
the Mac's clock using the Naval Observatory, and check time around the world.
BOB.1.0.CPT, a QuarkXPress 3.1 extension
that allows you to apply color in some nifty
ways, allows you to check documents for
various mistakes very painlessly, etc.
CIJK.X. J. 0. CPT, a Quark XPress 3.1
extension that allows you to have easier
access to the new color palettes.
NISUS.MACROS. VJ, a massive explanation,
discussion, overview, etc., of the very
powerful macro language built in to the
Nisus word processor.
MULTIPLENUMBERS, a Microphone II 4.0
script for dialing multiple phone numbers,
in sequence.
FINDERPALETTEJ., push button program
launcher.
DESKTOPTEXIURES, nifty automatic color
patterns for the Mac desktop.
MAZE.MAKER Y.3. J, an Excd macro to draw
mazes.
SYSTEM. COLOR IC, lots of color icons for
System 7.
BBEDIT.2.1.CPT, Bare Bones Editor 2.1 is
really a wonderful full-featured text editor of
use to programmers, tdecommuters, etc.
HAX.2.1. CPT. neat little utility that allows you
to change the type and creator of a
document - or a whole folder of documents.
UNUNIX.1. 0. CPT, tiny little utility which can
turn Unix text documents into Mac-style
text.
KERMIT.99.94. CP, latest version of a massive,
public domain project to devdop a Kermit
terminal package for the Macintosh.
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MACLOADJ.1.CPT, tiny, well-designed little

SOFTWAREFPU2.2, control panel decive that

application which mimics a Unix "load"
program, showing you the total system load,
with pretty little graphs, in a window on the
Macintosh.
NEKO. CPT. free, essential Macintosh
program. Neko is Japanese for "cat."
MACWOOF..J.5B3, latest (beta) version of a
Macintosh "point" application for the
nationwide Fidonet network of bulletin
boards.
DESEAJ.3.CPT, wonderful System 7 (works
with System 6, too) utility for removing
Sdf-Excraccing Archive (SEA) code from
archives.

pretends to add an FPU to your LC or Ilsi
so you can run applications that require one.
NOTIFY. CPT, onscreen personal "reminder"
utility.
HIDEALWAYSJ.O.C hides other open apps
under System 7.
SWITCHAPP. Vl.1, switch applications with
keystroke under System 7.

Fiie Area 19: Apple System
Software

File Area 28: GIF Images

HAYES.MODEM. TOO, Hayes Modem Tool
1.02, a revised modem driver for the
Macintosh Communications Toolbox or
System 7.
NETSOFTINST.1.2, Mac Necwork Software
Installer, v 1.2.
SYS7TUNEUP1.J.J, System 7TuneUp fixes
bugs in System 7.0 and 7.0.1, notably with
printing, file sharing, and memory
management.

File Area 27: Music and MIDI
SOUND TRACKER CP, wonderful application
which allows 68020 or better Macs to play
Amiga MOD music files.

REAPER GIP, picture of the grim reaper on a
horse.

CCHEDGEHOG. G/F, Claret Cup Hedgehog
cactus, scanned 35mm slide.

CORNFLOWER GIP, Cornflower, shot in a
furn fidd near Leesburg, Virginia. Scanned
35mmslide.

DAFFODIL G/F, scanned 35mm slide.
JaTTENS. GIP, color photo is sooooo sweet
you'll get cavities.

CASTLE. GIP, color photo of a castle, taken

File Area 20: Mac DA/INIT/CDEV
SGS/PROBE. CPT. version 3.4, used to identify
and force mount any SCSI device connected
to your Mac.
QUADRA.SOUND. CP, system extension to
allow any Mac to have a startup sound just
like the Quadra.
PCB.INSPECTOR 1, allows you to examine
open File Control Blocks.
CFLOPPY.1.0.CPT, System 7 (only) extension
to replace standard floppy icons with spiffy
color icons!
WARP.FACTORCPT, ROCKSAD.CPT, After
Dark modules.
TRIMMR CPT, control panel device for
reducing size of PostScript print jobs.
SPEEDSWITCH..04, Quadra (only) CDEV
(Control Panel Device) for setting the cache
without rebooting the computer.
STRETCH/NIT. CPT, tiny System extension
that allows you to "stretch" (or shrink) a
window from any edge.
SCRAPIT.DA. CPT, new, improved replacement scrapbook.
.
DEPTHKEYJ.5. CPT, an FKEY (function key)
for color Macintosh users, allowing them to
change the color depth (number of colors
displayed) directly from the keyboard,
without going to the control pand.
STARTUP.DOWNLOA, will automatically
download selected PostScript fonts to your
printer's memory on startup.
TRASHMAN.4.0.0, fully automate the Mac's
crashcan.

from the air.

SOL WIND. G/F, very nice piece of computer
art showing a plasma cloud forming around

a scar.
BEARS. GIF, color photo of bears in the wild.
EL V.NIX. GIP, two great American heros,
Richard M. Nixon and Elvis Presley.

POOLJ.G/F, photorealiscic rendered model
done in Stratavision of pool balls and cue.

IJNCN3. GIP, dramatic photo of the Lincoln
Memorial as seen from the air, with the
Potomac and Arlington in the background.
MMT. GIP, night shot of MMT, the MultiMirror Telescope.
DEMl VOJ.GIF, full color nude photo of
Demi Moore. Really.
APPLE.IBMLOGO, APPLEBM, two welldone, funny proposed logos for a combined
Apple-IBM company.
DCMAP.GIF , very detailed color map of
downtown DC (the Mall and surroundings).
FJ4.GIF, two F-14 Tomcat Navy jet fighters
as seen from above.
EVA.GIP, "extra vehicular activity" great photo
of an "astronaut on a stidc."

MIDA TLAN. GIP, satellite shot ofMid-Atlantic
states, centered on DC area.

File Area 29: TCS Essentials
DISINFECTANT28, Disinfeaantver. 2.8, which
handles the latest Mac Virus, CODE 252.
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APPLE II
BVTS AND PYCES
by Gary Hayman
his is a regular monthly column which includes Apple II
information of the hints, techniques, suggestions, helps, information, news, etc., genre. Information
which may not, in itself, warrant a
separate article in the Journal but
would, nevertheless, be of interest to
Apple II readers. You are asked to
submit your hints, ideas and suggestions to me for monthly organization
and publishing. You may do it via the
TCS or direct mail to me at 82SS
Canning Terrace, Greenbelt, Maryland 20770. Telephone calls to (301)
34S-3230. Please note that this column is often submitted for publication 4S to 7S days prior to its appearance in print.

']J

System 6

As I am writing this, it is only a few
days after the new GSOS (System 6)
for the IIGS has been released. As
you are reading this - approximately
June 92 - you are probably aware of
the new features and the "problems"
that some of us have been having
with the new release. First, let me
assure you that the majority of the
problems are based upon the
individual's configuration and peripheral equipment that is installed,
rather than the system itself.
Within hours after the system ''hit
the streets," the major online services were buzzing with hundreds of
messages such as: "My AppleWorks
won't work.""Publish-It! won't work."
"Rastan won't work." "My computer
freezes." On and on and on. I made a
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collection of some of the GEnie comments and have placed them in the
Files Library just in case you might
want to download them and read
what was happening in those early
hours.
Almost as immediate, "fixes" began to appear. The major one was the
Tim Grams one byte file PS fix. Without going into too much detail, there
appears to be a device mapping conflictbetween the original PB (ProDOS)
file and one ofthe most popular SCSI
cards - the RAMFast from CV Technologies. Those individuals with a
card which was earlier than version
2.01 were loosing 8-bit programs by
the score. Tim's fix was to alterthe PS
file by changing byte $1A3 in BLOCK
S of the PB file from $AS to $00. This
is done via a Block Editor such as Zap
(in ProSel 16), Block Warden (in
ProSel 8), Copy II+, etc.
Now, if you know what I am talking about, you probably know how to
change the byte so that your 8-bit
programs work. If you don't know,
then I have posted some step-by-step
"easy directions" on the TCS in the
IIGS area that you can follow to make
the change. However, there is another alternative, CV Technologies
will update free of charge your
RAMFast Chip to v 2.01. Way to go Drew Vogen. You might want to contact the company at (SlS) 43S-S743
and find out how to get your update.
Either of these fixes seem to get
most of the problems solved. I don't
want to give the impression that all is

well. Even as I write, people are posting fixes to this and that. We are
learning that certain NDA's are no
longer useful or compatible. Some
commercial programs will not work
no matter what, etc.
When updating to System 6, you
are allowed to install right over your
old System S.0.1. Hold it! This may
not always bethe best idea. Individuals who renamed their old System
folder to something like Systems and
then installed System 6 as a fresh
system on their hard drives came out
ahead because when things started
going awry, all they had to do was to
rename the newly formed System
folder to System6, rename Systems
back to System and they were in
business again with System S.0.1.,
with only a few seconds ofdown time.
Others, who didn't have back-ups of
one type or another spent hours getting things up and running.
The lesson: Let the "cutting edge"
people work out the "kinks" and always protect yourself in case something goes wrong.
Now, I have System 6 up and running with a minimum of problems
and have not gone back to S.0.1 for
weeks. I am watching the TCS and
other BBS's for the hints, tricks, fixes,
and warnings. Being a member ofthe
TCS does pay dividends and gets you
out of hot water. You can almost
always find the answer to your problems within several hours after you
post your questions. The TCS requires a very small investment- for a
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lot of service.
Ergonomics and You
So you work at a computer and
have been using it for a while. Have
you noticed that your body seems to
be showing evidence of stress and
strain. In fact there have been a lot of
ergonomic-related ailments that are
popping up and are disturbing users,
businesses, and insurance companies.
Ergonomics is a rather new word.
It is not even mentioned in the
Webster's dictionary (vintage 1965)
that I keep by my desk (I have to get
a new edition one of these days). In
essence it refers to human engineering which coordinates design of devices, systems, or physical working
conditions that comply with the requirements of the worker.
The Space Management and Design Group (SMDG), a San Francisco
architectural/interior design firm
that counsels on ergonomics and legal compliance, which was used as a
source in an issue of PC World, mentions a few problems that could develop from improper computer station design and some possible solutions. I have also inserted some ofmy
own experiences and recommendations.
• Do you experience pain in the
wrists? This is possibly the onset of
carpal tunnel syndrome or wrist
tendinitis. By checking the height
and angle of your keyboard and
investing in a wrist pad, you may
correct the occurrence. Also, if you
will lighten your touch on the keyboard, this too may help. Many
formertypewriterusersjust "bang"
too hard.
• Do you have a sore back? Try adjusting the position ofyour chair or
tilt and swivel your monitor. Make
sure that your chair has good lumbar support. Invest in an properly
designed multiply-adjustable ergonomic chair- or perhaps (this helps
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some people), one of those weird
looking Balans chair (I have and
use both).
• Are you experiencing eyestrain?
Adjust the light source oryourcomputer so that light shines at a right
angle to your screen. If you can't
adjust the light angle, buy a glareproof screen (a shield that fits over
the face of your monitor). Take at
least a 5-minute break after every
hour or two at the screen. Ifyou are
doing heavy concentration this
should be done about every 25 minutes because your attention span
drops markedly after that time
period. This I champion for learning improvement as part of my
professional therapy practice.
Sometimes changing the monitor
proves of benefit. If you are using
an IBM, for example, you can upgrade to a multi-scan monitor and
a super-VGA board with a refresh
rate of at least 70 Hz, which will
reduce screen flicker.
• While you are at it, according to
SMDG, consider a low-emissions
monitor, designed to minimize possible health risks associated with
electromagnetic radiation.
•Also [here's another one from me]
don't depend upon your present
eyeglass prescription to be correct
forcomputerwork unless you made
it perfectly clear to your optometrist that you were going to use
these glasses at the computer and
that your eyes would be x-number
ofcentimeters(cm)from the screen.
For example, I wear bi-focals. My
close-up lens seems to operate in
the range of 29 to 38 cm. while the
distant lens begins to function correctly starting at 86 cm. Since I
normally sit with my eyes at about
56 cm. (outside of the two ranges)
from the screen, I have to take my
glasses off to see the screen more
clearly. I am a good candidate for
special computer-use glasses. For
me, shifting from printed page to

keyboard toscreenismetwithsome
difficulty.
Other items that you may want to
consider:
• Your light source should be diffused. Perhaps curtains, shades or
blinds would assist in altering the
light. For lamps and overhead fixtures, there are also diffusing
shields.
•Ifyou use a lamp, it should be off to
the side, not right above the monitor.
• Position yourself so that you will
only have to use a viewing angle of
60 degrees or less for your screen/
keyboard.
•A detachable keyboard is preferred
as well as one of the new wrist
pads.
• The recommended height for your
keyboard should be 26 to 30 inches
and your desk top should be wide
enough so that you will have adequate clearance for your legs.
• The upholstering on your chair
should provide you with a cushion
of at least 112 to 1 inch padding. It
is felt that while sitting in a normal
chair, your knees should raised
slightly above a horizontal to the
floor. You can cause this by providing something for you feet to rest
on that will automatically raise
your knees.
There are many more things that
you can do to help "ease the strain on
your body" while at your computer.
Perhaps you have some suggestions.
Send them along and tell us what
works for you. We can then do a
follow-up in a future column.
And now the "obligatory" disclaimer. Please remember that the
above is presented for your consideration only and is not to be considered
as medical advice. As they say in the
TV ads - "Check with your personal
physician for proper medical advice."
Should I have printed this in small
print?
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Apple II Achievement Awards
Presented

The 1991 Apple II Achievement
Awards, sponsored by Resource Central and A+/inCider Magazine with
cooperation from Apple Computer,
Inc., were presented Friday, April 3
in a national online conference on
America Online, winner of the 1990
Achievement Award for Best Online
Service.
A prestigious panel of Apple II
industry watchers, including representatives fromA+/inCider, A2-Central, Apple Computer, America
Online, CompuServe, GEnie, GS Plus
Magazine and Nibble, recently nominated awards in a number of categories designed to recognize excellence
in products for the Apple II family of
computers during the period from
November 1, 1990 through the
present. Those products recognized
as the best by the panel were nominated for awards. A panel ofover 100
Apple II community members was
entrusted with selecting the best of
the best during balloting between
March 3-27, 1992. Those selected received the 1991 Apple II Achievement Award, a lead crystal disk engraved with "1991 Apple II Excellence" and an Apple logo on a crystal
base.
The complete list of Apple II
Achievement Award categories and
recipients is as follows:
•Best FreeWare or ShareWare:
Shrinklt for the Apple IIGS (Andy
Nicholas).
•Best Educational Software:
HyperStudio 3.1 (Roger Wagner
Publishing).
• Best 8-bit Application: ProTERM
3.0 (lnSync Software).
• Best 16-bitApplication:HyperCard
JIGS (Apple Computer, Inc.)
•Best Innovation: Pointless
(Westcode Software).
• Best Multimedia Achievement:
HyperStudio 3.1 (Roger Wagner
Publishing).
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•Best Utility: ProSel 16 (Glen
Bredon)
• Outstanding Developer Aid:
GSBugvl.6(AppleComputer,Inc.).
• Best Apple II Periodical: A2-Central (Resource Central, Inc.).
• Best Online Service [Tie]: America
Online (America Online, Inc.) &
GEnie (General Electric/Resource
Central)
• Software of the Year: Apple IIGS
System Software 6.0 (Apple Computer, Inc.).
• Apple II Individual Recognition [for
service ofdistinction to the Apple II
community]: Alan Bird and Tom
Weishaar.
• Apple II Individual Achievement
[for making the most positive impact for Apple II computer owners
during the awards period]: Andy
Nicholas.
• Apple II Group Achievement [for
making the most positive impact
for Apple II computer owners during the awards period]: Apple II
System Software team.
• Wishful Thinking Award [for the
development of an 8-bit additive
program that supports other popular programs]: The Magic File Cabinet (Gary Hayman) <grin>.
Anyone what to buy the Brooklyn
bridge?
llC Mouse Patch

Joe Hardy writes, "For those interested people who wanted to patch a
copy of UltraMacros so that their
mouse would work on a Ile or Ile+,
here is the basic prompt patch:
From the Basic prompt, type:
poke 16384,16
bsave
Ultra.System,tsys,A$4000,b1857 ,11
Ifat some time you wish to restore
you copy ofUltra.System to the original, type:
poke 16384,192
bsave

Ultra.System,tsys,A$4000,b1857 ,11
Of course, ifyou want to patch the
original disk instead of an already
installed copy of UltraMacros, substitute Ultra.30 for Ultra.System in
the above.
This should work for you!"
Disk Tools

0.P. Software has released its third
AppleWorks related product: Disk
Tools. This software package requires
AppleWorks 3.0 and consists primarily of three TimeOut applications:
1) TO.Volume Backup: makes a
full volume backup of your hard disk
to multiple 800k disks, which can be
restored to the hard disk using the
same application to recover lost programs or data after serious problems
with the hard disk. TO.Volume
Backup uses data compression to
reducethenumberofremovabledisks
required to hold the backup copy, and
to speed the backup process.
2) TO.File Backup: makes
backup copies of your programs and
data files on an incremental basis. By
only backing-up new files or ones
which have been changed, this application can keep your backup copies
up-to-date in as little as 5 minutes a
day. TO.File Backup uses an
AppleWorks Data Base to maintain
information about your working
disk(s) and your backup copies. Both
the Backup and the Restore functions use a combination of backup
bits and file modification dates to
determine which files to backup. If
you delete a file from your working
disk, the program will even ask you
whether you want it to delete the
backup copy also.
3) TO.Archive: is used to handle
NuFX archive files made popular by
Andrew Nicholas' well-known program Shrinklt. This application is
able to put files into or extract them
from both standard NuFX (.SHK)
archives or Binary-II encapsulated,
NuFX (.BXY) files. The application
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about the filetype of the file you're bility ifyou've got a lot ofapplications
downloading," states Dale. "I would you might want quick access to.
gather from your question that you
"This and other icon tricks were
are using Xmodem in some form for discussed in a couple of files that
downloading. Ifso, you could choose were(are?) in GS Misc Area of file
either BIN or TXT as the default transfer. Check down the list a ways."
filetype. TXT might be the better
TransWarp GS or Zip?
choice in case you might at some
Expressing his personal opinion,
point actually download a text file
that is not archived - with the TXT Neil Laubenthal talking.to Norvan
choice you would be able to immedi- Meyer said, "Well, the TWGS
Where Have All the Computers
ately read it with an editor, but ifyou (TransWarp GS) doesn't follow quite
Gone?
had set it to BIN, you might have to all the programming rules and gives
Sharing his find, Dave Harvey go change the filetype before you a few minor problems with large
amounts of memory (>4 meg) when
writes, "My wife and I went for the could read it with an editor.
first time to Practical Computer Con"So, for simplicity, until you be- using a RamFAST Rev D hard drive
signments where there were lots of come more familiar with the process, controller card. However, it does
work. AE's technical and customer
used computers for sale. I had heard I'd set the filetype to TXT.
about this place but this was the first
"One point to remember : The de- support has gone to the dogs, so I
time we'd visited it. They have quite archi ver programs (Shrinklt, wouldn't recommend any of their
a few used computers for sale-all GSShrinklt, UnShrink) do not worry products right now. On the other
types and brands. There was an Apple about the filetype at all. You just run hand,Ziphadareputationfora while
IIGS for sale for around $500 and an a program and tell it what archive to of poor customer service and chargMacintosh for about that as well. I'm open - the programs will check the ing without shipping; but if you buy
looking for a laptop computer and contents of the file to determine that from a dealer like Quality Computthought this would be a good place to it is indeed an archive and that it's ers instead of direct you should be
fine. The Zip does have some problook. The salesman said that I should one it can handle."
lems, i.e., verifying ProSel 16 backcheck about once a week by phoning
Launching Techniques
to see what they have. I gathered
ups and working with AppleTalk
Frank Evangelista states, "For [There is a fix available - GH]. I
that there's a large turnover of computers from week to week. There quite some time there has been criti- guess, overall, I would recommend
were three used laptops for sale but cism ofthe "Finder"methodoflaunch- the Zip, but would buy it from TMS
not in my price range or weight limit. ingprograms. ThearticleintheJour- peripheraldowninFlorida(telephone
Ifyou're looking for a used computer nal stating that you must delve into 800-ASK-4TMS) since Quality Comthis is one place you should check windows ad infinitum to launch; not puters support has slipped some reout. Ifyou want to sell a computer the true when you place your application cently. They would still be my second
split is 20/80 with the store getting icons on the desk.top, removing it choice though."
[I have the Zip myself and am
20%.
from the folder in which it resides.
"Practical Computer Consign- You can launch directly from the quite pleased with it. I haven't expements, 5405-B Port Royal Road, desktop and ignore opening any fold- rienced the ProSel 16 backup verification problem, and there is a freely
Springfield, VA22151, 703/321-3005, ers."
From 495 Beltway take Braddock Rd
Dale Smith adds, "There are some available ZipINIT that takes care of
West, left at first light, 112 mile on the other tricks with icons that can be the AppleTalk problem. - Gffi
left."
played-create some text files with
I've Got the Right Time, Baby the right names and put them in one
Uh Huh!
Downloading Flies
folder to act as aliases for the actual
While drinking his Pepsi, Dale
Although I don't have the original programs. Tie icons to them with
question, Dale Smith's response to application paths set to the real loca- Smith informed us that, "I just upJames Mack who was wondering tions ofthe various applications. You loaded a nice utility to the GS Util
about downloading procedure may could set up the Finder so that this area (#10) called TimeMaster IIGS.
folder was always open on the It is the first GS utility I've seen that
help others in this process.
"You really don't need to worry desktop-it gives you scrolling capa- calls one ofthe atomic clock facilities
also handles both the LZW/1 compression format used by 8-Bit
Shrinklt and the LZW/2 format used
by Shrinklt-GS.
Disk Tools will be offered at a regular price of $49.95 plus $2.50 (S&H).
To request further information or
order a copy, please write:
Office Productivity Software, P.O.
Box 1042, Mahomet, IL 61853
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and automatically updates the GS's
clock to within one second of standard time. I've used it with the Naval
Observatory here in DC and it works
fine - I was 23 seconds off. It also
keeps a log file ofthe corrections. The
documents explain how to use it.
"One potential conflict is that the
program requires the control panel
setting of the Modem Port to be at
300 Baud and if you use AOL that
software requires you to be set at
either 2400 I 1200 (whichever) - so
you will have to switch the control
panel settings [back and forth]. Most
communications programs are
smarter and will set up their own
port settings without switching the
control panel.
''It's a puzzle why it took so long for
someone to do this for the GS. Oh,
yes, it's Shareware - $1 donation
requested."

Mouse-Based Word Processor
Asking on the TCS, Bill Herman
wrote, "We are interested in purchasing a site license for a school that
has a mix oflle's, Ilc's and IIGS'. We
areleaningtowardAW[AppleWorks],
but we are wondering if there is a
mouse based word processor that will
run on the Ile (other than AW with
UltraMacros)."
Jon Thomason responded, "There's
MouseWrite, but I'd heartily recommendAppleWorks over that any day
(presuming it's still being sold).
Mouse Write uses the text screen and
MouseText characters to present its
user interface.
"Beagle is now handling the old
MultiScribe lie software, as I recall,
and theycallitBeagleWrite. Do check
this out - it's slow, but it's the best
implementation of a graphical user
interface I've seen on the 8-bit Il's. It
works in the double-hires graphics
mode and requires monochrome
monitors (well, the other options do
too, I guess.)
"Would I recommend BeagleWrite
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over AppleWorks for word processing? Probably not, but it appears to
be what you're asking for - might be
worth a look."
[I wouldechotheAppleWorks Classic choice. It is one of the best known
word processing programs and has
an excellent track record. Some recent additions to the WP field are still
copyingAppleWorks. One ofthe great
features is that it is flexible, and,
with TimeOut additions, it becomes
one of the most powerful WP programs. Most IBM and Macintosh WP
programs can't match what you can
do withAppleWorks and the proper
Timeout additions. - GH]

Consumers' Corner
Phil Shapiro suggests thatitmight
be useful to inaugurate a place where
people could exchange information
about "good deals" on computers,
peripherals, and computer supplies.
Sort of like a mini Consumer Reports. He supplied the following two
items for a starter:
"The best deal on external 2400
baud modems in the Washington DC
area appears to be at CompUSA,
where a plain vanilla external 2400
modem goes for $60. Anybody know
of a good place to buy new 1200 baud
modems in the area?
"IfyouownaIIGSor Ilc+,youcanget
a good deal on modem cables fromJDR
Microdevices. (800) 538-5000, orders;
(408)559-1200,service. They sell a "Mac
Modem/Printer cable" for $7.95. This is
a six foot long DB25 male to 8-pin miniDIN cable. The company's toll-free ordering number operates seven days a
week,24hoursaday. 'Thepartnumber
for this cable is: CBL-MSE-MODEM.
It's located on page 49 of their 1992
catalog.
"Would you believe that some local
computer stores are reportedly selling modem cables for over $30 to
unsuspecting customers?"
[OK, you read something earlier
from Dave Harvey along this line,

now it's your turn. Tell us about your
"buys" and "repairs." Help us save
money and direct us to "user friendly''
dealers, stores and technicians. -GH]

Recommended Business
Although, this is primarily Macoriented, it is an excellent example of
how when you find something good,
share it with others. It belongs in a
Consumers Comer.
Excited, Iver Nielsen writes, "I
have been doing business with Advanced Laser Graphics for the past
20 months. They are one of the best
run businesses in the Metro area!
When I took this position, I had had
no Mac experience. Duringthat time,
I have installed an 18-nodeEtherTalk
network, 8-node LocalTalk network,
scanners, desktop publishing, wide
area networked to a host in New
York, etc. I could not have done it
without the assistance of my first
salesman JeffJohnson. Jeff was promoted to direct the service department (great move!) and Mike
Burnstein replaced him. Mike is
quickly becoming as good as Jeff.
These people will not cheat you on
memory, hassle you about a return,
or sell you something they have not
personally worked with and approved. Advanced Laser Graphics
(ALG) is the best! 1875 Eye Street,
NW, Suite 750, Washington, DC
20006, (202) 331-0100. Tell them Iver
referred you. Ifyou've dealt with anyone else, you deserve the best. Oh
yeah, their prices are really tough to
beat."
Timing Out
Marianne Davis was remarking
how, while reading messages on the
TCS, the system would "timeout" and
disconnect. She wanted to take a
little more time in reading the messages than she was "apparently" allowed. I furnished this suggestion.
"Marianne, at this time, the TCS
cannot extend the time [which it al-
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lows you to be on without pressing a
key (no activity)]. Perhaps this will
help you. My personal technique is
that as a new message appears on
the screen I quickly look at the number of lines [it is listed in the header
of the message]. If the message is
over 15 to 19 lines, I let ten (or so)
lines pass and give the system an XOFF which will stop the TCS from
sending.
"Paul Schlosser suggested the use
of the "normal" CONTROL-S which
the TCS recognizes (Remember, a
normal key press or a CONTROL-Q
will usually start the flow again). I
have it a little easier for my fingers
with my terminal software because
all I need to press is an Open AppleSpacebar and the flow stops (using
ProTERM 3.0) another press of the
Spacebar (or really any key) will restart the flow.
"Using the X-OFF and X-ON as a
toggle, I then can cause small segmentsofthemessagetoappear. When
you start the flow and stop it again,
the timeout starts "afresh."This way,
you never get bothered with timeout
problems as long as you read longer
messages in small segments. I hope
that this will help you."

someone who lives a scant 15 miles
_away could incur the same long distance charges as calling someone in
San Diego, California.
And the general laws oflogic don't
necessarily apply, either. Someone
in Laurel, Maryland, for instance,
can make a local phone call to the
District of Columbia. But the same
caller would incur long distance
charges in calling Rockville, Maryland. Meanwhile, a call from the District of Columbia to Rockville, Maryland, is considered local.
This situation becomes annoying
because the local node for the GEnie
information service is located in
Rockville. Could it be possible for the
Laurel resident to use a friend's call
forwarding in the District to log onto
GEnie without incurring long distance charges?
Does anyone else have anecdotes
about their efforts to figure out the
regional calling system? Has anyone
up
with
ingenious
come
"workarounds" to suit their own particular needs?

particularcomputerroundtable. This
free time may be used for browsing
the messages areas, attending realtime conferences, or downloading
from the A2 library.
If you're interested in writing an
article for the A2 edition of GEnie
Lamp, you can contact either of the
two editors: Tom Schmitz
(tom.schmitz) or Phil Shapiro
(p.shapirol). The publication is lookingfor articles that give helpful, practical tips. Editorials are welcome,
too, as long as the mood of the editorial is generally upbeat.
For more information about joining GEnie, you can call: 1-800-6389636.
All Systems Go by Elden C. Nelson
(From the Apple Spice Newsletter)
Laser printers are unobtrusive.
You don't even think about them
until it's time to collect your printjob.
Don't let their quiet, unassuming
looks fool you. Laser printers have
lots of moving parts. If you don't
spend the time necessary to take care
of them, you'll wind up having to fix
them later-at a much greater expense. Try these tips.

New Electronic Publication on
GEnie by Phil Shapiro
GEnie, the popular national information service, will be starting a new
Short Articles
Maintenance-Clean your laser
electronic publication, GEnie Lamp,
Suppose you have written a short in April. This publication will con- printer! That's the single most imarticle, perhaps a paragraph or two, tain generic articles about comput- portant advice you can get about
but feel that it is not long enough to ers, as well as articles about specific maintainingyourprinter. Manytend
stand by itself in the Journal. Well, computer models for each ofthe vari- to just ignore their machines and let
here is the place that it can find a ous computing roundtables. The ar- them run. However, a few minutes
home. Just submit it to me and I will ticles for the Apple II roundtable will spent each week-or every day, if you
place it in this column - where it will summarize and quote from the best use the printer a lot-could signifinot feel lonesome. As examples, here messages in the Apple II message cantly increase the life span of the
are two "short articles" written by area. Other articles in the Apple II printer.
one of our prolific Pi writers.
Most printer manuals include a
edition ofGEnie Lamp will highlight
the best available downloads from section on cleaning, which points out
Regional Phone System Not
the areas you should pay attention
the A2 Roundtable library.
Entirely Rational by Phil Shapiro
As a general rule, you need to
to.
An interesting feature of GEnie
The regional phone system in the Lamp is that any GEnie subscriber clean your corona wires and fuser.
Washington DC metropolitan area is may submit articles for possible The corona wire creates the electric
not entirely rational, causing head- publication. If your article is chosen charge that attracts the toner to the
aches for people who use the phones for publication, you will be given two paper. Ifit gets dirty, it won't be able
for voice and modem use. Calling free hours of online time for your to apply the proper charge to the
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paper. If this happens, you'll get light
(or blank) streaks on your page. The
fuser is the part that melts the toner
on the page. If it's not kept clean, all
the toner may not stick. Again, streaking can result.
How do you clean these parts? A
soft cloth and cotton swabs usually
work well. Don't use any solvents or
cleaners; these may damage your
printer. Also, be very careful cleaning around the wires-they can break.
If you use your printer a lot and
would be seriously inconvenienced if
you had to do without it for several
days, look into having a professional
laser print.er service company maintain it. There are many companies
that specialize in maintaining printers and copiers in your office.
Toner. Toner is the ink used in
laser print.ere. Toner cartridges can
be removed and either refilled or
replaced. Be careful when you handle
these carmdges. Always keep them
level Tilting them or storing them on
their sides will shift all the toner to
one side. If you fail to handle a used
cartridge carefully, toner may spill
out of its waste receptacle.
Photo Drum. Be careful not to
expose your photo-sensitive drum to
light for long periods. This drum is
usually covered by a shield. If you
frequently open this shield and exposed the drum to light, you'll ruin its
effectiveness. Keep the drum in the
printer as much as possible. If you
have to remove it, keep the shield
closed and put the drum in a dimly lit
area.
Recycle Toner Cartridges. Every 3000 pages or so, your laser printer
will run out of toner. You'll then need
to replace the toner-which means
replacing the t.oner cartridge in most
laser print.ere. New toner cartridges
can be quite expensive often more
than $100.00-so you may want to
consider purchasing a re-cycled
(sometimes called ')-emanufactured'')
toner cartridge.
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Toner cartridges can be recycled
because there's a lot more to them
than just toner. A typical toner cartridge also contains most of the other
replaceable parts of your laser
print.er-the drum, the corona and an
excess t.oner bin. Each of these parts
is designed to last considerab]y longer
than 3000 copies, so it's costly to
throw th.em away just because the
cartridge is out of toner. You may
want to consider taking your used
toner cartridge to a company that
recycles them and buying a recycled
toner cartridge. You can save some
money doing this, as well as feel gbod
about contributing less to your local
landfill.
A properly recycled toner cartridge

will give you print quality as good as
that from a brand-new cartridge. As
a caution, be aware that there are
varying degrees of quality available.
Randy Ross, owner of Laser Sharp, a
toner cartridge remanufacturing
company, offers the following hints
on how to get the best possible toner
cartridge for your money:
• Look at a test print of the recycled
toner cartridge. If a sample isn't
provided, ask to make one before
you purchase the cartridge. After
all, the print quality is the most
sure indicat.or of the quality of the
cartridge.
• Check the packaging. The cartridge
should be boxed in such a way that
it's not exposed to light. Toner cartridges can become overexposed,

just like camera film. The cartridge
should also be securely boxed so
that it doesn't rattle around in the
package. Remember, th.is is fragile
equipment you're working with.
• Check the warranty. If you're not
satisfied, will the sellers return
your money, or just give you another toner cartridge? If, for some
reason, the cartridge damages the
printer, will they pay for the repair?
• Be wary of too-low a price. You can
reasonably expect to save between
30 and 50 percent by recycling a
toner cartridge. If you're offered
much greater "savings," the
remanufacturers may be cutting
corners on the quality of their materials.
• Ask a friend. Find people who are
satisfied with the recycled toner
cartridges they've used and try that
brand.
The autlwr is currently Chairman of
both the AppleWorks andApplellGS

Special Interests Groups. He is
published frequently in the Journal
ofthe Washington Apple Pi. He is also
a Beagle Buddy, a Seven Huls Partner
and a TimeWorks Ambassador for
the WAP. Professionally, he is a
Certified Hypnotherapist in private
practice in McLean, Virginia and does
part-time Apple 11 family computer
application programs consulting and
teaching. His latest software program,
The Magic File Cabinet is presently
selling nationwide.
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Building on Apple Works and the Apple II or
Not: Seven Points To Guide Your Decision
by David E. Chesebrough
Buying computers with precious
school or parent dollars is a difficult
decision - especially with the basic
volatile nature of computers and
computer companies. When I was
the computer coordinator for a school
complex, I researched long and hard
looking for the right computer/software solution for our educational
needs. I watched some other schools
buy into companies like Acorn and
the early Commodore's and regret it
when the companies pulled out, quit
or rolled back their support.
App/,eWorks run on Apple !!e's was a
great choice at the time and led to an
award winning program with major
student impact.
Support Dropping

The present dilemma stems from
theclearfactthatAppleComputerwill
do little more to support the Apple II
other than some new software for the
IIGS(such as the new system software
comingout).Everymonth!havesomeone falsely telling me that Apple has
declared that they havequitsellingthe
Ile, the Ile, the IIGS, or all of them.
True, the day will come, but so far
Apple has taken the approach to say
and do little.
No Need To Panic

It is not the time to panic, though,
if you are using or planning to use
Apple II's andAppkWorks. The following points should be considered
as you plan your future computer
and software use. Read these care-
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fully, factor them into your situation,
and you should be able to come to a
decision which you will feel comfortable with for some time to come.
Seven Points To Consider
1) There have been roughly six million

Applellcomputerssold,andjustabout
every single one of them can run
AppleWorks (some, like the Apple II+
need minor modifications). That is a
huge inst.ailed base ofone basic type of
romputer. ''Past-their-prime" comput.
ers with much smaller numbers have
stayed alive for many years through
national computer support groups and
small mail order companies. Do you
remember the Apple ill and Lisa? In
spite of their smaller quantities and
their age, there are still companies
supportingthesemachinesbothinhardware and software.
2) I have yet to see any more than a
handful of teachers and schools maximize the use of the computers they
have on hand AppleWorks still offers
one ofthe most readily mastered, flexible and well integrated packages on
the market that runs on minimum
systems. This level of accessibility and
integration offers greatpotential depth
to clas.sroom romputer int.egration at
just about any grade level.
3) AppleWorks is a text based system
which translates into great time and
rostsavingsinprinting.You can.readily
hook a number of Apple !I's to an
ImageWriter through aswitcbboxand
have students at an entire row ofcomputers have their papers printed out in

the time that one Mac document
(graphics-based)couldbeprinted. You
cangainspeedinaMaclab by printing
toaLaserWriter.Butthenyou'releapingup to a more costly printer- to buy
as well as to run. Remember that
TimeOutSuperFontscanbeusedwith
AppleWorks to get an outstanding
output similar in quality and aJ¥BIance to that ofa Macintosh printed to
an ImageWriter.
4) Teachers already have many pressures to inrorporate changes in their
reading; mathematics, and science
programs, tomentionjustafew. Ifthe
teachers(andotherstaff, such as office
and library) are already versed with
using AppleWorks, be careful about
switching to new machines requiring
mastery of different software. Also
consider whether a subst.antial numberoftheteachersalready haveApple
II computers as their personal models
at home - there is no substitute for
home access to the same computers
the teachers will be using at school.
5) Analyze (maybe even define for the
first time) your school's commitment
and mission in applying educational
t.echnologywithinyoursystem.Ifstayingon thecuttingedgeofcomputersis
important, then float a big bond issue
to raise a ton of money and be prepared for extensive and continual
computer equipment and software
purchases and user re-education.
But be honest with yourself. Chasing the newest technology is expensive. You'd better have an excellentcommitmenttomaximizingits
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use tojustify devoting precious education dollars to educational technologies when there are many other worthy programs in your school needing
money also. Additionally, you need a
dedicated computer coordinator to
guide the plan and stay current with
the technology. Otherwise, Apple II's
withAppkWorks is much more oost
effective.
6) Make sure your school's comput.er
program is focused on comput.er integration, maximizing the dollars and
time spent on equipment and stafJ7
student education. Student outromes
stated in improved critical thinking
terms have to be part ofyour plan for
using oomputers in your schools. There

existmanyresourresforAppkWorkswhirh
support this approach. I now think that
oomputer labs are a waste and sham ifall
they are used for is a rotating six weeks of
oomputer skills for each student onre in
three years ofa middle school experience.
(My daughters' school is dangerously close
to beingguilty ofthis sin. It is okay to start
with such a program, but you better move
quickly past this into at least focused
integration with certain classes.)
7) Maybe you are concerned about students having familiaricy with Macintosh-like programs and the Finder
environment pioneered on the Mac
and now mimicked in the MS/OOS
world with Windows. Before you ditch
theApplell,considerthatBeagkW~

(BeagleBros)isagraphics-based word
p:rooossorwhich will run on the Apple
Ile. AppkWorks GS (Claris) on the
Apple IIGS with 1.25 :MB offers an
environment very much like the Macintosh and develops skills which will
transfer easily to a Macint:osh or MS'
DOS running Windnws. They are not
substitutes, though, fora senior school
businesslabpreparingstudentstostep
intoan~runningWordPerfectand

Lotus 1-2-3 on MS/DOS machines.
The Case For Sticking With AW
AppleWorks is a mature product one which has a minimum of bugs
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(AppleWorks 3.0 patched with the
Beagle Bros patch program is as stable
a program as you are going to find). It
also has a host of add-on and build-on
products such as SuperFonts, Graph,
SideSpread, UltraMacros and
StoryWorks (to mention a few) which
offer just about every capability in a
program you could wish. There are
also a host of resources for learning
and using the product such as
AppleWorks In Your Classroom and
AppleWorks For The Teacher (both
available through J. Weston Walch,
Publisher).
AppleWorks has been around for
so long that just about every major
Mac program can uploadAppleWorks
files once they are transferred to the
Mac format using the Apple File Exchange. A network combining Apple
II and Macintosh computers offers
even greater ease. Additionally,
CrossWorks allows smooth transitions back and forth between
AppleWorks and the major MS/DOS
programs. It is now functional to
maintainAppleWorks use in a school
district while adding other computer
systems for other focused needs or
grade levels.

However, ifyou have a significant
investment in Apple II's and
AppleWorks knowledge among students and teachers, consider solidifying that program, at least in certain
areas ofyour school. True strength of
integration in the curriculum will
only come from mature computer
knowledge, not chasing superficial
applications with ever newer software and hardware. It is also quite
possible to have a school district with
multiple systems, as long as they are
focusedonareasofbest use and someone can support moving files back
and forth between the systems as
needed·.
With dropping Apple II prices (especially through reconditioned models), there are some real opportunities to build on existing Apple II/
AppleWorks labs at new found savings.
AppleWorks has served education
well as the most significant piece of
software to have opened the door to
meaningful computer applications for
both teachers and students. Think
twice before abandoning this proven
winner - there is a lot of mileage left
in this program in the correct situations.

Recommendations
(David E. Chesebrough is the editor
If your district is starting from
and publisher of The AppleWorks
scratch in major areas, such as the Educator and owner of The Works.
high school program, you may want He runs both businesses fromanApple
to consider going with a more modem JIGS running AppleWorks 3.0 and
approach such as the Mac or IBM AppleWorks GS. Chesebrough is also
compatibles (MS/DOS machines). anAssistant Director ofThe Carnegie
However, do some price comparisons Science Center, having been
with the minimum configurations of responsible for computerizing the
these machines needed for your de- $250,000 educational program with
AppleWorks and helping guide the
sired software. Often key software Center's overall computer growth
packages require additional memory which now includes Apple II's,
and most demand a hard drive. Real- Macintosh and MS I DOS computers
ize that these machines are already in office and educational settings.)
looking at an inevitable change as Please see page 64 for a list of
well since Apple Computer and IBM
resources.
have joined forces to develop the next
generation computers using RISC (Reprinted with permission from the
(Reduced Instruction Set Comput- January I February issue of The
ing) technology.
AppleWorks Educator.)
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The Program Clinic
by Ken FrankJin , MD

G

ood afternoon, and aren't air
conditioners wonderful?
Spring cleaning is well underway, and I'm glad to say that
includes cleaning out my in box-which
is full of interesting questions like
these:
Dear Dr. Ken: What is multi-tasking? -Synchronous Shirley from
Sausalito
Dear Shirley: Simon says rub your
tummy with your left hand. Simon
says pat your head with your right
hand at the same time. Simon says
recite the Gettysburg address while
continuing with both hands. Now
hop on one foot. Ah-ha! I didn't say
Simon says; you're out.
Now you know what multi-tasking feels like to a computer.
Most microcomputers are programmed to run one program at a
time (like a word processor). But
sometimes a program needs to run
without your help (like sort 20,000
names and addresses, or calculate a
huge spreadsheet, or download a file
by modem), and you're forced to watch
while it chugs away. I usually pickup
a good book during these times.
Wouldn't it be nice ifyou could play a
game or run another program at the
same time?
Multi-tasking allows this. Each
program thinks it's the only one running, but the computer's operating
system switches back and forth between them several times a second.
To you it looks like they are running
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at the same time, albeit a bit slower.
The Amiga crows about its ability to
do this. However, for most of us micro-munchkins, it is rarely very useful - and for system programmers,
it's a major migraine.
Limited multi-tasking, called
''background tasking," is more practical. The most common example is a
print spooler. It grabs print requests
from other programs (like a word
processor) and tells the program
they're done. Then, while you work
on other things, the spooler feeds the
printing job to the printer. If you
have several long letters to edit, this
can be a real time saver.
There are two more good examples
of background tasking. One is the
digitized sound hardware on the IIGS
which plays sounds without stopping
or slowing the main program. The
otheris a screen blanker utility, which
sits and watches how long since you
last touched a key (and pounces on
your screen if it's been too long).
Dear Dr. Ken: I heard that Apple
now sells a 1.44 MB high-density
disk drive for the IIGS. For what
purposes would someone buy such a
drive? I use my GS about once a week
with a database application to sort
and print the 17 active people in my
church group. Would a high-density
drive help? Supposing I had a choice
of buying a 40MB hard drive or the
high-density drive. Because the price
would be about the same, when would
each ofthese drives be recommended

over the other? - Solly Schneider
from Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
Dear Solly: Forget about the hard
drive - let's worry about your church
group.Seventeenmembers?Wegotta
get a major revival going in Saskatoon!
For you, I'd buy the hard drive. It's
much faster than the high-density
drive and will allow you flexibility
should your needs change in the future.
In general, the high-density drive
has two advantages. First, it allows
you to save more stuff on a disk for
backups; second, it allows you to read
MS-DOS and Macintosh disks (ifyou
have the software). This second advantage only applies to II users with
a PC Transporter, or to IIGS users
who want to convert files from Macs
(like HyperCard stacks, sounds, and
graphics). It is much slower than a
hard drive at reading and writing
information, and you must buy a
special kind of3.5" disk to be able to
format for 1.44 MB. These special
disks cost 50-80% more than standard BOOK floppy disks.
I only use 1.44 MB disks to make
hard drive backups because it makes
a shorter stack. And by the way, the
TMS Shadow 52 MB hard drive is
about the same price as well, so don't
settle for a measely 40 MB.
(This column copyrighted 1992 by
Ken Franklin. All rights reserved.)
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Apple II Disketeria Revamps: Part One
byRonEvry

F

or the last few months I have
been analyzing the Apple II
Disketeria collection and have
discovered a wealth of gems buried
beneath a pile ofrubble. Try to imagine the consternation felt by new
Apple II users (yes, there still are
such folk) who want to find some
easy-to-use educational programs for
their children, or to balance a household budget, or to run a small business, and they are presented by entries like this in the catalog:
BLACKJACK -This is a standard
BLACKJACK program run in text
mode. Whenitasksyouifyou "WANT
A CARD?", you must respond with
"YES HIT NO or STAND". Responding with only "N" results in a
"STRING ERROR"message and, and
responding with only a "Y" sometimes results in a "STRING ERROR"
and stops execution.
Or this one:
One thing the program doesn't tell
you is ...
Or this one:
...youcan'tseeitmove. You have to
fire a round and sort of guess where
it is aimed ...
And this one:
See WAP Journal p.47 (Nov. 1982)
for further details.
The programs themselves are often more confusing than the catalog
listings. Instructions are buried in
text files that need to be read with
some other program. This means that
you need both a DOS 3.3 text file
reader and a ProDOS word processor
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handy to find out how to use many of
these disks. Of course, most of them
have no instructions at all.
A large percentage of the disks in
the library are arcane remnants of
the club's early days when most of
the membership were hobbyists. I
doubt ifthere is much call these days
for programs that convert DOS 3.2
disks to DOS 3.3 or PASCAL text
files to DOS 3.3 so that they could be
read byAppleWriter I. Whatis needed
(and expected) by today's Apple II
users are "appliance" type programs
that are menu-driven and contain
on-screen instructions written in clear
English.
In the forthcoming months, I will
be adding new titles to the Disketeria. Some of these will be old programs that have been taken offof old
library disks and put together in an
easier to use format. An example of
this is WAP Math Games, which features three colorful elementary games
that use graphics and have on-screen
instructions.
Other additions to the disk library
will include top-notch Public Domain
and ShareWare programs that have
been brought to me by other members. These currently includeHinkyPinky, a child's rhyming game, and
Smart Dice, an extraordinary game
that uses colorful graphics to pit the
player in a dice rolling match with
the computer. Smart Dice works on
two levels; both as a fun game and as
a logic analyzer. At any point in the
play, a person may press the escape

key and retrace the computer's logic
in each move it has made. This provides a unique method of exploring
how a computer program works.
There will be many more programs
added in the months ahead, both old
favorites saved from oblivion and new
classics still being created. In addition, there will be useful tools for the
teacher and the programmer.
One of these tools for teachers is
the Tutorial Maker. The simple documentation below (from the program)
will explain exactly how to use it:
This program, created by Danny
Manchester, is a tool for creating
narrated slide shows, computerized
tutorials, etc., for those who have
very little programming experience.
In other words it acts as an Englishto-computer language interpreter. It
can be a teacher, an advertiser and
many otherthings-whateverthe user
can come up with. Ifyou are a newbie
to this program, then read on for
instructions on how to see a demonstration ofTutorialMaker's power. If
you are interested in creating your
own tutorial, please see the manual.
1. AfteryoureturntotheMainMenu
from this screen, select option 2.
2. When the program has displayed
the message to insert the Presentation Disk do so and press any
key.
3. A catalog ofthe Presentation Disk
now appears on the screen. This is
not a complete catalog for it only
includes text files, the only filetype
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all possible tutorial files will appear
on the screen. Type the filename of
the one which you would like to use.
If you accidentally placed the wrong
disk in the drive, you can insert the
correct one and press Return (before
typing anything else) to catalog the
new one. Tutorial Maker will take
over from that point.
If you would like to create a new
tutorial, use the following instructions:
1. Boot up AppleWorks
2. Create a new file and place these
three print formatting commands
at the very top of the document:
PW 3.9, LM 0, RM 0
3. Place either an "0" or an "E" on the
Documentation for Tutorial Maker
next line, depending on how you
What is Tutorial Maker? For a
want your tutorial to run-once or
endlessly, respectively
clearer picture of the purpose of Tutorial Maker, run the program (as 4. Type the length of. the delay
instructed below), and select the opbetween display segments on the
next line-the higher the number
tion from the Main Menu to "See
the longer the delay, but there is no
Program Purpose & Directions."
What do I need to run Tutorial
direct correspondence between one
Maker? A 128K Apple lie, lie, or //GS
delay unit and one time measurement unit (minutes, seconds, etc.)
How do I run Tutorial Maker? 1.
place
TUTORIAL.MAKER, 5. On the next line, type the speed at
T.M.STRTUP, PRPSE.DRCTNS,
which you wish text to be displayed-! is the slowest, 255 is the
and TITLE.SCREEN on a ProDOS
disk. Boot up your computer with
fastest (do not exceed the boundPRODOS and BASIC.SYSTEM. 2.
aries or the computer will crash)
insert the disk containing the seg- 6. Now start the alternating graphic
filename/display text segments;
ments of Tutorial Maker (as mentioned in step 1), and RUN
filenames must be prefixed by a
T.M.STRTUP
"$",and must always be on a line by
A title screen will then be shown.
themselves; ifyou wish to have two
You must press a key to continue (if
consecutive picture frames with no
you forget to, you will be prompted to
text between, enter a blank cardo so after a few seconds). Then disk
riage return
drive will access Tutorial Makers
This program is Public Domain
main file, and you will be placed at written by Daniel Manchester. Feel
Ffree to modify it, improve it, etc.
the main menu.
TUTORIAL MAKER is a simple to
How do I use Tutorial Maker? If
you already have a complete tutorial use program, which combined with
previously created with Tutorial AppleWorks and regular hi-res
Maker, enter the option to "Run a graphics, turns your Apple II into a
Tutorial"-this is a highly recom- customized, narrated slide show.
mended first step. You will be
Another new addition to our liprompted to insert the disk contain- brary is a program I put together
ing the tutorial, so do so. A catalog of myself not long ago and has never
of which a tutorial may consist.
The filename of the demonstration
is MAGLEV, so enter that (be sure
that the Caps Lock key is depressed). Tutorial Maker will now
take over for the user. The process
which follows consists of loading
each graphic up individually and
saving it into temporary memory.
This contributes to a smooth flow
of the program which is more noticeable later on. Once this process
is completed, the tutorial will be
displayed. When this is finished,
you will be asked to press a key.
This will return you to the Main
Menu.
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been offered publicly before. I call it
PSL.DUAL.DOS. Here is full documentation for the program:
PSL.DUAL.DOS-an explanation
byRonEv:ry
PSL.DUAL.DOS was created for
people who have both the old DOS 3.3
version of Print Shop and the newer
ProDOS version. Essentially, it enables one to put both kinds of graphics, borders and fonts on the same
side ofthe same disk, eliminating the
sometimes confusing hassle of storing data disks in two separate categories.
One side ofthe disk contains some
sample graphics and borders that I
drew using the Print Shop Companion graphic editor, which (at least at
this time) is unfortunately not yet
availableinaProDOSversion. These
creations were transformed to
ProDOS graphicsusingtheNew Print
Shop's conversion utility. lnterestinglyenough, the same disk was used
as both source and target!
The other side is a blank template
disk which can be used to store your
favorite graphics. The first thing to
do is to make a copy ofthe entire disk,
using the ProDOS system disk, Copy
II Plus, or some other ProDOS based
utility. You may rename the new
volume if you wish, but the first four
letters of the name must be "PSL."
including the period, or New Print
Shop will be unable to read it.
Once this is done, you may copy
your old Print Shop files to the disk
using the DOS 3.3 system utility disk
(if you have it) or Print Shop itself
(GET files with the graphic editor,
switch disks and SAVE-do not format! Borders and Fonts can be transferred with the Print Shop Companion graphic editor). Any DOS 3.3
utility will transfer the files for you,
but ProDOS based programs like
Copy II Plus won't recognize the DOS
3.3 part of the disk.
After putting your graphics on the
disk, You may boot up New Print
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Shop and use the conversion utility
to copy the programs over. The source
and targets will be in the same slot,
so you do not have to swap disks (once
again-do not format anything!).
The way this program works is
very simple. The VTOC (Volume
Table Of Contents) for each of the
DOS's (which are located on different
tracks) have been altered so that
each VTOC thinks that the tracks
reserved for the other DOS are "in
use." Currently, the setup provides
more space for ProDOS than DOS
3.3. Tracks 0-16 and 25-34 are reserved for ProDOS, and tracks 17-24
are set up for DOS 3.3.
PSL.DUAL.DOS is based on a
Public Domain program originally
created by Bob Delaney and modified
by Prof. Eric Schecter. It, too, is
hereby put in the Public Domain.

Hopefully, this will be of use to
people who possess and use both versions of Print Shop . In addition to
that, I have one more offering for this
month. This one is strictly for programmers and would be of little interest to anyone else. I call it ProDOS
PACKER and a little story goes with
it.
While attempting to write an educational program in AppleSoft BASIC which featured a lot of graphics,
I found myself running out of space
on a 5 114" disk quite rapidly. Each
normal HI-RES screen took up 17
blocks out of the 280 on each disk. To
make room for more graphics, I
needed a method to compress the
graphics into smaller sized files.
Unfortunately, virtually all of the
Public Domain programs I could find
to do that task were written for DOS

9 Guaranteed 6 Hour Delivery
9 4 Hour Service
ti Purchase Option

9 Network Service and Installation
9 Competitive Rates

3.3, and I was programming on a
ProDOS disk. After determining that
there really weren't any ProDOS
based routines to do this job, I experimented with the old DOS 3.3 version
until I found a way to make it work in
ProDOS. I added a simple menu and
even put in a slide show with a dozen
pictures and still had a hundred
blocks left on the disk! I am sharing
this disk through the library, and if
anyone else out there uses HI-RES
pictures in their own programs, they
will find it quite useful. Needless to
say, the fun thing about Apple II
programming is that is quite possible
to write your own tools ifyou need to.
It's not that hard.
Next month we will look at some
more new programs, including a
newer New Members' Disk!

Equipment On Hand
Mac LC, Mac IISi, Mac IICx, Mac IICi,

S
9

Mac Quadra and

9 Apple Lasers

19"Color/Mono Mac II Monitors
For Prompt

Bethesda, MD

Washington, DC

Arlington, VA

Service Call:

(301) 951-08 11

(202) 628-3639

(703) 525-0455

Rent-A-Computer, Inc.
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On the Trail of the Apple Ill
by David Ottalini
Apple ill SIG Co-Chairman

SE

old Apple ill friend Tim
Harringron(responsihlefonnany
of the Deskt.op Manager modules and
other ON THREE Software) now works
atAppleandcommentedonCompu.Serve
recently that:
You know what I found stuck in the
comer of our lab the other day? You
guessed it, an Apple ill. I fired it upjust
for yucks, and it worked great. I even
found an old Profile with various ill
programsonit. Ihaditsetupinmycube
for a while. People from all over would
stop by and play with it. We got a big
chuckleoutoftheSystemUtilities. I can't
believethey expectedtheaverageuserto
be able to add and modifY device drivers
like that! Oh well, the wheels ofprogress
still turn.
MAUGerLorenDamewoodreminded
Tim, however, 'That's still better than
havingtoflipswit.chestoinputoctalcode.
IstillhavetouseaHoneywell316atwork
sometimes."
Actually,Appledidn'texpecttheaverage business user to set up their
SOS.DRIVERfile. TheAppledealerwas
supposed to do that for them at the time
ofpurchase or as needed later. Unfortunately, over time and with the loss of
support,weallhadtolearnhowtousethe
System ConfigurationProgramtogetby.
No, wedon'tdoubleclickonthings and
drag files (or "folders'~ around, but I feel
likelcandowhat'sneededquicklyenough
to suitme! Besides,Idon'treallyfeel that
the GS System Tools, with their "Installation Scripts" to install drivers is all that
much easier or quicker.
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On Three

drive and some software a few weeks

Outofthe'I'imHarringtonconversationabove, OnThree'sBobConsortialso
chimed in with an update on how he's

back, and got a package in the mail the

Lives in Cupertinot-

doing:
fmstillin Chicagogoingtoschooland
planning which grad school to go apply
to-Stanfordishighonmylist so I might
be coming back to the west coast next
year. Funny you should ask about new
products. rve actually gone back into
theoldGoBackprojectevecyotherweekend when I get some time. I have the
ultimate Apple ill development environment now. I use my souped-up 10
MHz GS to assemble directly to a partition on a shared hard disk that I rux:es.s
from the ill. After assembling it just
takes a fraction ofa second to hit return
from Selector and test it.
By the way, On Three (that is, Bob
Consorti's parents) has moved once
again. The company is now in a little
town called Tehachapi, California not
too far from where yours truly grew up
(in Lancaster and Quartz Hill- all near
Edwards Air Force Base where the
Shuttle lands on occasion). Their new
order number is 1-805-822-8580 and
the address is 1174 Hickory Ave. Zip
code is 93561.
And there's more. Detroit iller Paul
Campbell has had more than one occasion to call Bob for some help. He noted
recently on the WAP TCS that:
I am grateful that On Three remains
in business,andalsothat(BobConsorti)
continues to make himselfavailable for
questions concerning our SARA I sent
an order to On Three for an SOOK CPS

vecynextweek!Thedriveitselfwasnotin
thepackage(Boblikestotestthedrivesfor
about a week before shipping), but it
should be well worth the short wait.
SuperAccessoriesDisk#4arrived, was
loaded, and worked perfectly. It includes;
Find Files, Area Code+Zone, List files,
and Disk Eraser. Find Files is the most
valuable new DA for me, I now have over
2,800 files on my main drive. The documentationforFindFilessaysthatasearch
should take 15 seconds at mo.st, but the
worst timethatlgotforfindingthelastfile
ona 16MB partitionwith 129 Drn.ECI'ORIES of files was less than 6 seconds...
pretty impressive!
Paul confirmed at the SIG meeting
that Bob was committed to finishing
GoBack now. And he said Bob is still
interested in producing more 512K upgradekitsIFthereisenoughinterest. The
512K upgrade is probably the best thing
you could ever do to ensure your ill remainsusefulformanyyears. IFyouthink
it's something you'd like to see, please
write On Three and let them know.
Detroit Update

Paul Campbell continues his work to
get every business in Detroit to swit.ch
from their Messy-DOS computers to our
AppleIITs.
But sucress is breeding problems, as these
rom.ments on the TCS demonstrat.e:
I have 7 people waiting for Apple IITs.
I have a couple here in the midst ofrepair
and Tom Manion is sending a couple
more. The bookstore that purchased a ill
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isfinallygoingtoputittouse. Mostofthe
employees were intimidated for a long
time, but now that they know it is easier
than the cash register, they are bugging
me to get things rolling again. I re-wrote
the macros to make operations more
simple.
One feature thattheyreally like is the
day-endtotals. Thecashierpresses"solidapplet", and SARAgets the saleshistmy
database, sorts the file, then put.s the
repent on the screen with the total number ofitems sold, the total sales amount,
the total sales amount plus tax, and then
the total tax with the last sales day at the
top ofthe screen. All thistakes3 seconds.
One ofthe new Ill's will beused to run
a church, that includes book keeping,
membership,andwordprocessing.rlllet
everyone know how it works out. B'IW;
The SARA usedastheonlycomputerfor
thatlawfirminDe1roithas beenkeeping
busy. Anatt.omeyfromanotherfirmhas
been using the system as well with her
own sub-directoryon the hard drive, and
other people in the office are considering
buying an Apple m.

First oft; I got a great deal through
Staples. Their sale price equaled or
bettered anything I could find in Comput.erShopper. Andon topofthat,Ifound
a coupon in the paper for a free color
upgrade kit ($49!). That savings went
into the purchase of a serial port for the
printer(since I don't want to waste a slot
with a parallel card).
The Panasonic runs in both Epson
andIBMemulationmodesandthat'sthe
key. The Epson mode is essentially the
same as what I was running with the
Seikosha. There are some control code
differenceshoweverduetotheadditional
featuresandcolorcapabilityoftheprint.er.
The operating manual is fairly easy to
understand Butyouhavetostudyitabit
to get the hang of programming the
many available features.
The only thing I really had to do was
switch to 2400 baud and set the top of
page command Once rd inst.alled the
Serial port (which required taking the
print.erpartiallyapart), theprint.erautomatically reoognized it (you can switch
back to parallel anytime.)
I love the text quality and the fact it's
An Update from Japan
much fast.er than my 9-pin printer. The
Our new Japanese friend Koji KX-2123 has a ''Quiet" mode should you
AnnourahasbecomeamemberofWAP! desire it, three different paper paths and
Herecentlyme.ssagedmeonQmpuServe abilitytohandleacutsheetfeeder. Italso
to askpermission toreprinttheclub'sPD printsAppleillgraphia;veiywell,thank
disk offerings and Membership form in you. And it works just as well with my
his "Annie's Letter" newsletter. Being IIGS!
the nice personthatlam,Isaidsure. Koji
Anally
says ofWAP ''It's big news to Japanese
Apple users and many users will join
It'snicetoknowthere'ssomeonefairly
your group."
localwhocandoAppleillrepairs. Wayne
Meckling is one. He sells used Ill's and
24-Pln Printers .
otherApplesanddoesrepairsaswell. He
lfinallydecidedtoupgrademyprint.er recently noted on the TCS that:
IhavealistofAppleillcomputersand
from the 9-pin Seikosha that had faithfully served me for so long. Since laser stuff which may be of interest to someprinters (andevenDeskJets) are still too one: three Apple m computers 256k
pricey, I decided to go with a 24-pin (computers only); Spare Parts including
print.er. Everything I've read about 24- Motherboards; Power Supplies; Keypin printers and them~ there boards; Profile Interfare cards; Internal
would be few problems in making the disk drives and parts and Profile Hard
switch. My experiences with the Drives.
Wayne's number for more informaPanasonic KX-P.2123 proved that to be
true.
tion is 410-263-4053 in Annapolis.
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Resources-cont. from page 58
With the Applen getting less retail attention, the main
support for AppleWorks users is now in the hands of many
very capable riiail«der oompanies.
Major (and smaller) oompanies I have talked to have
said that they will support the Apple nas long as the Apple
Il users support them in buyingtheirproduct& No one wants
to _quit supporting the Apple n, but there has to be a
sufficient financial return. Most oompanies, for survival, are
venturing into other cmnput.erlsofhvare areas (Macint.osh
and M.S'OOS) to provide oom_pany growth and stability but
will maintain their Apple 11/AppleWorks produds if we
purchase enough through them.
Here are some of the leaders (oont.act eadi for a reoont
catalog and let them know you saw their referenoo in 'Ihe
AppleWorks F.ducator):
TheAppleWorks F.ducator, P.O. Box 72, 1£etsdale, PA
15056, 412i741-4110
OK, I have to include our operation in this list. Now in
its sixth year of being the sole focused publication for
education81 AppleWorks users, along with cift'ering numer·
ousAppleWoilis reoources for tearhers and students.
Beagle ~ Inc., 6215 Fenis Square, Suite 100, San
Diego, CA 9'2121, 6191452-5500
The publisher of the outstanding TimeOut series and
other AppleWorks add-oo programs.
Claris Ciorporation, 5201 Patrick Henry Drive, P.O. Box
58168, Santa Clara, CA 95052-8168.
Call educational sales at 800'747-7~ for pricing on
AppleWorks andAppleWorks GS and site liamse information.
JEMSoftware, 75781..amarCt,Amda, 0080003, 30&'
422-4766
Randy Brandt made his name writing some of the key
TimeOut series programs such as tntraMacros and
FileMaster. He now p_roduces his own products for
AppleWorks 3.0 such as FlexiCal, Total Control and Double

Data.

inCiden'A+ Magazine, (IDG Communications) 80 Elm
St., Peterborough, NH 03458, 60.'WM-0100
The leading Am>le n (and Mac)
. which also
~ AppkWrns andApp1ew~!~Iate proc1.
ucts. Best ieferenre for information on mailorder Apple III
ApJl.eWorlls oompanies.
K-12 MicroMedia, 6 Arrow Road, Ramsey, NJ 07446,
800092-1997
Produces the 1argest catalog of AppleWorks re1ated
products for schools.
Kingwood Miao Software, 2018 Oak Dew Drive, San
Antmiio, 'IX 7~ 5121490-6373 (11 am· 7 pm CST)
The premier AppleWorks 3.0 and Ul1raMacmi support
company with outStimding products and reasonable prices.
Quality~ 20200 Nme Mile Rd., Box 665, St.
Clair Shores, MI 48080, 800'44:Mi697
A"quality" oompanywith a dedication to811pp01't schools
with APple n oomputer products and Apple IIIAppleWorks
software.
Re.souroo Central, P.O. Box 11250, Overland Park, KS
flfll!l, 913/469-650'l
Probably the leading, venerable Apple n m1mvntor,
offersanwnberofpaper(A2Central)anddisk~
(such as TimeOut Central) as well as Apple Il hardware.
The Teachers' Idea and Information Exchange ITI&IE),
P.O. Box 62'i9, Lincoln, NE 68506, 402'483-6987
Educational AppleWorks tsnplat.es, monthly disk subscription, StoryWorks (interactive text program using
AppleWorks).
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Software Review

Menu.Maker 6.0
by David Ottalini
The Graphics Module
Menu.Maker file itself is much
Menu.Maker program which smaller now. That's because the Text,
The SEG.G file is one I've spent a
is now available on Public Graphics and Font sections of the considerable time working on and
Domain (PD) disk 3BSB-09. Menu.- program h ave been pulled out and think you'll find it to be the most
Maker is our Basic Menu program are now separate files called SEG.T, interesting. When you choose a
that allows users to work their way SEG.GandSEG.Frespectively. They FOTOfile from Menu.Maker, you are
through many of our PD disks. With are not stand-alone programs.
transferred to the SEG.Gmodule and
it, users can read ASCII t.ext files on
On disks that don't have FOTOfiles, given a new menu with four choices:
screen, load and print graphics and we won't include the SEG.G file or
change fonts.
associated SCR.PRT.INV or BGRAF.- * SEE THE FOTO ON SCREEN
As with any Business Basic pro- INV files. That way, we save space and * SEE THE FOTO AND PRINT IT
gram, it has its limitations, not the canincludemoreinformation. It's likely * SEE THE FOTO AND PRINT IT
least of which is a III SIG Co-Chair- that SEG.T will remain on at least one
IN INVERSE MODE
man who still struggles with pro- side of all new PD offerings, since we * RETURN TO MENU.MAKER
gramming. But after a lot of effort usually always include text files to exIn using the SCR.PRT.INV screen
(and even some thought), an upgraded plain what's on a given disk. The modversion of the program will now be ule that allows you to change fonts, print module, I discovered that the
available on our new PD disks. The SEG.F will also only be included on FOTOfile must be presented in inprogram has been designed to make disks where changing fonts is neces- verse inverse mode on screen in
it easier to use on a hard disk. And it sary. When that happens, we'll also order to print properly (that is in
comes in a modular form with mod- includetherequiredDOWNLOAD.INV normal mode). A FOTOfile that is
ules now named using the familiar invokable module.
printed in inverse results in a printed
3EZ Pieces/AppleWorks file format.
Menu.Maker is able to access these background and outline ofthe FOTO.
The 6.0 version of Menu.Maker modules by 'chain'ing to them. That In Normal mode, the background is
presents a better, more professional way, all the variables set when you clear and the FOTO is properly outlook when reading text files. It gives originally bootedMenu.Maker are not lined.
you a better on-screen idea of wh at's destroyed(primarilytheprefixesand
Because I've been doing a lot of
happening and attempts to have a DIMed arrays). When the module is "Floppy Coloring Books" oflate with
friendlier face while doing its chores. finished, it returns control back to graphics that are scanned using a
The graphics module is expanded and Menu.Maker.
Quickie Scanner, I wanted the picprovides support for two styles of
Look through the text versions of tures to be in inverse mode so that
printing and (ifyou have one) limited the programs on this disk and you'll they would be printed properly with
single color printing capabilities. You note we've hard-coded in .Dl as the the SCR.PRT.INV invokable modcan also now change to another disk disk the programs should go back to ule.But the FOTO doesn't always
prefix quickly and easily.
when chaining. This is easily changed look that great on screen in inverse
by you ifyou want this on a hard disk mode. So, I searched for a way to
By the Modules
so that the program can look for the inverse the FOTOfiles as presented
First of all, when you catalog your proper pathname.
on screen. That way they would apdisk, you'll notice that the
pear in NORMAL mode. I found the

A

major upgrade t.o our ill SIG's
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answerusinganadvanced procedure
offered by the BGRAF.INV graphics
invokable called XFROPI'ION. Designed for use with black and white
graphics, XFROPTION specifies
what happens when one color is
plotted over another.
The answer to inversing a
FOTOfile turned out to be fairly easy
once I played about with the procedure. Basically, all you have to do is:
) PERFORM XFROPrION (%6)
) PERFORM FILLPORT
afteryouhaveloaded the FOTOfile
(PERFORM GLOAD.x). The (%6)
means the XFROPI'ION procedure
will INVERSE INVERT the file in
combination with PERFORM
FILLPORT. Ifyou perform Grafixson
(that is, turn on the screen to see the
graphic)beforetheseprocedures,the
FOTO:tilewillmagicallyinversefrom
top to bottominfrontofyoureyes. Or,
if you do it afterwards, the FOTOfile
will be inversed and then be presented all at once. The only problem?
It is slow.
By the way, ifyou choose to Look at
a FOTOfile and it is inversed on
screen, that means the original file
on disk is in normal mode. If you
decide to print it, use the See and
Print Inversed selection.
By selecting choices 2 or 3 to print
the graphic, you will be given additional choices to make. These have to
do with thewaythegraphicis printed,
whether you want it boxed or not and
(if you have a color printer using an
Epson emulation mode) what color it
should be printed in. You may choose
to have the FOTOfile printed centered or to the left.
If you say yes to "Should it be
rotated?" you'll get a large picture
printed at 90 degrees. Otherwise,
you'll get a smaller picture front on.
Choose yes or no to the box. For color,
choose Black ifyou don't have a color
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printer. Otherwise, you can choose
from colors ranging from red to blue
or yellow.
Once the picture is done printing,
the printer will do a form feed and
you'll be back to the Graphics Menu.
If you have a color printer, it will be
reset to Black. From the menu, you
can print another copy of the graphic
or return to Menu.Maker. By the
way, aborting a print once it's started
is pretty much impossible.
Finally, note that rve been working with Seikosha and Panasonic
Serial printers that have Epson emulation. I frankly haven't tested this
module using a parallel printer. But
if you simply replace the included
SOS.Driver file with one of your own
that have your printer driver and the
Graphics driver, it should work fine.
Text Module
The text module has been cleaned
up a bit to make it faster and easier to
use. Unlike previous versions ofMM,
the text does not scroll but is presented on the screen 18 lines at a
time from top to bottom. You can still
pause at any time and choose to return to Menu.Maker. You also still
have the option to print the file as
well.
When printing, the screen now
prints the first 18 lines so you can see
what it is. And there's a special surprise. We've added a timer display at
the bottom.
By the way, the program prints 60
lines per page, and then does a form
feed. At the end of the file, it will do
another form feed for you and then
return you to Menu.Maker's main
screen.
Font Module
This little program basically remains unchanged from its original
version in earlier Menu.Maker programs. It will download into memory
any fontfile you desire so long as you

have the DOWNLOAD.INV
invokable module available on the
disk for which you've set the prefix.
Improvements
What else can be done to improve
Menu.Maker? rd enjoy your comments and suggestions. I want to
continue working on the Text module. rm still unhappy with the way
text is displayed on the screen in the
sense that when you input a string
from the specified file, it can be very
long. Unless rve gone through and
inserted a Return at the end of each
line, the program will literally load
and scroll each stringoftext(actually
each paragraph is a better way to
describe it.) It can be very disconcerting.
I also continue to search for ways
to read 3EZ Pieces text files. It can be
done from Pascal and fromApplesoft
Basic. There's no reason we can't do
it too. Help!
I also plan to use Daryl Anderson's
BASIC GTO to try and speed the
program up a bit more. But so long as
it's disk-based, it will always be slow.
It takes time to read and load files.
That's why you can speed things up
considerably by placing all the files
on a hardisk and making sure the
prefixes are set accordingly in the
programs.
Along with the new Menu.Maker
on disk 3BSB-09you'll find a number
of special articles, graphics and fonts
originally put together for our III SIG
meeting on April 18th and designed
to help show off what Menu.Maker
can do.
I hope you enjoy the disk- and new
Menu Maker as much as I have programmingitforyou. Yourcomments/
suggestions/programming improvements are very welcome.

David Ottalini is the Apple Ill SIG
Co-Chairman.
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Macintosh Disk Library
by Dave Weikert

W

could damage open files.
We were able to create new master
New Disks
disks and copies for the Disketeria
There are nine new disks this before the meeting on 25 April. Ifyou
month; three Anti-Virus Utilities se- bought any Anti-Virus Utility disk
ries (Mac Disks #1.0lF through that has a letter F revision, you have
#1.03F), two LaserWriter Fonts se- the disk that counters CODE 252,
ries (Mac Disks #6.27 and #6.28), MDBF and INIT 1984 as well as
three TrueType Fonts series (Mac earlier ones.
Virus Detective (version 5.0.4) on
Disks #7 .08 through #7 .10) and Apple
System Software System 7.0/7.0.1 Mac Disks #1.0lF and 1.03F, DisinTune-Up 1.1.1. We also revised Mac fectant (version 2.8) on Mac Disks
Disk #00.01, the Mac Catalog list of #l.02F and #l.03F and Gatekeeper
files (over 8,870 files and still grow- (version 1.2.5)onMacDisk 1.03F are
ing). Descriptions of the revised and thelatestrevisions.MacDisks#l.OlF
new files are included below.
and #1.02F are both self starting
(boot) disks. Virus Detective and DisAnti-Virus Utilities
infectantare both on MacDisk #1.03F
T-h-e-y'r-e b-a-a-a-c-k!- Partill. In along with GateKeeper and other
April's Journal we described the new popular anti-virus utilities for any of
MDBF virus and introduced the re- you who want to create your own boot
vised programs to counter it. Before disks. Note thattheDisinfectantINIT
we could make disk copies for the now must load first at startup inlibrary, another new virus, INIT 1984, stead of last so make sure that you
was discovered-we reported it in modify your startup sequence if you
the May Journal. Now, just in time are using InitPicker or another INIT
for the June Journal, another new management utility.
virus-CODE 252. CODE 252 is deLaserWriter Fonts Series
signed to trigger if an infected appliWe accumulated two more disks of
cation is run or an infected system is
booted between June 6 and Decem- PostScript (LaserWriter) fonts over
ber 31 inclusive. The virus infects the past two months. All of the fonts
applications and system files. CODE are Type 1 format which means that
252 does not appear to be designed to they will be scaled on the screen if
cause intentional damage but it does you use Adobe Type Manager depresent a dialog box that says that all scribed in the offer above. The majormounted disks are being erased. A ity ofthese fonts should work on most
natural reaction by most of us to this PostScript printers; a few may work
type of message is to immediately only on an Apple LaserWriter.
turn off the power; such an action
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e received ATM from
Adobe Systems Incorporated just in time for the
April General Meeting. Please thank
Jon Hardis, one our many hard working TCS crew, for his exceptional
salesmanship in convincingAdobe to
send us this package.
Last year, Adobe Systems Incorporated and Apple Computer announced that Adobe's Type 1 font
technology would be included in a
future version of Apple's Macintosh
System 7 software (current rumor
says it will be included in System 7.1
maybe by late summer). Apple and
Adobe also announced an interim
arrangement for delivering Adobe
Type 1 font technology to Apple customers. Based on this, we distributed
copies of the Adobe ATM 2.0.3 disk
but subsequently found out that we
were not authorized to do so.
Anyone who purchased the ATM
disk with the WAP label is eligible to
receive the official Adobe ATM package and a WAP disk of your choice.
Bring or mail the WAP labeled disk
to the office for your ATM replacement and another WAP disk. Please
include postage and handlingof$2.00
for any transactions by mail. For
your convenience, we will also have
the ATM packages at the June garage sale and July general meeting.
We will give away any surplus
ATM2.0.3 packages at the July meeting. The packages are for WAP members who do not already have ATM
2.0.3. If you qualify for a package,

stop by the Mac Disketeria table.

TrueType™ Fonts Serles

We have collected enough new
TrueType outline fonts in the past
month to issue three more disks.
Where most of the early TrueType
fonts were conversions of previously
released Postscript Type 1
(LaserWriter) fonts, many ofthe new
releases are new faces and are often
released at the same time as a corresponding set of Type 1 PostScript
fonts.
TrueType fonts will give you excellent results from aPostScript printer,
an ImageWriter or DeskWriter
printer and on the screen. This is
true for most point sizes if the size is
not too small compared the resolution of the printer or screen.
System 7 and later recognize
TrueType fonts without any action
on your part other than dragging the
suitcase to the System folder. You
may also use TrueType fonts with
Systems 6.0.5, 6.0.7 and 6.0.8 if you
install thetwoAppleTrueType disks;
TrueType Fonts and Software and
TrueType Printing Tools. The Fonts
and Software disk includes the required font suit.case, the Font/DA
Mover and the INIT for the System
folder. The Printing Tools disk has
all ofthe necessary drivers for Apple's
laser and impact printers. This two
disk set is available for $6 from the
Disketeria; see the order form in the
back of the Journal.
System 7 Tune-Up
There is one new disk containing

Apple's System 7.0n.o.1 Tune-Up
1.1.1. System 7 Tune-Up 1.1.1, like
the earlier 1.0 release provides the
following: 1) improved system behavior in low memory situations, 2)
performance enhancements and 3)
bug fixes. In addition, this version is
supposed to prevent the lost files and
folders problem that some System 7
users have experienced. If you already have version 1.0 installed or if
you have experienced loss offiles and
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folders, review the Read Me file on
the disk before installing the new
version ofSystem Tune-Up. The System 7 Tune-Up disk is available for
$3 or may be downloaded from the
TCS.

DISK #00.01 T1lE MAc CATALOG

c1

Catalog.txt, By Dave Weikert. A delimit.ad
textfileofallofthefilesincludedinourMac
Disketeria. It includes File Name, File
Si7.e, File Type, File Creator, Creation
Date, Revision Date, and Folder and Disk
Names. You should be able t.o import this
list int.a your favorite database for sorting
and selection and printing. You could also
import the list int.a any word prooossor
that ~pt.s large text files.

Still Hot Stuff
We are continuing to sell a lot of
the QuickTime disks recently released by Apple Computer. The
QuickTime extension, available on a
DISK #1.0lF-AV 1
two disk set for $6, gives you multi- .ANlY-VIRVS UTIUrIBS
media presentation (movies) on the
This disk is self starting and includes the
Mac.
Cartridge Barter

Most of the programs in our Mac
Disketeria are archived on five inch
20 Megabyte Bernoulli cartridges or
on 45 Megabyte SyQuest cartridges.
This includes material already issued as well as downloads waiting to
be tested, annotated and assembled
onto disks. Because of the expense,
the club has been able to purchase
only a limited number of these cartridges. If anybody is interested, we
will barter cartridges in exchange for
copies of disks in the library. The
barter deal is a two foroneexchangewe receive three cartridges, return
two of them filled with copies of library disks of your choice and keep
the remaining one. Call me at (301)
948-9646 and leave a message. The
Bernoulli cartridges may be from
IOMEGA, Mountain Computer or
Bering; the SyQuest cartridges may
be from PLI, CMS, Ehman,
MassMicro, LaCie or a number of
other vendors.
About Shareware Requests

Please honor authors' requests for
shareware fees if you decide to add
shareware programs to your soft.ware
library. Shareware is an valuable
distribution channel for low cost software and it is important to encourage authors to use this channel by
paying them for their efforts.

Syst.em Folder files. It.s is designed for
users who want a "canned solution" for
their Anti-Virus start-up disk. It shouldbe
locked when you receive it; keep it locked
t.opreventthe spread ofa virus t.othisdisk.

UsetheDeskAccessoryVnus~veas

your primmy means of detection.

ReadMeFirst..txt: By Dave Weikert. This
text file describes the result.a of running
Interferon and Vu:ex on disks with the
WAP INrr file installed.
YirusBlocade™ II 1.0 Perno f:
VmJSBlocade™ Ill.ODemo:ByJeffrey
S. Shulman. This INIT/cdev permit.a you
t.o foil attempt.a by viruses t.o write t.o your
disks. It works in cortjunction with Vnus
Detective(evenifVnusDetectiveisclosed)
t.o check out disks when they are inserted
This demo version is fully functional except the configuration changes cannot be
saved.Shareware-$SOforfuDyfunctional version.
V101SDet.ectiye5.0.3®f:VlnlSDetective®:
By Jeffrey S. Shulman. This Desk Atri!.Ssozy scans a disk, folder or file t.o detect a
virus. V:aruses detected include Scores,
nVffi(A & B), INIT 29, INIT 1984, ANTI
(A& B), WDEFCA& B), CDEF, ZUC (A,
B&C),MDEFA(Garfield),MDEFB(Top
Cat), MDEF C and MDEF D, MacMag
(Drew,Brandow,Aldusor Peace),MBDF,
CODE 252 and Frankie. Virus Detective
can search for operator ent.ered strings
and can write alogfilet.odisk. This version
has ext.ended capabilities and pennit.syou
t.o easily check out an entire floppy disk
library. The DAis installed in the Syst.em
file and is available under the menu; a
copy is not included in this folder due t.o
lack of space on the disk. JSS Vll'US
Article.Bkmn/Helv is the MacWrite Il
fonnat documentation on the theory and
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use ofVirus Detective. Search String Sets
contains text files with search strings.
Shareware - $35 for license, $40 for
license and disk with other demo
programs.
system 6.0.7 f Includes Apple System Softr.
ware version 6.0. 7 with System and
Finder (only) tD provide a self starting
disk. The System file has been stripped of

all possible fonts and DAs and the DA
VJrUS Detective has been installed for
your convenience in using this 88 your
primary t.est disk.

DISK#l.02F-AV2
ANTr-Vmus UTIL1'1'1Bs
This disk is self starting and includes the
System Folder files. Its is designed for

users who want a "canned solution" for
theirAnti-V:arusstart-updisk. It should be
locked when you reatlve it; keep it locked
tD prevent the spread ofa virusrothisdisk.
Use Disinfectant88 the primary means of
detection and removal.

ReadMeFirst..txt: By Dave Weikert. This
text file describes the results of running
Interferon and Vll"eX on disks with the
WAP INIT file installed.
Disinfectant2.8:ByJohnNorst.ad. Det.ects
and repairs files infected by all of the
CUITelltlyknown viruses includingScores,

nVIR (A & B), INIT 29, INIT 1984,ANTI
(A & B), WDEF (A & B), CDEF, ZUC (A,
B&C),MDEF A(Gar.field),MDEFB(Top
Cat), MDEF C and MDEF D, MacMag
(Drew,Brandow,Aldusor Peace),MBDF,
CODE252andFrankie.LikeV:arusDetective,itoperatesunderyourcontrolandcan
scanasuccessionoffloppydisksandcreat.e
alogfileoftheresults. CheckouttheAbout
Disinfectant under the Apple menu; it's a
gas! RequiresSyst.emSoftware6.0orlat.er
and Mac 512KE or lat.er.

ResTag 1.0d t

ResTag 1.0d:By Raymond
G. Maraza. Examines the Syst.emfile and
list resources and types and evaluates
them 88 possible viruses. This program is
for more advanced users.ResTag.docs is
the text format documentation.

system 6 0.5 t Includes Apple System Soft,.
ware version 6.0.5 with System and
Finder with Control Panel and
SCSIProberoprovideaselfstartingdisk.
The System file has been stripped of all
pc>s&blefontsandDAsropermitusingthis
as your primary virus detection, eradication and prevention disk. We oould not
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installSyst.emSoftware6.0.7becausethere
wasnotenoughdiskspacetDinstallDisinfectant even after 6.0. 7 was stripped ofall
possible fonts and DAs.

D1SK#l.03F-AV3
Am7-Vmus UTILITIES
This disk contains the most popular and

e1fective Anti-Vm.JS applications but does
not include a System Folder. Its is designed for users who want tD "roll their
own" Anti-Virus start-up disks. Two files
on this disk are Compactor Pro self extracting archives tD save space (the file
name suffix is .sea). Place each file on a
separate disk and double click tD expand
them.

ReadMeFirst.txt: By Dave Weikert. This
text file describes the results of running
Interferon and Vll"eX on disks with the
WAP INIT file installed.
Disinfectant 2.8.sea: By John Norstad.
Det.ects and repairs files infected by all of
the CUITelltly known viruses including

&X>res,nVIR(A&B),INIT29,ANTl(A&
B), WDEF(A&B),CDEF,ZUC(A,B&C),
MDEF A (Gar.field), MDEF B (Top Cat),
MDEF C andMDEF D, MacMag(Drew,
Brandow,Aldusor Peace),MBDF, CODE
252 and Frankie. Like VJrUS Detective, it
operates under your control and can scan
asuccessionoffloppydisksandcreatealog
file of the results. Check out the About
Disinfectant under the Apple menu; it's a
gas!RequiresSyst.emSoftware6.0orlat.er
and Mac 512KE or lat.er.
Eradirat'Em 1.2

f- Eradicat'Em 1.a By

Dave Platt. The sole purpose ofthis INIT
program is tD monitor and remove the
WDEF virus; it does this quit.e effectively.
ItscansallinserteddisksforWDEFin the
invisibleDeskt.op file after it is installed in
theSyst.emfolderandyourMacisrebooted.
Eradicat'Em 1.2 release not.es are in
TeachText format. Requires Mac 512KE
or lat.er.
Gat.eKeeper f (v 1.2.5): GateKeeper and
Gat.eKeeper Aid: By Chris Johnson.
TheseINITsandassociat.edControlPanel
Device (cdev) are placed in your system
folder (Systems earlier than 7.0) and are
thenaa:essiblevia theControlPanelafter
booting. ForSyst.em 7.0andlaterinstallation, see the documentation. Gat.eKeeper
monitors the types of action that viruses
take and limits the system response tD
prevent infection. Gat.eKeeper creates a
log file for lat.er analysis and diagnosis of

virus attacks. Gat.eKeeper Aid looks for
certain viruses and their variants and
eradicat.esthem.Gat.eKeeperJntroduo.
tion and GateKeeper Aid Introduotion,inMacWriteformat,describetheuse
of the programs. For Mac 512KE and
System 4.1 or later. Send a postaml.
Hy;perVll318 1,3 f llyperVll"US 1.3: By Joe
and Hubert Savelberg. Searches
Hypetl'alk scripts for the HyperV:arus
(Musidenn)virus.Alsoincludestheability
tD enter any search string tD find any
future Hypetl'alk script virus.
Po$Scriptvamne 1.0.3 f:PostScriptVaccine 1.0.3 By Jon D. Clauson. Modifies
the Apple Laser Prep file tD install a vaccineagainstPostScriptTrojanhorses that
modifY the printer's server password. For
Systems 6.0 and lat.er and LaserWriter
drivers 5.2, 6.0 and 6.0.1. Shareware donation to American Cancer Society.
V:amsDetective® 5.0.4.sea: By Jeffrey S.
Shulman. This Desk~ scans a
disk, folderorfilerodet.ecta virus. VmJSeS

detected include Scores, nVIR (A & B),
INIT29,INIT1984,ANTl(A&B),WDEF
CA&B), CDEF,ZUC(A,B&C),:MDEF A
(Garfield), :MDEF B (Top Cat), MDEF C
andMDEFD,MacMag(Drew,Brandow,
Aldus or Peace), MBDF, CODE 252 and
Frankie. Vll'US Detective can search for
operaror entered strings and can writ.e a
log file tD disk. This version has ext.ended
capabilitiesandpermitsyouroeasilycheck.
outanentirefloppydisklibrary. TheDAis
installedintheSyst.emfileandisavailable
under the menu; a copy is not included
in this folder due tD lack of space on the
disk. JSS VJrUS Article.Blmm/Helv is
theMacWrit.ellformatdocumentationon
the theory and use of VJ.ruS Detective.
Search String Sets contains text files with
search strings. Shareware - $35 for
license, $t0for license and disk with
other demo programs.

DISK #6.27 -LW 27
LABERWRlDR FONTS
AnimalDingbatsLWf:ByMichaelBoyle.A
collection of Type 1 animal dingbats, all

solid black (except for the 1.ebra). Animal
Dingbats :Manual is in double click.able
DOCMaker format. Font Conversion
Information is in text format.
Shareware-$6;$3 for the conversion

to 7rue7)rpe.
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Bill's Dearborn Initials LW f: By Bill
Tchakiridesand U-Design Type Foundry.
A Type 1 font designed as a companion
piece for Bill's Victorian Ornaments. It
consistsof26swashinitialsand 7fleurons.
The characters are based on Dearborn
Initials from the Barnhart Brothers and
Spindler spec book of 1908. The fleurons
are adapted from border elements in the
same volume. ReadMe First and Read
Me Second are in text format.
Shareware-$10.
BizarmLW f:ByDavidRakowski.Adisplay
caps-only Type 1 font with bizarre (hence
the name) silhouetted characters in the
shape ofpeople, animals,sprit.es, and various sorts of harlequins and demonlike
creatures. Thecharact.eroutlinesarefrom
an old 17th or 18th centwy source. Read
me Bimrro is in text format.
CableDingbats LW f: By Gene Cowan. A
Type 1 font that contains logos from many
popular US Cable Television and Broadcast networks including our local Washington, D.C channels. Please remember
that they are copyrighted by those networks. These logos are provided for your
private use only. Cable Dingbats Docs
Textis in text format. Shareware-$25.

FoxScript LW f: By Sam Wang. A Type 1
script font with a very bold and flowing
strokethatismostappropriatefordisplay
use.ReadMeisintextfurmat.Sharewan
-$5.
Garton LW f: A Type 1 ~-script serif
display font with a full ~t of characters,
numbers, punctuation, a few ligatures,
and a helping of upper- and lower-case
swashcharact.ers. Read me Garton is in
text format. Shareware - $6 to Col.umbia UnWenity.
DISK #6.28-LW 28
LAsERWRITER Foms

Gismonc)aLW f:BySam Wang.An unusual
Type 1 sans serif font for display use.
ReadMe is in text format. SharewareAccolades, $$ contributions, suggestions, or complaints.
HandwritingLW f:BySam Wang.A Type 1
script-like font that replicat.es handwriting. This one has some nice flourishes and
has a mixture of cursive and printed letters that works well ReadMe is in text
format. Shareware-$10.
Harting LW t By David Rakowski. A Type

1 fontwithafullcharact.er~tthatmimics
a typewriter with a few crooked keys
whichalsohasaribbon thatis running out
ofink. Thecharact.ers are monospaood, as
on a typewriter, and at low resolutions
(300 dpi or lower) the smaller sizes of the
fonts willappearmerelycrookedoralittle
jaggy; larger sizes or greater resolutions
will approach the look ofa typewriter that
needs a new ribbon, as well. Read me
Harting is in text format. Area Code
ware-Sendamountofyourareacode
to Columbia Univendty.

ColumbusLWtBySam Wang.Anint.eresting Type 1 serif font that appears most
useful asadisplayfont.ReadMeisin text
format. Shareware-$5.
Dobkin LW f: By David Rakowski. An Art
NouveauerascriptType 1font. Itcontains
afullalphabetic~t,numbersandpunc

tuation. It's pretty frilly, but still :readable
-the caps are not as frilly. Best at sizes
greaterthan36pointsona300-dpiprinter.
Read me Dobkin-Script is in text format.Shareware-$endtaxdeductible
contribution (see formula in read me
file) to Columbia UnWenity.

ElizAnn LW f: By David Rakowski. A serif
display Type 1 font with thinly etclied
white lines drawn through the characters.
Includes a full alphabet, numbers and
punctuation. u~ at sizes above 48 points.
Read me Eli7.abeth-Ann is in text format.
EraserDust LW f: By David Rakowski. A
large and detailed displayType 1 font that
looks like letters written in thick chalk on
ablackboard.Afullalphabet, punctuation
and numbers are included. u~ at sizes
above48points.ReadmeEraserDustis
in text format.
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,aerLmdonLW f: By Bill Ware. ThisType
1 old English style font is based on the bitmappecll..ondonfont.LaserLondon.doc
isin textformat.Shareware-$10or.20.

MusicFontsl)emo f- By AronKonanur. Two
specialiU!d Type 1 fonts for users of Fi-

nale™ and Com~™ music software.
These versions are missing halfthe charactersfromthepostscriptfiles.Demoware
-$80 for~ full fetdured font.
Pepita LW f: By Sam Wang. Another Type
1 script-like font that replicates handwriting. This one has a mixture ofcursive and
printedlettersliketheauthor'sHandwriting font but the strokes are bolder and

more masculine. ReadMe is in text format. Shareware-$10.

Rechtman LW f: By David Rakowski. A
Type 1 chiseledscriptfontwithacomplete
character, number, and punctuation ~t.
The "chiseled" features of the font may
disappear below sizes of 36 point when
printed on a 3()().dpi device; however, the
font will still look nice, sort of like a bold
script font with a shorlx-height. Read me
Rechtmanisin textformat.Shareware$endtaxdedudiblecontribution (see
formula in read me file) to Columbia
Univendty.
SarahCaps LW t By Sam Wang. A Type 1
Art Nouveau display font. ReadMe is in
text format. Shareware-$10.

Shohl-Fold LW f: By David Rakowski. The
letters look like they are on a continuous
fimfold-eomefBcingleft,somefucingright.
To get the visual effect of a continuous
fanfold, then, a left-facing letter should
follow a right-facing letter should follow a
lefli-facing letter, etc. To wit, there are
twoversionsofeachcharacterin the font-the left.-fucingversionand the right-facing
version. Read me Shohl-Fold is in text
format.

SnyderSpeed LW f: By Pat Snyder. A Type
1 font that offers a bold (all caps) typeface
duplicating the spontaneous, hand-lettered, brush-stroke used by commercial
artists and sign painters t.o create eyecatdrlng copy for signs, banners, posters,
window display cards etc. About
SnyderSpeed, text is in text format.
Shareware-$16.
SpellingEm>rLW tAType lfontwithsome
characters rearranged so that they make
no ~ when typed. The author and
shareware fee (if any) for this font are

unknown.

Trains LW f- By Uncle Dave's Oakstand
Enterprises. A variety of freight and passenger cars that may be pulled by either

steam or diesel engines. The engines may
beeitherleftorrightfacing.ReadMe-l'm
a Paint file may be opened with many
paint programs.
DISK #7.08 - TT 8
TRuETYPE™ FONTS

AdineKirnberg-Scrint Tr f: By David
Rakowski. A German Art Nouveau script
font containing a full alphabet and most
punctuation. It is a beautiful, rounded
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script with very striking caps and relatively small lower-case Charact.ers. It is
modeled on a face called Romana. Read
me AdineKimberg-Script is in text
format. Shareware - $7.49 to Cohun-

bia University.

Animal Dingbats Trf: By Michael Boyle. A
oollectionofanimaldingbats,allsolidblack

(except for the 7.ebra). Animal Dingbats
Manual is in doubleclickable DOCMaker
format.FontConversionlnformation
is in text format. Shareware-$6; $3 for

the conversion to 7Tue7)rpe.
Ann-St.one'l'T f By DavidRakowski.Adrop
capswoodcutfontfromthelatenineteenth
amtwy. Germany, to be exact. Earhletter
isblack,surmundedbyaboxdrawninthin
lines and curvy, curtain-like, stained glass
patterns filling in the space. Read me
Ann-Stone is in text format

full alphabet, numbers and punctuation.
Use at si7.es above 48 points. Read me
Elimbeth-Ann is in text format
EraserDust 1T f: By David Rakowski. A
large and detailed display font that looks
like letters written in thick chalk on a
blackboard. A full alphabet, punctuation
and numbers are included. Use at si7.es
above48points.ReadmeEraserDustis
in text format.
Gallaudet'IT f ·By DavidRakowski. The full
alphabetandnumberkeysoontaingraphic
representations of the corresponding
AmericanSignLanguagealphabetforthe
dea£ Read me Gallaudet is in text for-

Jnmhle 'IT f: By David Rakowski. A font

using the author's Dubiel face but the
characters are rearranged so that they
make no sense when typed. The italic
versionslantsdowninsteadoftotheright.
Folks, this is a real nonsense font,just the
gift; to someone you would like to really
bug. Read me Jumble is in text format

yourclwke.
Gartpn 'IT f: A semi-script serifdisplay font
with a full set of characters, numbers,
punctuation, a few ligatures, and a helping ofupper- and lower-case swash characters.ReadmeGart.onisintextformat

DayysBigKevCaps'ITf;ByDavidRakowski.
A font of characters meant to reproduce
the "look" ofkeys on the IBM and Macintosh extended keyboards. It is intended
primarily to aid in software documentation. The "big" version sacrifices geometric
int.egrityfor legibility at small si7.es. Read
meDavysBigKeyCapsisintextformat

Fox'l'rotMedium 1T f: By Tom C. Lai. An
excellent quasi-sans-serif font that has
most of the 'extras' that big oommercial
fomoompaniesmve.Primarilyadisplay
typeface, it was derived in part from the
shareware font UpperWestSide.
FoXl'rotMedium BeadMe is in text
format Shareware-$25.

DayysKevCaps'l'T f: By David Rakowski. A
font ofcharacters meant to reproduce the
"look" ofkeys on the IBM and Macintosh
extended keyboards. It is intended primarily to aid in software documentation.
Read me DavysKeyCaps is in text format.

Groening 'IT f: By Cowan Design Associates. This font is based upon the now
famous handwriting of "Simpsons" creator Matt Groening. Groening docs
(Word) and Read.Me GROENING are
in Word and text formats respectively.

Dobkin 1T f: By David Rakowski. An Art
Nouveau era script font. It oontains a full
alphabetic set, numbers and punctuation.
It'sprettyfi.illy, butstillreadable-thecaps
are not as fi.illy. Best at si7.es greater than
36 points on a 300-dpi print.er. Read me
Dobkin-Script is in text format.

Harting 'IT f: By David Rakowski. A font
with a full character set that mimics a
typewrit.erwith a few crooked keys which
also has a ribbon thatisrunningoutofmk.
The characters are monospaced, as on a
typewriter, andatlowresolutions(300dpi
or lower) the smaller si7.es ofthe fonts will
appear merely crooked or a little jaggy;
larger si7.eS or great.er resolutions will
approach the look of a typewriter that
needs a new ribbon, as well. Read me
Harting is in text format Area Cotk

displayfontwith thinly etched white lines
drawn through the characters. Includes a
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Int'l Symbols 'IT f· By Gmy Ratay. A font
with international symbols such as bus
stop, handicapped access, food, et.c. Includes ability to overprint shaded boxes,
triangles, circles and slashed "no" circles.
About Int.ernational. •• is in double
clickable Take a Letter format

mat.Shareware-pl.ease make a sub-

DISK #7.09- 'IT 9
TRUE'J'ypE™ FONTS

ElizAnn 1T f: By David Rakowski. A serif

Shareware - $2.99 to Col.umbia University.

stantial, contribution to the charity of

Bizanv'l'T f:·By DavidRakowski.Adisplay
caps-only font with bimrre (hence the
name) silhouetted characters in the shape
of people, animals, sprites, and various
sorts of harlequins and demonlike creatures. The character outlines are from an
old 17th or 18thamturysourm.Readme
Bizarro is in text format.

Shareware-$endtaxdaluctiblecontribution (seeformulainreadmefik)
to Columbia University.

HorstCaps1T f: By DavidRakowski.Afont
in the Art Nouveau style thatoonsists ofa
set ofscript capital letters with fairly substantial curly-Q's. This version supplants
an earlier version that lacked I, X and Y.
Read me Horst Caps is in text format.

Shareware - $6 to Columbia University.

Postcardware.

Koch.Rpman 'IT f By Stephen Moye. This
very elegant face, similar to an engraving,
is a rendering of a typeface drawn by
Rudolf Koch in 1922 for Klingspor. It is
know as "Koch Antiqua" or "Locamo" or
"Eve"; "Eve" is the name given it by ATF
when they is.sued a version of it. About
KocbRoman is in text format.
Koshgarian-Light'ITf;ByDavidRakowski.
A font modeled on Handel Gothic Light,
the font used on Pepsi Cola cans. The full
character set is available, as well as punctuation and numbers. The font is a square
sans serif font, like a more rounded
Eurostile. ReadmeKosbgarian-Light
is in text format. Shareware - $10 to

Columbia University.
DISK #7.10 - 'IT 10
TRUE'J'ypE™ FONTS

Kramer 1T f- By David Rakowski. A font
thatoonsistsofafullalphabetofdropcaps,
each of which is a white character surrounded by a box and stained glass patterns. Thelower-casecharactersaresimply
the uppercase character shapes extracted
from thepatternsandfilledinblack.Read
me Kramer is in text format.
La.serLondon 'IT f: By Bill Ware. This old
English style font is based on the bitmappedI..ondonfont.LaserLondon.doc
is in textformatShareware-$10or20.

ware-Sendanwuntofyour(ll8Jcode
to Columbia University.
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T.a8.S11§1T f:By DavidRakowski.Afontthat

is modeled on thefirstmusicprintingwith
moveable type, circa 1500 by Petrucci.
Each character has a length of a five-line
musicalst.aft'withaparticularmusicsymbol plared onto it. The fontis notintmded
for serious musical notation, but is intmded for quick-and-dirty, simple musical examples to be placed in a
word-processed document so that going
back and forth between a word prooossing
program andadrawingormusicnotation
programisunneoossmy.Readmelassus
is in text format.
Lilith-Light 1T f: By David Rakowski. A
semi~phic serif font. Long vertical
strokestmdtobethickeratthetopthanat
thebottom. Thex-heightofthefontisquite
short. A full alphabetic set, numbers and
punctuation are available in the font. It is
meant to be a display font, and is not
reoommend for printing to a 300-dpi device at sizes smaller than 18 points. Read
me Lilith-Light is in text format.
Shareware-$3 to Col.umbia University.

Mira'IT f: By Sam Wang. An Art Nouveau
font that contains both upper and lower
case. ReadMe is in text format. Free but
$6 donation cheerfully aecepted.
Multifonn Tr f: By David Rakowski A
hand-drawnArtNouveaufont. Readme
Multiform is in text format.

NeuSaMBlackPro TI' f: By Jim Pearson. A
sans-serif typface designed for almost every phase of font use. It's handy for
emphasizing text, headlines, special announoements,et.c.AboutNeuSansBJack
is in double clickable application format.
Shareware-$6.
NewRixFancv Tr f: By RIX Font Foundry.
A san-serif font that may be used for
display or body text. NewRixFancy
READ ME is in t.extformat.Shareware
-$15.
Phonetic-AlpbabetTI'f;ByDavidRakowski.
A serif font of the International Phonetic
Alphabet a.PA). Ifyou don't understand
that sentmce, you don't need this font.
Read me Phonetic-Alphabet is in text
format.

Recbtman TI' f: By David Rakowski. A
chiseled script font with a complete character, number, and punctuation set. The
"chiseled" features of the font may disappear below sizes of36 point when printed
on a 300-dpi device; however, the font will
still look nice, sort oflike a bold script font
with ashortx-height. ReadmeRechtman
is in text format. Shareware-$end tax
daluctibk contribution (see fbrnuda
in read me fjk) to Cobunbia University.
Shohl-Fold 1T f: By David Rakowski. The
letters look like they are on a continuous

fanfold-somefacingleft,somefucingright.
To get the visual effect of a continuous
fanfold, then, a left-facing letter should
follow a rightrfacing letter should follow a
left..-facing letter, etc. To wit, there are
twoversionsofeachcharacterin thefon~
theleft..tacingversionand the right-facing
version. Read me Shohl-Fold is in text
format
TNGMonitors TI' f ·By MichaelJ. Perkins.
A Type 1 fontinspiredbythetall, thin font
usedonthemonitorsforU.S.S.Enterprise
NCC-1701-D on Star Trek: theNextGeneration. TNG Monit.os.doc is in text format. Shareware-$6.
ToneAndDebs 'IT f: By David Rakowski A
fontwithblacksansserifcharacterstopped
with a layer of snow. Read me
ToneAndDebs is in text format.
Shareware - $3 to Columbia University.

SYs SF7WRE-SS.S7_TU
8YsrEM 7TuNE-UP1.1.1
AboutSystem'71\m&UpandTeachText.
System7Tune-Up:Instal1System7TuneUp 1.1.1, Installer 3.2, Read Me and
Tune-Up Parts with Chooser 7.1, File
SbaringExtension 7.0.2,LaserWriter
7.1.1, StyleWriter 7.2.2 and System 7
Tuner 1.1.1.

HyperCard Upgrade requires HyperCard proof of purchase; any of original disk, first page of manual, receipt or previous HyperCard Upgrade disk.

Mail this form with your check to :
Disk Library
WashingtQn Apfle Pi
7910 Woodman Avenue, Suite 910
Bethesda_._ M_ary}and 20814
Number or

Disks
Singles
_ 4orless@
_ 5 or more@
_ Sets (marked above)
+ postage $1.00/disk,
maximum $5.00.
_ Disk Catalogs
+ $1.50 postage
TOTAL AMOUNT DUE

Member

...,..

Pril'e~

Are you a member of Washington Apple Pi, Ltd.? YIN _If Yes, Member Number
All payments must be in U.S. funds drawn against U.S. banking institutions.
Non-members add $3.00 per disk to listed prices.

Name
-"·-"

Box Number, Apartment, Suite, etc.
$4.00=
$3.50=
$(above)

Street Address

$4.50

City

State

Day Telephone

Evening Telephone

Zip Code

~.
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Anti-Virus Utilities
5 di1k MC •15
l.OlF -AV 1
1.02F ·AV 2
l.04D · AV 4
1.05D · AV 5

-----~

6.22 . LW22

12.17. s 17

6.23 • LW 23
6.24 - LW 24

12.18 - S 18
12.19 · 5 19

6.25 • LW25
6.26· LW26

12.20· s 20
12.21 - S21

6.27 • LW 27
6.28· LW 2S

16.06C -SU6
16.07C- SU 7

19.25·SW 25
19.26- SW 26

16.08C -SU 8

19.27 . SW 27

16.09C·SU9
16. IOC ·SU 10

19.28-SW 28

12.22. s 22

16. 11C ·SU 11

12.23. s 2S
12.24 . 24

16. 12C. SU 12

19.SO - SW SO
19.Sl -SW 31

s
s 25

16. 13C ·SU 13
16. 14C . SU 14

10 di1k Mt; $30
7.01-ITI

12.26. s 26
12.27. s 27

16. 15C · SU 15
16. IBC ·SU 16
16.17C. SU 17

TrueType Fonta

Deak Accessories

12.25.

7.02·IT2

19 di1k &et; •57

12.2S. s 28

7.03 · ITS

2.0l C · DA'• I

7.04 • IT4
7.05·IT5
7.06-IT6

12.29 . 29
12.SO. s 30

2.02C • DA'• 2
2.03C • DA'1 3
2.04C • DA'1 4

7.07-IT7

s

12.3 1 . s 31

Telccommunlcationa

2.05C • DA'• 5

7.08·IT8

9 di1k Ht; $27

2.06C • DA'• 6
2.07C • DA'1 7

7.09 • IT9
7. IO·IT 10

IS.OIA · T I

2.08C • DA'1 S
2.09C • DA'1 9
2. lOC • DA'1 10

- -- ~ ----- - - -~-- - "

Macintosh Library Order Form

Pi L ibrary

1.03F ·AV 3

- - - - -

INIT'a & CDEV'a

13.02A·T2
13.03A- T S
IS.04A • T4

16. 19C ·SU 19
16.20C · SU 20
16.2 1C ·SU 2 1

2.1.2C • DA'a 12
2. ISC • DA'1 13
2.l4C - DA'1 14

9.02A-IJC 2
9.03A. IJC s

13.06A · T6
1S.07A-T7

16.29C. SU 29

9.06A -1/C 6
9.07A -1/C 7

1S.08A · T 8

Word Proeeaalng Utils

13.09A · T9

5 di£k Mt; $15
17.0IA· WP I
17.02A· WP2
17.03A· WP3
17.04A · WP4
17.05A · WPS

24 di1k H t; $72

9.0SA ·!IC s
9.09A ·!IC 9

14.01 ·PH I
14.02 ·PH 2

9. IOA. IJC 10
9.11A. l/C 11

14.04. PH 4

4.0IA • FK'1 I

9. 12A . l/C 12

4.02A • FK'a 2

9. 13A - 1/C 13

14.06 • PH6
14.07 ·PH 7
14.08 . PH8

18.02A·AF2

14.09 • PH9
14. 10· PH 10

18.03A-AF3
18.04A · AF4

14. 11 · PH11
14. 12 ·PH 12
14. 13 · PH IS

18.05A· AF 5
18.06A · AF6

14. 14 . PH 14

18.0SA· AF8
18.09A·AF9
18. IOA ·AF 10

FKeya (Function Keya)

9. 14A ·!IC 14
9. 15A ·!IC 15
9. ISA -1/C 16

ImageWriter Fonta
15 di<k Mt; $45
5.01-IWI
5.02 . 1w2

9.17A - !IC 17
9.ISA • l/C 18

5.03 - IW 3
5.04 -IW4

9. 19A -1/C 19
9.20A. !IC 20

5.05 - JW5

9.21A. !IC 21
9.22A . !IC 22

5.06 -IW6
5.07 - IW7

9.23A- IJC 23

5.08-IWS
5.09· IW9
5.10-IW 10

9.24A • !IC 24

MiacellaneoWI

5.11- IW 11
5. 12-IW 12
5. 13 -IW 13
5. 14 · IW 14
5. 15-JW 15

15.0IA · MU I

19.04 -SW 4

11.05-P5

15.02A · MU2
15.03A · MU 3

19.05 ·SW 5
19.06-SW 6
19.07 -SW7

6.07 • LW7
6.08 -LW S
6.09 · LW9
6. 10· LW 10

12.04·S4
12.05. s 5

12.03. s 3

12.06. s 6
12.07. s 7
12.08. s s
12.09. s 9

6. 11·LW11
6. 12 · LW 12
6. 13·LW13
6. 14 · LW14
6. 15· LW 15
6. 16 · LW 16
6. 17 • LW 17
6. IS· LW IS
6. 19· LW 19
6.20 • LW 20
6.2 1 -LW 21

.t-4 disk set: $132

11.04 • P4

12. IO ·S 10
12.11-S 11
12.12-S 12
12.13·5 13
12.1 4 -S 14

15.04A • MU4
15.05A · MU 5
15.06A · MUS
15.07A · MU 7
15.0SA · MUS
15.09A • MU9
15. IOA ·M U 10
15. 11A . MU 11
15. 12A · MU 12
15. 13A • MU 13

Sya!Alm Utiiitiea
29 ditk Ht; $87

16.0 IC -SU I
16.02C · SU 2
16.03C ·SU 3
16.04C ·SU 4
605C - SU5

21.05 · HE5

Serially Numbered
Diak 3CW2
Diak 74175
Diak 77n8
Di.k 80/84

Diak 85189
Diak 9 1195
Diak 961104
Diak 10$/106
Diak 108/128
Diak 134/14S
Di1k147
Diak 15S

Best of Pi Series
10 dl• k Mt: •35

System Softwore
6.0.5 . ' di1k . .., $12
6.0.7 . 4 di.k ..t;$12
6.0.8 · 4 di.k ..t;$12
7.0. 9 di.k Mt; S20
7.0.1 • 6 di.k let; S20 II>
s,. 7n.0.1 'l'une-Up$3

19.08-SW 8
19.09-SW9
19. 10-SW 10
19. 11 ·SW 11
19. 12-SW 12

U..rWri...- LS lnotall; $3
Quld(nme • 2 di.k let; $6

SlyleWri...- lnotall; $3

19. 13 ·SW IS
19. 14 -SW 14
19. 15 - SW 15
19. 16- SW 16
19. 17. SW 17
19. 18-SW lS
19. 19 -SW 19
19.20 · SW 20

True'l'ype • 2 di.k Mt; $6

Apple lie

• 2 di.k Mt;$6tl)
(I) on

1.44 M<1 di.ketta

HyperCord Upda!Al
1.2.5 - 3 di.k Mt; $9
2.0. 5 dilk Mt; $15

19.2 1 -SW21
19.22 ·SW 22

19.35t

6dlokoet:•1s

19.23-SW23

19.36t

2dlokoet.; $7
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12. 15 • S 15
12.16·S 16

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I.
I

Diak 150/151

13 di1k Ht; $39

12.0lA-S 1
12.02A-S 2

21.01 ·HE I

HyperCard StackWare
19.0 IA • SW I
19.02A· SW 2
19.03 -SW3

3 1 di1k Mt; $93

HyperCard Externala

IS. 13A · AF 13

14.22A • PH 22
14.23 · PH 2S

Digitized Soun ds

20. 12A· M 1112
20. 13 A· M 1113

18. llA ·AF 11

10.03- M 3

6.01 • LW I
6.02. LW 2
6.03- LW3

20. IOA· M 1110
20. 11 A· M1111

18.07A · AF7

18. 15A ·AF 15
18. lSA ·AF 16

11.03· PS

20.098-M 119

21.03-HE3
21.04 - HE4

18. 12A . AF 12

Miacelloneoua Utlls

20.07A·M 11 7
20.088- M 11 8

21.02 - HE 2

18. 14A ·AF 14

11.Gl - P 1
11.02. p 2

20.06A· M 116

18.0 IA·AF I

14. IS · PH IS
14. 19 · PH 19

14.24 ·PH 24
14.25 ·PH 25

20.05A· M 115

16 di1k set; $48

14.2 18 · PH 21

5 di1k Mt; $15

6.05·LW 5
6.06· LW6

14. 16 · PH 16
14. 17 - PH 17

20.03A·M 113
20.04A·M114

5 dl1k ..t; $15

14.20 . PH 20

28 disk 1et; $8-t

6.04 • LW4

14. 15· PH 15

13 di1k Mt; $39
20.01A·M111
20.02A· M 11 2

Adobe Screen Fon ta

10.0l ·M I

Paintings CMacPnt)

LaserWriter Fonta

14.05 ·PH 5

19.38 · SW 38

Moc 11 Series

16.25C ·SU 25
16.26C ·SU 26

2. 11C ·DA'• 11

2. 17C ·DA"• 17
2. ISC ·DA'• IS
2.19C • DA'1 19

19.36 ·SW 36 t
19.37. SW 37

16.24C ·SU 24

16.27C ·SU 27
16.28C - SU 28

2. 16C · DA'• 16

19.35 ·SW 35 t

16.23C . SU 23

IS.05A·T5

Programmer/Hocker

19.SS · SW SS
19.34 ·SW 34

16.22C ·SU 22

24 disk aet; S72

2. 15C . DA'1 15

19.S2 ·SW S2

16.ISC ·SU 18

9.0IA. IJC 1

9.04A -1/C 4
9.05A ·!IC 5

19.29 ·SW 29
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Apple Disk Library
compiled by John Ruffatto

The Apple Disk Library has been updated and reformatted to enable you to more easily locate those
disks in which you are interested. 3.5" disks are listed first, followed by 5.25" disks. Look for the ~ and
icons which distinguish them. For your reference - the numbers shown in parentheses () after the disk
names are the old disk numbers. SW after the disk description indicates that it is ShareWare.

+

F.arnon Am'COturc listing:
CODES:-D = DOS 33 P = ProOOS PLC
= ProDOS Lowa- Case
I. Main Hall & Bcginnm Cave - D - P

~w~.h:Minoclur- D

3. The Cave ofthc Mind- D
4. The ZYDhur Ri-.-cr.'Cllturc - D
5. Casdc oH:loom -D - P
6. The Death Star -D
7. The Devil's Tomb -D
8. ThcAbduaor'~crs - D- P
10. The M~ Kin om - D
11. The Tomb of olinar - D
12 Thc~furTr=n:-D-P
13. CavcsofTrcsun: lsland- D
14. Fwiaoo-D
15. Heroes Casile- D
16. ThcC::.-..,. ofMondamcn-D-P
17. Merlin's Casile- D
1 8.H~Casdc -D
19.DciihTr:q>_-D-P
20. The BlackDcath - D - P
21. The Quest fur Marron - P
22. The SCnacor's Oiambcrs - P
23. The Tcmple ofNgura -D - P
24. Black Moumain -D - P
25. Nucbr Nil!hr.man: - D - P
26. A~utlc on illc Mole Man - P
27. Rcvcnitc of the Mole Man - P
28.Thclowrrofl.ondon - P
1.9. The lost Island ofApple - D
30. The Undcri?;ound Ciiy - D
31. ThcGaunclCr-D
33. The Orb of Polaris - D - PLC
34. Death's Gateway- D - PLC
35. The L1irof Mumms-P
36. The Gmdd of Blood- P
37. Ouesc fur the Holy Grail - D- P
38. City in the OoudS - D - P
39. Museum ofUnnarural History- P
41. Caverns ofLansc - D - P
42 Al=~ Cave - D
43. Priests ofXim! - D
44. ~ fiom the Ore Lair - D
45. SwoidQucs!- D- P
46. !:iftquesc - D
47. Funin:Qu<st - D - P
48. Piaiic in Paradise - P
49. The c.asde Koohinos - P
51. The Caves of binon BluJf- P
53. Feast of Carroll- D- P
54. Qystal Mounmin - D
55. The Master's Dungeon - D - P
56. The Lost Adventure - D- P
57. The Manxome Foe - D
58. The Land ofDeath - P
60. The Sewers ofOiicago - D
64. Modem Probkrns -1'
68. The Smith's Stroru?hold - P
69. The Black Casdc o'fNaGog- PLC
73. The Deep Canyt!n - P
74. DhannaQuCSl - P

75. Tcmplc ofdie Guild - P
76. The Search fur Yoursdf - P
77. Tcmplc of the Trolls - PLC
78. The f>rince's Ta•'ml - PLC
80. The Search fur the !WSOa) - P
81. The Rescue Mmion (80b)- P
86. Casdc Manau - P
87. Caves of Hollow Mounmin - P
90. The DoomsdayOock- p
9 1. Fu~U - PLC

92. The Fugitive - P
93. Avin£ Circus - P
97. The Rouse ofSec=- D- P
98. Slave Piis of Kzorland - D
99. In the Oucchcs ofTorrik - P
100. Soro:ror's Spire- P
106. Gtmp f,:imon - P
107. The L1sc Dragon - PLC
I08. The Mines ofMoria - PLC
I()'). The Forcsc of Feit - P
112 Hills ofHistory-P
113. The Life-Orb ofMcvuelck- P
114. Thror's Rin£ - PLC
117. Dunitcon orDoom - p
118. Pin£ill - PLC
119. Gnuicwalde - P
120. Orb offyty l..ifc- PLC
121. Wn:nhokl's $((m Vigil- P
124 ksault on Dolni ~ - PLC
126. The Pvramid of Anh:iros - p
127. The l-lunt fur the~- P
128. Quest ofEn:bor- P
11.9. Rtcurn ro Moria - P - PLC
130. Haradwaith - P
132. Rhadshur Warrior - P
138. Smrfirc - PLC
139. Peg's Place- P
145. BUCt311ccr! - P
147. The Dark Brotherhood- PLC
148. Journey ro Jorunhcim - P
149. FJcmolctl ~YP,SC- p
150. WallcdGtyof~-P-PLC
154.A Trip to Fon Scott -P
155. Tomb ofthe V31llpirc- P
158.ThcUirofMr.Ed - P
160. Monty Python & Holv Grail - P
161. 9Jicr:ition ~ -'PLC
162. f..lmon 7.0 Demo Adventure - P
166. S1onn Brom - P
169. The Black Phomix- PLC
170. ~ Revisited - p
183. The Boy and the Bard - P
191. EnJianad Barinncrs Cave - P
194. An:ick of the l<rctons - PLC
195. The Training Ground - P
204. Sancnwv • p
206. Curse o(the Hdlsbladc - PLC
Unk Tcm£1e~ftheUndead -D
!?ungeon ycsigJ1Ct - D
~Desi~ Diskette, V.7.0 - P
Eamon Ucilicics Diskette - P
Eamon Ucilicics 2 & 3 - D
Graphics Main Hall -AU P & PLC Disks
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3.5" DISKS

=
=
=

_ A""""',gle II GS

llGSGSAS-01
SYSTEM DISKS $}'S!CIT! 5.04 - 2 Disk Set - $6.00
~
GSAS-02
~ Ma.'O' V. I.I (Ma:; &<;.5) - 2 Diik Set - $6.00
•
GSAS-03
t..-:> Bug_& Ddx.u!i!iru! Tools - V. l .6b20 - $3.00
GSAS--04
Systcmo.0- 6 Dist( sec- $18.00
llGS COMMUNICATIONS
GSCM-OIB
FrccTcnn- (2Q03)
GSCM-02A
SnowTenn -(SW)

IIGSG~~~p6 DISK~!~s Demo

-

GSDM-02
GSDM-03

- GSDM-04
- GSDM-05
- GSDM.{X)
- GSDM-07
- GSDM-08
- GSDM-O<J
- GSDM-10
- GSDM-11
-GSDM-12
-GSDM-13
-GSDM-14

8~8~:Jg

Deluxe Paint ll Demo
Music Srudio Dano
~ Wrires GS Demo
CaJeOOar Craficr Demo
GAT.E. Demo
Coot. Dragon W~ Pvramid GS
D~-TuniN
ProSd 16, Salvation
Sharu!hai ~o ~Tile SCts
Medl'ey..Y. 2.0 Demo
Banle UJ($ Demo
Task Force Demo
Gcncsys, ProTcnn 2.2, TIC

r"-'

~HarricrDemo

At~~M~:ts\k'F~~~IMiaoDoc

llGS DF5K ACCFSSORIES ~. ~ 2J~K SEf-S33)
GSDA-01
Desk
ries 1- 2020}-(SW)
- GSDA-02
Desk A=ries 2- GSDA-03
Desk A=ries 3 - GSDA-04
Desk A=ries 4 - GSDA-05
Desk A=ries 5 - GSDA-06
Desk A=ries 6- GSDA-07
Desk A=ries 7 - GSDA-08
Desk A=ries 8 - GSDA-O<J
Desk A=ries 9Desk Aa:csoories 10 - (
- GSDA-10
GSDA-11
Desk A=ries 11 - (

=

llGSG~5(fiprER (7 ~s~~ l -(200
~

-GsDv-02

=B~B~~

=

DemoSou=Gxlc2-(2

~~~~~~®~H:~

-GSDV-05
M~ Devcl
Ftles 1 - (SW)
-GSDV-06
Misa:llanrous Devel~ Files 2
GSDV-07
Misa:llanrous Devclo~ Files 3
IJGS EDUCATION (7 DISKSEf-$21)
GSED-01
Astronomer GS: Astronomer - Disk l~SWJ
- GSED-02
Astronomer GS: Moon 1 - Disk 2 - (
- GSED-03
Astronomer GS: PlanetS 1- Disk 3 ~
- GSED-04
Astronomer GS: PlanetS 2 - Disk 4 - GSED-05
Astronomer GS: sTools - Disk 5 - (5'
- GSED-06
Astronomer GS: Sun - Disk 6 : (SW}
GSED-07
Astronomer GS: Ucilicies 1 - Disk 7 - (SW)
IIGS FONTS (27 DISKSEf-$81)

=
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GSFT-01
- GSFT-02
- GSFT-03
-GSFT-04
-GSFT-05
- GSFT-06
-GSFT-07
-GSFT-08

=8~H:r6

=GSFT-11

GSFT-12
=GSFT-13
GSFT-14
_GSFT-15
_GSFT-16
GSFT-17

=8~H=rn

=GSFT-20
GSFT-21
=GSFT-22
_GSFT-23
GSFT-24
=GSFT-25
_GSFT-26
_ GSFT-27

A-Plain

i~~loo~,C~c

B-Plain' Fanreign, rap
C.Plain' cy
C.Plain
C.Craphic, Foreign
C.Fanrv
D-Plairi F Fo . G hie
£..Plain 'F:c>''Fo rc;ign,Graphic
F-Plain: Fan~: G~ rap

8=~~~'t
H-Fancy, Foreign

I
H-G hi Plain
~ rap c,

M-Fancy
L
M-ForPion
M-Pbin...,...
M-G hie

N-~ fal)9'

N-For0gn, Graphic
0
P-Fo('cim Graphic
P-Plain;-fancy

~

S-Fancy
T-Foruv
S-Pl3iil' GM.J..;,.
S-F , '"!"""

T-Py:gn

T-Foreign, Graphic

~
w

y

z

=8~~~~
=

IIGS GAMES (22 DISKS~~

-

GSGM-03
GSGM-04

8~~

= GSGM-07
GSGM-08
= GSGM-09
_ GSGM-10
GSGM-11
= GSGM-12
GSGM-13
=GSGM-14
GSGM-15
- GSGM-16
-GSGM-17
= GSGM-18
_ GSGM-19
GSGM-20
= GSGM-21
_ GSGM-22

~:: rn Golf~i~2Wo~~

Bouncing Bluster Boot Disk - (
Bouncing Bluster Dara and DOa SW)
~-Bluster Consn Sec- (
Games 2 Games 3 Games 4 - ~
Games 5 Games 6 Games7Games8 Games9Games
G.uncs ll Mean 18
wscs3
Games 12 - {SW)
Games 13-(SW)
Games 14
Columns GS V. 20 -{SW)
Lode Runner GS

!OJ

IlGS GRAPHICS (23 DISK SET~
_ GSGX-01
Demo Disk A- (2002)
__ GSGX-02
s~·
GSGX-03
S. Show
Show 2I --i2004~
201
_ GSGX-04
Sli Show 3 - 201
GSGX-05
Nucleus Demo-RO 3
- GSGX-06
GIF Gr;ip[lics I . (SWL
= GSGX-07
Pies and Ucilities 1· {SW)
_ GSGX-08
Pies and Ucilicies 2
_ GSGX-09A
Pies and Ucilicies 3
GSGX-10
Pies and Ucilities 4- (S'\IC')
- GSGX-11
Modulae
-GSGX-12
PaulaAbdulDemo
= GSGX-13A
Pies and Ucilities 5-(SW)
GSGX-14
SlideShow4
-GSGX-15
SlideShow5
= GSGX-16
Nucleus Demo-ROM I· (2024)
GSGX-17
PSGS Graplijcs I-Color
= GSGX-18
PSGS Grappjcs 2-Mono
GSGX-19
PSGS Gf.!Phics }.Mono = GSGX-20
Marilvn Monroe Slide Show
_ GSGX-21
Pies ahd Ucilities 6- {SW)
_ GSGX-23
3200 Pia I
_ GSGX-24
3200 Pies 2
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IIGS HYPERCARD
- GSHC.01
GSHC.02
- GSHC.03
- GSHC-04
= GSHC.05

(5 DISKSET..$15.00)
RvooCard
H'vOeieard Ucilities
Ucilities 2'J~
H~ Ucilicies 3Ufilities: General I - (
Fun & Games: Genefal I - (SW)

•

IIGS HYPERSTUDIO (23 DISKSET..$69)
GSHS-01
HS Sl=-Demo Version
- GSHS-02
HS IJcmo-Demo Version
HS Sounds-Demo Version
- GSHS-03
- GSHS-04
More Stacks-Demo Version
- GSHS-05
More Sracks 2-Demo Version
- GSHS-06
Video 0em9'-Demo Version
- GSHS-07
Comm Stack-Demo Version
- GSHS-08
MUG 087-Demo Version
- GSHS-09
USA-Demo Version
-GSHS-10
HSAn2-DemoV~n
- GSHS-11
Miscellaneous HSScad<s I
- GSHS-12
M&:cllaneous HSSracks 2- (SW)
- GSHS-13
AriwnaSt:ICk Disk I
- GSHS-14
Ariwna St:!Ck Disk 2
- GSHS-15
f!iotography St:!Ck Disk I
-GSHS-16
~hy$t:ILkDisk2
- GSHS-17
! 22§~t~uake & Ftre Disk I
- GSHS-18
1906 SF Ean:hduake & Ftre Disk 2
- GSHS-19
Miscellaneous PIS Sracks 3
- GSHS-20
M&:cllaneous HSSracks 4
_

8~~til

GSHS-23

~ ~~~~~-(SW)

Soundsmich Song Player XGnd

IIGS lffiNS (I I DISK SET-S33)
GSIC.OIA
Fmder loons 1- 2022)-(SW)
- GSIC.02A
Fmder loons 2 ·
- GSIC.03A
Fmder loons 3 - GSIC-04A
Fmder loons 4 - GSIC.05A
Finder loons 5 - GSIG06A
Fmder loons 6 - GSIC.07A
Fmder loons 7 - GSIC.08
Finder loons 8 .
- GSIC-O'J
Finder loons 9 -GSIC.10
Finder loons 10. {
= GSIC.11
Fmder loons 11-(
IlGS MISCEllANEOUS
GSMS-0 I
New Member's Disk - (2000) • (SW)
- GSMS-02A
GS Disk Lib r.Min:.. Disk I
-- GSMS-03A
GS Disk Lib!'al)''-""""'t;
!'al)'~ Disk 2
IlGS MUSIC (12 DISK SET S36l
GSMU-OlA
SoundSmich and So~ ·(SW)
GSMU-02
SoundSmich So~ 1
GGSSMMUU~~
SoundSSoundSmi~
..,.,
miu1 SoSo~
n<><32
GSMU-05
SoundSmich So...,. 4
GSMU-06
SoundSmich So~

=
-

=8~~~~

= GSMU-09
GSMU-10
- GSMU-11
= GSMU-12

R~s~~ ~

1

MS So~ 2 (Golden Albwn Rock 2)
AV~P:KkofSo~

SoundSmich So~ 6
MCS Song "Slide Show"

IIGS SOUNDS (16 DISK SET..$48)
GSSN-O IA
Sounm I ~2014)
=8~~~~
~~~- =lgia-(2015)
- GSSN-04
Sounm 4
- GSSN-05
Sounm 5-Simi:mns I
= 8~~~
c r simi:mns 2
- GSSN-08
Sounm 8
- GSSN-09
Sounm 9
- GSSN-10
Sounds 10
- GSSN-11
Sounm II
- GSSN-12
Sounm 12-C.artoons I
- GSSN-13
Sounds 13-C.artoons 2
- GSSN-14
Sounds 14-C.artoons 3
- GSSN-15
Sounds 15-C.artoons 4
= GSSN-16
Sounm 16-C.artoons 5
IIGS lITillTIES (11 DISK SET..S33lx>

-8~~~!B

- GSUT-03A
- GSUT-04A
= GSUT-05A

Y~~~.;;ik~~~~(2021)

Ucilifcs 2 -i2028l f
Utilities 3. £029
Ucilicies 4 - SW)
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GSUT-06A
-GSUT-07A

=8llif~C

-csur-10
=GSUT-llA

Z:ZC.0~-V. 2.21DiskC.Opier

Utilities Utili~ orb~ V. 0.9.2 (SW)
Utilioes 6 - (SW)
Utilities 7 - (SW)
Utility Worl<s launcher V. 2.23 - (SW)

3.5" DISKS

APPLE II
APPLE SYSTFM DISKS
_ 2APS-O I
System Disk - Utilities V. 3.2-$3.00
APPLEWORKS
2AWK-01

CU\RISTcdi SupponforAW and AW-GS

COMMUNICATIONS
2coM-01
res lnsouaions 1.05
= 2COM-02
Appknct V. 13
FAMON <ProOOS): (18 DISKSET-$54) or (1.4. DISK SET (1-14)-$42)
2fAM-OI
~n
Desii!nci', Ucilit;JCS, Ecc.
- 2FAM-02
twcs li,5'1,~· 12, 16, !~ 2Q. 21
- 2fAM-03
twcs "' e. 24, 25, JA>, 21, 28
-2FAM-04
twcs 35, 37, 38, 39, 41, 45
- 2FAM-05
vcntwcs 47, 48, 49, 51, 53, 55, 56 B6
6
- 2fAM-06
itwcs 58, 64, 68, 73, 74'75, 7:;i
- 2FAM-07
twcs 80, 81, 87, 90, 92, 93, 91

'°•

=~~

vcn=if7!\>?9!~·1!~!135

113

-2FAM-10
twcs 127, 128, 129, 130, 132
-2FAM-11
twcs 139, 145.148bl50, 154
- 2FAM-12
~vcntwcs 149,A, B, C. I
-2FAM-13
VClltwcs 158, 160, 166, 166A. 166B
-2FAM-14
VClltwcs 17~ 183, 191, 195. 204
EAMON <ProOOS) (LOWER CASl:.1
2FAM-15
Etures 33, 69, 77, 118, 124, 150
-2FAM-16
ventures34, 120, 138, I~
= 2FAM-17
ventures 78, 107, 108, 11 , 147
_2FAM-18
ventures91, 129, 169, I ,206
EDUCATION
2EDU-Ol

Newron'sAppldGx:ainc & Tetth

TECH NOTES
2TEN-OIA
2TEN-02A
2TEN-03A
2TEN-04A
2TEN-05A

( 5 DISK SET $15.00)
IIGSPans 1&2
II GS Pans3,4, & 5
Filer
More~ Nores I
More Tcdi Noccs 2

lJllllTIF.S

2UILOI
=2UIL02

New Member Disk 2.01
DB Master V.5 (SW)

5.25" DISKS

APPLE II
APP~~ DIS~~.3Disk-Utilities
V. 31-$1.50
•
= APSD-02
Sys. Master & DOS 3.3 Tut-$1.50
APPLEWORKS
APWK-01
=APWK-02

()esk, Printer and Mon~ 1;1dpcs- (813/814)
Food Lists, ecc. -(815/816)

co~?i'TIONS~~~?.fsA.SJl Disk I of2-(825l

- COMM-02
- COMM-03~
- COMM-04
- COMM-OS
- COMM-06
-cOMM-07
= COMM-08

Tes Inst 1.05 A& B- Disk 2 of2 - (826)
WAPABBS.l Documcncuion - (121)
WAPABBS.l - (135~1
DI COMM:(SW)- )3)
Kamic 3.78-Kmnic Tr~ - (5161820)
C.OmmTcrmand~
m - 808/817)
MiO'OModcm II (SW)-Hayes crm - (1161169)

CP~P'M9lr-~SET- $~:Jreatalw-(40J~,
CP/M-02
Utilities I and n -(49~~
= g~~
~rllJrif~0~tJ~'· _l,406/408)

-

- CP/M-05
- CP/M-06
-CP/M-07
- CP/M-08
- CP/M-09~
- CP/M-10
= CP/M-11

ZCPR2 Doc. and
lltilities.~ (407/410)
Ten F.dicor and Sit~ - (41 1/4 f2)
MDM740 (SSC Comm, 7710, &A-CATI-(413/414)
Kamic Souia: and Runniru? Oidc- (4161418)
Kamic Documcncuion - (4'17)
Ucilities-(419)
Small C C.Ompiler - (420)

Fsscn:f
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FAMON ADVFNI1JRES (24 DISK SET-

-~~!-

-FAMN-03
-fAMN-04•
-FAMN-05*
- FAMN-06*
- FAMN-07"
- FAMN-08*
-FAMN-09"
-FAMN-10-FAMN-11*
-FAMN-12*
- fAMN.13•
- FAMN-14*
-FAMN-15*
- FAMN-16*
-FAMN-17*
-FAMN-18•
-FAMN-19"
-FAMN-20-FAMN-21•
- FAMN-22·
- FAMN-23*
- FAMN-24•
-=Rfquires FAMN-03

$Wi

~~~&22~~#38-(180/229)

FAMONMASrER&Advenrure#42- (1811214)
Adventwcs2&3 -{182/18~
Adventwcs4&5- 184/18
Adventwcs 6 & 7 - 18611
Adventwcs 13 & 14- ~188/1 )
Adventures 10 & 11 - 190/191)
Adventures29 &8- ( 921193)
Adventwcs 12&30- 194/195
Adventwcsl7&18- 1%/1
Adventures 19&20 - 198/199
Adventures 23 & 24 - 200/201
Adven= 25 & 53 - 202/203
Adventwcs55&54- 204/20
Adventwcs 56 & 57 - 206/20
Adventures31 &41- 208/209
Adventwcs47&97- 2101211
Adventwcs60&98- 2121213
Adventwcs46&45- 215121
Adventwcs43& 15- 2171218
Adventwcs Unk. & 3 - (2231224)
Adventures 16 & 33 - (21.5/226)
Adventures 34 & 44- (2271228)

EDUCATION(20DISKSET-.$~~~
na!Ed .
6lllO
EDUC-01
Educaoon anu Paso
uClllOn - (7
1)
- EDUC-02
Pai;onal EdUC!Cion 2 and F.ducation 3- (1311139)
- EDUC-03
Math I Science and Educarion 4- (127tr40)
- EDUC-04
Advanced Math and Veaocs I Mocio-(510/513)
- EDUC-OS
Albert Camus Inc and Elcmen~ Madi - (53/150)
- EDUC-06
French Voc:ibl Tucorial- (4611 ll
- EDUC-07
Boot fur L'Hore and L'Hore - ( 8/49)
- EDUC-08
1ic-Tac-Toe in French /L'Hore Quiz - (47/50)
- EDUC-09
f rep5h Poegy TUC and Aooollinaire - (51/51)
- EDUC-10
Hald Boot Uiskand RaJel ~ (55!56)
- EDUC-11
'lie-Tac-Toe in SpaiU.sl\ /Rafel Qllz- (54/57)
- EDUC-12
~a{\!te and Lo Faal (- (58/59)
- EDUC-13
~Fun(~- 505)
- EDUC-14
l...ani!wifre Ans Treasures
- EDUC-15
Floppy'Book I
-EDUC-16
Computncion Game/AWTemp
-EDUC-17
&diraTucorialand¥,Disk'
- EDUC-18
Newcon's ~ple~Cocaifle)
- EDUC-19
Newcon'st,\Pple ~~'
= EDUC-20
WAP Stade 3hd ucoriai Demo

FOR~TII-01

- FRTII-02
= FRTII-03

~bler/Di.la.=nbler /Sattn F.dicor- (700/701)
Go Forth Tµcorial and FlldForth 78 - (702/703)
Forth and Floating Point f\ridunecic - (704)

GAMF5 01 DISKSET-$16.50)

-

GAME-0 I
GAME-02

-

GAME-05
GAME-06
GAME-07
GAME-08
GAME-09

=~

-~10

=~I I

LOGO

LOGO-OI
= LOG0-02

2/
Games Aand B- (10 107l
Games C and D-!111/128)

~~~J!r~-C72/74)

Pin'ball and Arcade Games - ~421157)
Tca Adv IMFttlY House (SI
iii3/5 I7)
EdUC!Cional Games G and H - (
)
S~ns and Utilities I Games - (143/160
A'dvmtwcs /Game Room - (811/812)
HaunrerlHouse-(1761810)
Mostly Games /Waard Wolker I - (1221161)

!:-ogo Tool Kie and \Docs- (145/146)
Sample Diskand DallasApplc: L.ogo-(147158)

MISCFllANEOUS (23 DISK SIT- $34.50)
MISC-01
SS (Coin Collea) ind MOC-(95/1 15)
- MISC-02
MiScellaneoos (I I!J/170)
- MISC-03
Mi.scdlancous ~~Files - 9251159)

=~
=MISC-06
MISC-07

~~,~~~~d:~-~4~

~·nomy
andAoolesop/Applc:Wn(·
Shonn mcm1m< - ~rerc- 5 I

-

MISC-08
MISC-09
MISC-10
MISC-II

G. diaiidWei.sc~no -( ~
Aviation - General (Disk 1 :;/1) - 51
Aviation -Nayigati>n (Oisk2 of2 - 15)

-

MISC-14

G~andCacG~-(108/ln)

=~g
=~Jg

- MISC-17
= MISC-18

Gardncr's~J~S5.~!P.,

}j~.~~~~~~-(103/165)
~rs~~J~/&wj-C75/IP6)

Plots I Gr.iohs and Oians/ Gr.!P.~.-{163/166)
Business/Mach Scar and SS- (70/90)

June 1992

MISCl9
SS (lnvesuncn1) and SS ffiusiness) - (91/92)
- MISC20
BUSIJ'ICSS Aand B• (104/113)
-MISC21
lnvestl)'\cnts ~ B· (153/154)
-MISC22
~.rcadshctt A
MisCdlancouS • (137/155)
KllCy's Pcoo lrutrumcntarion - 073)
=MISC23
NEW PRINT SHOP (31 DISKSIT- $46.50)
NWPS-01
G~.J.;,.... 01
-NWPS-02
G=."'l'l'!'-' 02

- NWPS-05
=~
- NWPS-06

Oieckbook Temolar:cs
3AWZ-05
Conaiburions-Dlsk 1
= 3AWZ-06
ill BUSINES.S BASIC (8 DISK SIT-$12)
Pohlman
DiskOl -1101~)
- 3BSB-01
3BSB-02
PohlmanD~02 - 1018
-3BSB-03
PohlmanD' 03- 1019
- 3BSB-04
Pohlman D' 04 · 1020
- 3BSB-05
PohlmanD' OS- 1021

=

81·~

G . 05
G . 06
Grap . 07
Grap 'cs08
Grap . 09
Graphics 10
Graphics 11
Graphics 12
Graphics 13
Grape 14
Grap ·cs 15
Grap 'cs IG
Graphics 17
Graphics 18
Grap~cs
19
Grap
'cs20
Grap 'cs21
Grap 'cs22
Grap 'cs23
Grap 'cs 24
Graphics25
Grap~cs 26
G 'cs27
G . 28

- NWPS-07
-NWPS-08
- NWPS-09
- NWPS-10
- NWPS-11
-NWPS-12
- NWPS-13
- NWPS-14
- NWPS-15
- NWPS-16
-NWPS-17
- NWPS-18
-- NWPS-19
NWPS-20
-NWPS-21
-NWPS-22
-NWPS-23
- NWPS-24
-NWPS-25
- NWPS-26
-NWPS-27
- NWPS-28
- NWPS-29
Bo~Ol
- NWPS-30
Borders 02
= NWPS-31
FonisOl
PASCAL (8 DISKSIT-$12)
PASCO!
Aaai:hBios for Pascil 1.1 and Uriliries · (300/301)
- PASC02
r"~ro!G~cs
and Bios/Prinrersa(.302130n
- PASC03
Mist. and
rir:c OOS I Printers ·
305)
- PASC04
C:u:iloeer
Hires Printine/Lisp 307)
- PASCO'
Puffin'1 H . M . -CPM-Pa
308/309

=~~
PASCOB

-

PILOT

PILT-01~

~D~u~~~uick~\ot~W~
P~~FromOOS-(133/314) (
Pilot Language · (167)

lJlllITIES (23 DISK SIT- $34.50) ,
UilL-01
New Memlicrs Dtti· 2.01N B· (821)
New Member's D' • 2.01aD · (822)
- UilL-02
- UilL-03
Urilitics Aand B- I00/101)
- UilL-04
Urilirics C and D · 0 121118)
- UilL-05
Urilitics Eand F- (124/132)
- lJfIL.-06
Urilirics G and H ~ (138/43)
- UilL-07
Urili 'cs I and I • ~
-UilL-08
~ t!Jdtics One- OOS- 41/42)
- UTIL-09
R-Qo1k1/Inccrrn · Urik~01/502)(
~ (.opx and Divcrsi OOS ]1?/130)
- lJilL. l0
- lJilL.11
Additions ro ProOOS and 7 "" Utility - (804/806)
- lJilL.12
Uciliries A (ProDOS) and Fil7Cabinec · (8021803)
- lJilL.13
Tmo-·~~1 74/807)
- u m ,.14
Aii~'ir · ·c 101t llPlusShrinki Shrinkit 3.3
- lJill,.15
V1Si-Trel}c I YISi-Plot and Calatlink · 793/94)
- lJTilrl6
~pleSotr Turor and Picture Packer· (l091117)
- lJTilrl7
~pjeWticer Urilitics • (168)
- lJTil,.18
Abi>leSolt P~ and LoVe's Follies- (1441170)
- lJTII.,.19
"Old" New Member's Disk- (134)
- lJilL.20
~Reader(SW). (819)
- lJilL.21
T Jc Reader (SWl · (823) .
-lJilL.22
D
ypeV~5-P unDisk(SW)
= lJilL.23
DB Master V. S· ~Files /Docs (SW)
5.25" DISKS

APPLE Ill
•• indicate• single sided disks
ACCOUNTING
3ACT-01A
- 3ACT-02
=3ACT-03
ill 3FZP &AWTFMPIATES (6 DISKSIT-$9.00)
3AWZ-01
AW· EZP Bus Tcmplan:s · (f060)
- 3AWZ-02
Che::lchook Plus by I:.omanirc
- 3AWZ-03
Aa:ountin21Flll3llC? Templates
= 3AWZ-04
Mong;ige i emplar:cs

•
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•
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~~~
filygr13're~~1~;~ ~ by Boston
= 3BSB-08
Best ofOn ~!me Programs
ill GAMES (5 DISK SIT- $7.50)
3GAM--Ol
Games 01- 0001)
- 3GAM-02
Games for Klds- (100
- 3GAM-03
GP'n ~ero-~ 1189 -(1041)
- 3GAM-04
Games 02
= 3GAM-OS
Star Trek
ill GRAPHICS (39 DISK SIT - $58.50)
~
3GRX-Ol
Ska:chpadandSlideshow- 1012)
- 3GRX-02
5g Faaory Manual - (1069)
- 3GRX-03
!'jg Faaory • Black and White - (1070)
- 3GRX-04
Fig Faaory · Color· (I 071}
- 3GRX-05
=G
hicsT0911Gt-0072)
-3GRX-06
3-D M . Tool Kit· (1073)
- 3GRX-07
· (1074)
3GRX-08
G
hies D'
U~'ties
-- 3GRX-09
Graphics
01·- 10715
1062
- 3GRX-10
Graphics D' 02 • 107
- 3GRX-ll
GraphicsDisk03- 10
- 3GRX-12
GrapraphicsDisk04- 1078
- 3GRX-13
Graj#:s Disk OS · 1079
-3GRX-14
GraDhicsDisk06 - 1~
- 3GRX-15
CalCndar Bloo • 1 1
]Ypewtjr:Art D~O -Obs2))
- 3GRX-16
-3GRX-17
l~rerArtD' 02::0083)
- 3GRX-18
Posrerbv Bloom· 1084)
- 3GRX-19
Raster Demo I T mapio
- 3GRX-20
Icon Demo I Tfonc
- 3GRX-21
T~Demo I Mask Demo
- 3GRX-22
Tmem
I Trc:as Demo
- 3GRX-23
GlF G . 01
- 3GRX-24
GIF G~:.i.;~ 02
- 3GRX-25
GIF G::!i"t; 03
- 3GRX-26
GIF ~ 04
= 3GRX-27
Grafixwcirks 1and 2 (SW)
3GRX-28
Gralixworks 3 and 4 (SW)
- 3GRX-29
s· by Bloo
-3GRX-30
~G ~#I
- 3GRX-31
FOTOVK:W~ Lomaninc
- 3GRX-32
A2/A3 Gr.ip'1ics
- 3GRX-33
Floppy Colotjng Boo~ 1
- 3GRX-34
Floppy Co tjng Boo 2 ~rains
- 3GRX-35
Floppy Co~tjng Boo 3 ore
1
- 3GRX-3G
AQPP.l'~rii]g
Book 4 mrer <Y5 pics)
- 3GRX-37
GIF~
. :s U'.>
uiym
- 3GRX-38
Dino G .
Book~ Graphics
= 3GRX-39
ill JNR)RMATION (34 DISKSIT - $51.00)
3INF-01B
WAP ///SIG PO~ralQR _
- 3INF-02B
New Member's D' : · OOOS)
- 3INF-03
Besco MAUG - (1008)
- 3INF-04
BestofTheSoUJtC:(1009)
- 3INF-05
BestofTAU - 0010)'
- 3INF-06
Best ofATUNC · (l'OSSl
- 3INF-07
Best ofill's Company-Of ~101 Sl
- 3INF-08
Best of Ill's Compan~-02 1057)
- 3INF-09
The ~ ofBloom • 103 )
-3INF-10
lm~sQ>m~by oom-~096)
- 3INF-l l
Phase III Conkrcila: Plus! - Qoj7)
-3INF-12
BescofOttalini-DiskOl -{li
-3INF-13
Bescof0ttalini-Disk02- 1058
- 3INF-14
Best ofOttalini-Disk 03 · 10S9
- 3INF-l 5
Best ofOttalini-Disk 04 - 1
- 3INF-IG
Best ofPair BBS
- 3INF-17
Revicm br. Bloom
-3INF-18
III~CBootandPlll!',1'3lJ!)
- 3INF-19
IIIOi~(Yolum,~ I anC12)
- 3INF-20
Best ot Ottalini-Disk 05
- 3INF-21
Three'~ Compa.QY BBS
- 3INF-22
Best ot Bloom-Ii!Sk 02
- 3INF-23B
WAP 3 SIG PD Caaloe: (3FZP)
- 3INF-24
Best ofATUNCDisk 02
- 3INF-25
Best ofATUNCDisk 03
=..;!INF-26
Best ofATUNCDisk 04
3INF-27
Best ofATUNCDisk 05
= 3INF-29
How Do I?

t ·)
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•

Pair/DA Data S~ Ca13loos
ThreeWorl<s for~Ple 3 - OOks 1& 2 !~
ThreeWorl<s for~ 3 -13 & 4
ThreeWorl<s for ~Pie 3 - · 5 & 6
~r~~86-. 7&8

_3INF-30
_31NF-31
_3INF-32
_31NF-33
3INF-34
=31NF-35

=j~~

eonmburions - Disk 01 -1[10mi3
Conaibutions - Disk 02- 1061
Conaibµtions - Disk 03 - 10

lfo~~<f551ti~d~M~ib)
-illOOl
1101

~pie ID Denio Disk 01

3MSC-07
=3MSC-08
_ 3MSC-09

4Pi>le ID Demo Disk 03- 1102

=
=
_
_

APJ>le II Boot Disk
Frehdi Tutor
Italian Tutor
Conttiburions - Disk 04
Bowliru! Usc /Grid Grade
FloppyBook
Mwrc-Music-Music
Adv. Visi Cale (HD Ver.) & Mail Use Manager (HD Ver.)

-jt1~al?

3MSC12
3MSC13
3MSC 14
3MSC15
3MSC16
3MSC17
3MSC18
3MSC19

~pteIDDemoDisk02-

~1~~0emo

mPASCAL (16 DISKSET-$24)

_
_
_
_

3PCL-01
3PCL-02
3PCL-03
3PCL-04
3PCL-05

=j~

= 3PCL-08
_ 3PCL-09

=jla:}?

Pascal 11
2.0 Com.QilerffookKit V. 1
ToolKit v. 2/V. 3
Pronto DeP~/SANE 1
SANE 2J Mm: 3

=3REP-03
_ 3REP-04

=jl$~

=j~:Sk
_ 3REP-09

Cim's Pascal 11
Chaos Pascal P~

~=~Btl-Dl~Gxle

-~f--~o£iol29JiJ1~~ Mcmh-(1094)
~yo~leill-(1088)
Brain S~n 9)

~~(l WroH~th-(1091~

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE

3UTL-29
=3lJTL..30
_3UTL-31
3UTL-32
=3UTL-33
_3lJTL..34
_3lJTL..35
_3UIL-36
_3UIL-37

~Bloom-

MLM Utilities by Bloom-Disk 02- (1049}
MlM Utilities bv Bloom-Disk 03 - (1050)
- (1085)
Pm Menu Maker- (1054)

~leWrirer to 5FZP bv Bloom

~Rdcze

Rcfonnaner m
Custom Font Demo & Font Bib PD
Awle 3-IBM ?f Bloom
~tIIUPLD b}r Bloom
Font Generator 3

ill WORD PROCFS.5ING (6 DISK SET- $9)

~~m~~and~K~:H~3~
Jeppson Disassembler - (llJlJ5)

Mail this form with your check to :
Disketeria
Washington Apple Pi
7910 Woodmont Avenue, Suite 910
Bethesda_!_ Maryland 20814
Number of
Member
Price@
Disks
3.5" Singles
_
4orless@
$4.00
5ormore@
_
$3.50
_
Sets (as marked)
$(above)
5.25" Singles
4orless@
_
$2.00
_
5ormore@
$1.75
Sets (as marked)
_
$(above)
+ postage $1.00/disk,
max. $5.00.

mU11U11ES (37DISKSET-$55.50)
3lITL.()l
S
Utiliri and Data- (1004)
-3lITL.()2
~II Ern~on - Disk 01 - (1043)
- 3lITL.()3
Abbi~ Il Emulation - Disk 02 - (1044)
- 3lITL.()4
SOS Drivers- 00~~)
-3lITL.()5
Basic tDi.ic- 1014
-3UJL.06
Basic ffnllnes- o· 01 ~ (1002)
= 3lITL.()7
Programmers Power ToolS - (1056)
-j~
~C; (l~l9) leseOOs- 1045
-3UTL-10
&mcxr;;J1~Utilities-«1b4ld)
- 3UI1.rl 1
The Rmiever- (1023)
- 3UTL-12
Power Print ID - (1024)
- 3lJTL..13
Disk Wrndow ID Pf1.15: 0025)
-3UIL-14
Source Wmdow/Data WmdOW- (1026)
- 3UTL-15
Powercu and &WcXRF- (1027)
-3UIL-16
Basic Exrension- (1031)
- 3UTL-l7
Power Kevs OM Pll.15 - (1034)
-3UTL-18
RAM+3ffWl>-n-Fro ID 1118K-(1036)
- 3lJTL..19
Basic GfO - 0051)
- 3UTL-20
Custom Font MinUal- (1037)
- 3UTL-21
Custom Font- (1038~
-3lJTL..22
Fqqts-0~01-(10 9)
-3UIL-23
Diskill
i..;,B ~-(1011)
= 3lJTL..24
G
bv BlOO~ - (1 ~)
3UTL-25
A:
IFl ·Bloom - 1028
= 3lJTL..26
Mariual
(1068}
_3lJTL..27
MLM Utilities by Bloom-Disk 01 - (1048}
_3UIL-28

_
_
_
_
_
_

mTFLECOMMUNICATIONS
(9 DISK SET-t3.50)
_ 3TEL-01
Tderom - Disk 01 - (1063
_ 3TEL-02
Tderom- Disk 02/Acass - (1064)
I

Tderom- Diski- (1065)
Kennitill-'1
XModem m-(1067)
TeiminALL Manual - (1032)
TenninAU ~ivgram - (1033)
WAPTCSomclnfoNet (Source, Docs, & Program)

~~

t<Jrrti~·~;/Putllb

- 3J.>CL.12
MacStuff'
3PCL-13
David r ...:n.Disk 1
David r;.~Disk 2
= 3PCL-14
3PCL-1 s
David Cri&-Disk 3
IEEE Files ror Apple II & Apple ID
= 3PCL-16
mREPAIRS (9 DISKSET-$13J()) _

- j~~~

=~

=3TEL-09

m~~usi~~&r'~!~~w-0046)
= 3MSco2
_ 3MSC-03
_ 3MSC-04

-~

-3TEL-05
-3TEL06

3WDP-01A
3WDP-02
3WDP-03
3WDP-04
3WDP-05
3WDP-06

~leWrirer-

(1006)
FOOmote ID - (1003)
lnkWdl Manual - (1029)
lnkWdl P~ - (1030)
AppleWrirerTiemo
Script 3 & Pascal Text Editor

Are you a member of Washington Apple Pi, Ltd? YIN _. If Yes, Member Number
All payments must be in U.S. funds drawn against U.S. banking institutions.
Non-members add $3.00 per disk to listed prices for 3.5" and $1.50 per disk for 5.25" disks.
Extended
$
$
$

I

I

Name

l

Box Number, Apartment, Suite, etc.
Street Address

$
$
$

City

State

$

Day Telephone

Evening Telephone

Zip Code

$

I
I

~-------------------------------------~
Please write disk numbers on a separate sheet of paper and include them with your order.
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Classified Advertisements
Classified advertisements can be placed by mailing copy to the business office of Washington Apple Pi. Ltd., 7910
Woodmont Avenue, Suite 910, Bethesda, MD 20814. Be sure to include your WAP membership number and indicate area
codes with your phone numbers. Ads must be received by the ad copy due date listed in the Calendar pages for that month
in order to be included in the appropriate issue. Any ads postmarked after that time will be included at the discretion of
the Editor. Cost is $2.00/line (40 characters per line), maximum 12 lines. Members ofWashington Apple Pi,Ltd., may place
ads up to three lines at no charge. The editor reserves the right to refuse any ads deemed inappropriate.

Services Offered
Law Offices of
Richard S. Sternberg
A General Practice of Law since 1984
General Civil & Criminal Litigation
Employment, Labor & Civil Rights
Personal Injury & Auto Accidents
Business and Corporate Practice
Domestic Relations
Wills & Probate
Admitted DC, MD, VA, & Fed. Courts
First consultation free and discount
rates with valid Pi membership
202-638-2300

All Apple and Compatible Peripherals
BOARDandCOMPONENTLevelRepair
Member and Student DISCOUNTS Upgrades and Data Recovery Call Steve
. T enlyto wn Computer c1·InIC
.
Ri.denhourm
Center 4433 Wisconsin Ave, N.W. Washington, D.C. 20016 (202) 362-9702.

Pri".a~compu~rlesso~forki~s.Apple

IIspecralistexpen enced withspecralneeds

children (gifted, L.D.) References. $30/ w/ QuickLink II fax software & RS-232
hourcallPhilShapiro(202)686-5465 (Pre- cable $65; THINK C 4.0, plus upgrade to
fer DC or Montgomery County Locations). 4.0.5, and manuals $50; Thunder7 interactive thesaurus/dictionary $25. Call Mike
(301) 559-5073.
Math Tutoring-HighSchool&College
Brand New Lotus 1-2-3 for the Mac
- Experienced Professional Call 301/530- $85.00 call 301/630-7048 evenings.
4152.
Accounting Inc. Latest version 3.01,
Wanted
fully Integrated general ledger, AR, AP,
. .
inventory mgt, Invoicing and payroll. All
. Anyone have programs with m struc- documentation available. Will transfer
tions for Mac 5~2-400K ~hat you could registration. $285.00 call 301/762-4034.
send to me? Michael Bo1court-General
Delivery, Claiborne, MD 21624 or Call
4101745-5568.
TRUVEL TZ-3 SCANNER. "Overhear
Complete Mac needed for a nonprofit tower~ scanner uses. camera lens, allows
information center. Totally tax deduct- sca~mg of small obJe~~ and flat copy up
ible. Please call Helena Metzger 703/524- to 12 x 17 at ~00 ~p1 m B&W. TIFF or
1042
PICT, 1 to 8 bits/pixel. Includes "TIB"
·
unit, which is basically a 40 MB remov. .
able-cart. drive for storing scan data. A
Art Orgaruzatwn requests Y0 :U to do~ bit awk ward to use compared to typical
na.te your old PC, e.g., IBM. 286 with 5 114 desktop scanners, but extra dpi and 3D
dnve, to replace on~ that die.s. Please call scan capabilit[ could be valuable for some
JudyKramerofArtisans Uruted,703/759- users · Cost 1100000
'
· new· We don't
7090 ·
needit; will consider most any offer. More
For Sale
info: call Charles McNeill at
Mac Classic 4/40 $700· ImageWriter II WORDSCAPE, Inc., 202/785-9605.
dust cover, & 2000 pages paper $190;
Zoom Telephonies data/send fax modem

ALLNET SERVICE CENTER
Apple and Macintosh Specialists
Mac Plus/512 Power Supply $95
One MB Memory Upgrade Installed $48
Upgrade Mac 512 KE to Mac Plus w I 1 MB RAM $335
Laser Printer, Hard Drive, Floppy Drive Repair
Call for our low rates • Pickup /Delivery
On-site/Walk-in • Service Agreements

3020 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, VA, Tel: 703-527-4300
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1.--------------------------------------,
Membership Application
.
I1 Please type or print:
I Name

I1
I

Home Phone #
·Work Phone #

1

I Company
I Address
I

.·

1

Occupation
Sponsor's Name

.

I
I
I

L-----------------~-------------------~
Please answer a few questions for us regarding
WAP has many Special Interest Groups (SIG's) and
Activities. Check the boxes of those areas which
interest you. The appropriate group will con-tact you.

your computer use. Circle the computers/
equipment that you use on a regular basis.

on
Apple II
Apple II+
Apple Ile
Apple Ile
Apple II GS
Apple Other
Laser 128
Basis
Franklin
Apple III
Mac 128
Mac 512
Mac 512e
Mac Plus
Mac SE
MacSE/30
Mac Portable
Mac LC
Mac Other

LISA
Mac II
Macllx
Mac II ex
Mac lie+
Mac II ci
Macllfx
Mac II Other
IBM or Compatible
Non-Apple Laptop
Modem300
Modem1200
Modem2400
Modem9600
Fax Modem
Printer, Dot Matrix
Printer, Impact
Printer, Ink Jet
Printer, Laser

rEnc10seci1eekormon&v0Ri"erp&y8ble'.~Viai~riat0nAPJi18:Pt: ucr.--

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Basic Membership-One Year ·

·

Two Years
Three Years
Student Rate* (for one year)
For other options please add correct amounts
(1) WAP Bulletin Board System CTCS)
oo~~~~

(3) Airmail to Canada, Mexico, West
Indies or Central America
(4) Airmail to Europe & South America
(5) Airmail to Asia & elsewhere
(6) Surface to Europe, Asia & elsewhere
Total Enclosed

Applicant signature and date:

, "· ,

, :~9
$67
·.· $92
$32
. $9

rou

AppleWorks SIG
Apple II GS SIG
Apple III SIG
CAD SIG
Database SIG
Disabled SIG
Desktop Publishing SIG
Disk Library
EdSIG (Education)
Excel SIG
Federal SIG
Grune SIG
HOTLINE
HyperCard SIG
Hype:r'I'alk SIG
Mac Programmers SIG
Music SIG
PI SIG (Prograin Interface)
Stock SIG
Telecommunications SIG (TCS)
WAP Journal Editorial Board
Works SIG

,

'

·

~~a8e encl9sephotocopy0f

current StiidentID

~·

- - ~ - - ~ - - - -,
IJ:Ldicate Dem.red
: ~ewMember Kit
.(1 oJlly)
'Apple D
Apple D GS
Apple m
~~

Mac 800k
$20
$38 ·

$48
$18

---

$ Please circle Yes or No for the two items listed below.

My name, address and ·phone· number may be published in the
membership directory~ y_,.. No
Please leave my name on the Pi mailing list. (The list never leaves the
....__ _ _ _ _ _ _,__...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~ffice ~d all mailings~ supervf.!!d by ~e_!! ~) _Y!:!, _No _J
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Look What We Can Offer You:
fl" 4 Imagesetters:
t} L330, RIP 40
t} Agfa 9800, Emerald RIP
t} L230
t} L200
fl" Color Proofing Systems:
t} 3M Thermal-Sublimation
t} Canon CLC-300
t} DuPont Chromacheck
fl" Scanning:
t} Color (Flatbed & Slide)
t} Grayscale/Line/OCR
fl" Turnaround to Suit Your Needs
fl" Delivery at Cost
fl" 24-Hour Bulletin Board System
fl" Qualified Technical Support

Imaging at its Best!
4300 King Street, Suite 105, Alexandria, Virginia 22302
Phone: (703) 824. .8022 •Fax: (703) 824 . . 8023 •BBS: (703) 824. . 8024

Washington Apple Pi, Ltd.
791 O Woodmont Ave., Suite 91 O
Bethesda, MD 20814
May 1992

Second Class
postage rates
paid
at Bethesda, MD

.-

THE loWEST PRICE IN THE WOllD

On Radius Large Screen 24-Bit Systems, We will beat any price (Mail-Order Included) from an authorized dealer by $50

radi1s
radUs

Full-Two Page, Accelerated 24-Blt with On the Fly Resolution Switching

Precision Color 24X

Rocket from

$1349

Card Only

With Radius
19' Display

With Radius
20' Trinitron

With Radius
Color Display/21

With 19'
Hitachi

With 20' Sony
GDM-1936

$1649

$3799

$4395

$4658

$3098

$4095

Power up to Quadra performance without the compatlbllltv Issues.
Rocket

25i - High speed general Rocket 25-Quadrapowerona card.
purposeprocessingacceleratortornon-numeric 6-8 Times Mac II performance to 31 times Mac
applications like desktop publishing.
II performance on Numericapplications- Excel.

,.

Ultra Performance
Hard Drives
Fujitsu 520 Meg drive, with 9ms average access
times, 4400 RPM, SCSl-2, sustained transfer rates
of2.1 megabytespersecond,andaS Year Warranty.
Internal .................................................... $1299
External .................................................... $1399

RAM Upgrades

;:

~-"

~:,.;

.,,..~

·:·.·.~>
;.' -.(:~

. .
..

•

Rocket 33 - The most powerful acceleratoravailable, 32% faster than the Quadra.
Ultra-High performance inall Applications.

~..~~~~!!~~"~"'"'. .

RADIUS

perfonnance DataProducts Adobe Postscriptlevel 2Printers. MacWeekMagazine called the LZR960 '~he fastest postscript printer we have evertested".
LZR-960 Specifications: 9 PPM, RISC processor, 35 Fonts,

COLOR

2MB Memory expandable to lOMB, Serial, AppleTalk, and Parallel
interfaces all active simultaneously, and Adobe Postscript 2.

PIVOT/LE

DataProducts LZR-960 ........................ $1799
LZR-1560 Specifications: 1s PPM lener/8 PPM tabloid,

·~;.;:~.

;• -:r+

True 400 dpi (70% more dots per inch) RISC processor, 35 Fonts,
4MB Memory, Serial, AppleTalk, and Parallel interfaces all active
simultaneously,and Adobe Postscript 2. SinglecomponentToner/
Drum system. Available in 1, 2 or3 Tray configurations.

We will not be undersold*

Plus, SE, SE/30, II, llcx/ci, LC, Mac llsi, Quadra
1Meg ....·-·--·-···-····-· $45 2 Meg ·····-·········-···-······ $85
4Meg ··-·-···-·-·--·····$145 4MegFX ....- ...............$154
256K VRAM (Quadra) .... $69 512KVRAM (LC) ····-·-··· $89

DataProducts LZR-1560 ......................... CALL

• •

PowerBook w/Trade-ln
4 Meg Board ··-···--··· $325 6 Meg Board .............~.. $450

mac Upgrades

_$ SUPERMAC™
Video Spigot
lnstantQuictTimemoviemakingfOI anyQuick-Time(apable Macintosh.
Spigot Pro for NuBus or llsi · - - ·- · - · --S 1349
Spigot for NuBus ···--·······--·-·-·····--·-····-·-··$489
Spigot for llsi or LC ...........................- ...···---···-·······$415

FREE Adobe Premiere with Spigot
purchase a $495 Value

• • •

Full page color with built-in Video for the llci,
llsi, and Quadra. Available for LC, SE/30, and
all NuBus Computers with interface.
Color Pivot LE Display ........................ $1149
Color Pivot Interface ............................ $565

6931 Arlington Road, Bethesda MD 20814
Less than 1 Mile from the WAPOffice
At the comer of Arlington Road and Bracley
Boulevard, behind Peoples.
Unlimited Validated Free Parking in Garage
Weekdays 10-6, Saturday 11-4
MasterCard/Visa Accepted

301.

• Memory prices rr11st be from a stockin g rcta.i ler of memory produces with a retail storefro nt. All trademarks propeny of their owners. Maci ntosh is a registered 1radcmark of Apple Compurer. Origill31 artwork for lhis ad
pri nrcd on the DataProducts LZR- 1560 - Prices: subject to chan ge without notice.

